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SUMMARY

M. Harvey

1.2 Nuclear Physics Research

1.2.1 TASCC Facility Progress

Extraction of the first beam from the combined tandem and superconducting
cyclotron facility was achieved on the evening of November 19. The 5 nA,

I beam at 1.3 GeV is the highest energy heavy-ion beam produced in Canada
to date. This achievement rapidly followed the first injection of the beam
into the cyclotron on July 22 and acceleration to the extraction radius on
September 12 (2.28, 6.2.1).

With successful acceleration of first beam in the cyclotron, and hence proof
of the success of the technology, the way is now clear for submission to
the Board of Directors of the RFA for Phese II, which will provide beam to
nine permanent target locations.

The final section of the Phase I beam line, which guides the ions from the
cyclotron to the interim target locations, has been installed and
commissioned under computer control (2.23, 2.24, 2.26). First experiments
with beams from the cyclotron are being prepared for running in early 1986.
Experiments using the beam from the tandem via the by-pass line are now
proceeding on a regular basis.

A 70.8 MeV I + beam is now being delivered on a routine basis to the
superconducting cyclotron with a 500 na (unbunched) current. This
represents only about 5% loss in transmission. Burchers capture 55% of the
d.c. beam. Some focussing errors have been detected and shown to be a
result of errors in calibration of some quadrupole lenses. The source of
the errors still has to be located (2.25).

Major purchases for detectors have been made for the 8it spectrometer and the
rate of delivery and quality are generally satisfactory (2.5, 2.18).

Work continues on the setting up of a data acquisition system that will
condense the information from the many signals from the detectors of the 8it
spectrometer to a manageable amount for storage on magnetic tape. The
system must work on a fast time scale and involves two computers plus
ancillary equipment. Purchases, receipt and testing of equipment is taking
place together with the writing of programs for the Perkin-Elmer computer
(2.14, 2.17, 2.21, 2.40).

An in-house automatic liquid nitrogen filling system for the germanium
detectors is being constructed. This will be more flexible, powerful and
cost-effective than commercially available systems (2.20).

The commissioning of the on-line isotope separator (ISOL) in its new TASCC
location is complete, with its previous performance characteristics
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reestablished or exceeded, and substantial technical improvements
incorporated (2.33). Work is well advanced on coupling the TASCC target
chamber to the ISOL ion source via a He-gas capillary (2.34).

Effort on the Phase II multiparticle facility has concentrated on developing
a working test module. The conclusion from subsequent tests is that design
is adequate for identification and energy measurement for both light and
heavy ions over a large dynamic range and solid angle. This can be achieved
with a package that has high geometric efficiency in a spherical array
(2.32).

1.2.2 Nuclear Physics Research Activity

In preparation for experiments to be done using the particle detection
equipment on the TASCC facility, experiments on the fragmentation of N
projectiles incident at 40 MeV per nucleon on Au and ^atAg have been
done at the Michigan State University Cyclotron (2.2).

The analysis of data to detect and identify intermediate mass fragments in
coincidence with heavy recoil partners has revealed that they cannot be
understood in terras of binary reactions. Models that assume that additional
matter is emitted during the reaction seem plausible (2.3).

Preliminary studies have been made for an experiment to measure the mean
lifetime of the l/2+ first excited levels of Ca and K by the Doppler
shift attenuation method at high initial recoil velocities. Low beam
currents from the existing Hiconex 834 ion source have prevented a
measurement to date but greater success is anticipated with the higher
currents from the Purser source (2.4).

99 113 115
From a reanalysis of the (3-delayed proton data of Cd, Xe and Xe it
has been concluded that general agreement between theory and experiment is
possible provided the p-strength function is chosen with a stronger energy
dependence than that expected from the accepted theory of (3-decay (2.5).

In a collaboration with the Foster Radiation Laboratory of McGill University
it has been concluded that production of » Gd by S bombardment on
selected isotopes of Sn with the CRNL tandem leads to fewer contaminants
than found using the He ion beams at the Foster Laboratory (2.6).

High spin states in lb9Tm from 11/2 to 45/2 were populated with a 150 MeV
CZ beam on Te and Lifetimes measured. States in W were populated

with 85 MeV F ions on Tb in a study of the lowest energy nuclear states
with a given spin (2.7, 2.8).

First data from the fi-decay of Ni were collected in an experiment to
search for a heavy neutrino. Preliminary analysis shows no support for this
hypothesis.

Components continue to be assembled for an experiment on the u/2
(3-spectrometer to measure the mass of a light neutrino from the tritium
decay.
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Q O Q

Only preliminary (y,Y) measurements could be made on U with the CRNL
bremsstrahlung monochromater at the University of Illinois inicrotron
facility because of the early shutdown of the facility. Both the elastic
photo-scattering cross section at 5.9 MeV and total photo-absorption cross
sections between 4.9 and 6.1 MeV have been deduced (3.18).

A revised expression for the strengths of El-transitions between excited
states has been derived which provides better fits to experimental data from
(n,y) and (n,ya) reactions (3.19).

Analysis continues on the determination of experimental errors in the data
from the photodisintegration of the deuteron in order to reduce the.
uncertainty in thu measured parity violation signal to less than 10~
(3.20).

Crucial measurements have been made of radioactive contaminants in D2O and
acrylic which could mask the signal sought to determine neutrino
oscillations in the proposed underground laboratory in a Sudbury mine
(3.21). Tests of the characteristics of photo tubes and Monte Carlo
calculations show that the project is still feasible.

1.2.3 Radionuclide Standardization

90
Data extracted from records going back to 1959 for four sources of Sr have
been used to calculate a new value for the Sr half life (3.27).

The move of the radionuclide metrology laboratory to Bldg. 115 from Bldg.
114 has been completed (3.25). A new radioactive source storage vault is
being designed which will minimize exposure to higher-level sources when
access to only low level sources is required (3.29).

Fifty standard radioactive sources were issued to various branches in CRNL,
and a solution of Ce- Pr was standardized with high precision for the
International Reference System of the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures (3.28).

1.3 Condensed Matter Physics

The conceptual design for the dual beam spectrometer project (DUALSPEC) has
been completed (3.2). It is proposed that this be a national facility
operated and funded jointly by AECL and NSERC (through a consortium of
university professors).

Tests of the NSERC Horizontal Field Superconducting Magnet Cryostat have
been completed (3.16) with a detailed acceptance testing report and record
of operating parameters compiled.
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The neutron diffraction technique has continued to be used in measurements
of strain in materials, specifically to measure the effects of cold working
on Zircaloy-2 alloys (3.5) and the strains at or near a girth-weld of a 36"
pipeline (3.6). In view of the perceived growing interest in this activity
a study has been made for the appropriate characteristics of a diffrac-
tometer dedicated for commercial applications (3.4).

The spectrometer control program has been modified to permit translation of
a specimen through the neutron beam as is necessary in the measurement of
strain (3.13).

A study of the temperature dependence of the crystal structure of K?Hg(CN)i,
has been performed as part of a study of the general class of cyanospinels.
Differences in behaviour of various compounds in this class are difficult to
understand in terras of known interatomic interactions. Explanations are now
being sought in terras of dynamical phenomena (3.8).

A computer program has been written with which resolution function correc-
tions can autoraatically be made on neutron scattering data on membranes to
correct for asymmetric small angle diffraction peaks (3.10).

Revisions have been made to models describing vacancy properties of B2
(CsCi-type) Interraetallic compounds resulting in better fits to experimental
data (3.12). These models show that the observed trapping of positrons at
multi-vacancies in FeAl at temperatures above 610°C can best be described by
positron trapping at the next-nearest-neighbour divacancies if the divacancy
binding energy is negative.

A new type of electrical feedthrough for a proposed high pressure/high
electrical field cell for neutron scattering measurements has been
constructed and tested successfully (3.14).

Techniques have been developed to allow the transfer, to a cryostat, of
large wafer samples of amorphous ice with the temperature increasing less
than 2°K at 77K (3.15).

1.4 Theoretical Physics

1.4.1 Condensed Matter Activity

A systematic investigation of secondary electromagnetic interactions in the
scattering of neutrons has shown that these interactions may no longer be
ignored. Conditions have been determined under which explicit corrections
must be included in the analysis of neutron diffraction and inelastic
scattering data for condensed matter (4.2).

A simple one-parameter model has been developed to replace a nine-parameter
interpolation formula for the atomic from factor. The model enables
calculations of the total coherent and total Schwinger cross sections to be
done analytically (4.3).
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A method has been suggested for determining the scattering angle for
identifiable events in the penetration of heavy ions in solids, bas.?d on a
description of multiple-scattering distributions (4.6).

1.4.2 Nuclear Physics Activity

The chiral soli ton model has been extended to both SU3 and S'J 4 flavour
symmetry. Equations of motion have been deduced for quarks, solitons and
pions in A and I baryons (4.8).

Comparisons between magnetic moments deduced from non-relativistic shell-
models and current relativistic mean-field models suggest that the lack of
agreement of the latter with experiment is a result of an incorrect
treatment of short range correlations between nucleons in a nucleus (4.9).

Shell model calculations are being performed of the spectra of some odd mass
potassium and argon isotopes and some beta decay branchings and lifetimes in
preparation for the results of one of the first experiments expected on the
TASCC facility (4.10).

1.4.3 Fundamental Physics Activity

Non-trivial extensions have been made to the analytic method previously used
to study the QED anomaly in order to apply it to supersymmetry and to the
light-cone gauge. Some as yet unresolved difficulties have been encountered
(4.12 and 4.13).

A review of the applications of the light-cone gauge in QED, pure Yang-Mills
theories, QCD, N=4 supersymmetric theory, gravity and gravity induced
compactification of Kaluza-Klein theories has been completed (4.17).

An alternative approach to solving the few-body Lippmann-Schwinger equation
is being examined which is seen to have many advantages over the
conventional treatment of Fadeev. Application of the method to relativistic
quantum field theory is being examined (4.18).

1.4.4 Accelerator Physics Activity

The testing of the modified SUPERFISH code to calculate azimuthally varying
modes in axially symmetric cavities is complete. Good agreement has been
found with frequencies derived both from other codes and from explicit
measurements for selected cavities (4.20).
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1.5 Applied Mathematics and Computation

The MARC code was used to predict the creep deflections in salt/potash mines,
and to determine the behaviour of thick tubes under large deflection/large
strain conditions. A new version of TPIPE containing a number of new features
was released for public use.

A number of modifications to the HTFS and PPDS libraries have been made,
including the installation of new versions of five of the codes. Twenty-four
magnetic tapes were issued to subscribers.

A joint study with the NDTD branch is underway to compare the results of the
ultrasonic simulation code with experimental data. A number of improvements
have been made to the computer code to extend its modelling capability.

The MORSE and SANDYL codes were used in an evaluation of an electron linac for
radiation processing, in low energy electron transmission calculations, in a
feasibility study of a neutrino observatory, and in predicting the gamma heating
in the Blowdown Test Facility.

Several large application programs were run on the CYBER 830 computer to take
advantage of Its large memory capacity.

An information storage and retrieval system for use by CRNL Quality Assurance
staff is close to completion.

Miscellaneous programs developed or modified during the period include:

- a system to maintain records of documentation issued to computer users,
- a system to maintain Bell Telephone equipment records,
- programs to maintain reference lists for a variety of topics,
- a system to maintain records of photograph requisitions.

A new electronic mail system was installed on the CYBER 830.

Hardware changes include the retirement from service of the CDC 6600 computer
and its replacement by the CYBER 720, and the transfer of all front-end
functions from the 720 to the 830. Tests of a possible successor to the
CYBER 175 were carried out.

Developments in communications subsystems include improvements to the KERMIT
file transfer software, the completion of a data acquisition system to monitor
network activity, and the acquisition of a word processor document interchange
system.
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The following table is an analysis of the jobs processed during the second
half of 1985.

Percentage of
No. of Jobs

1.89
0.36
0.16
0.00
7.80
3.49

Percentage of
Total Utilization

1.19
0.05
0.02
0.00
5.24
8.56

Corporate Head Office
Radiocheraical Company
Chemical Company
AECL Medical
CANDU Operations
WNRE
CPRS
CRNL:
Computing Centre
Contract Accounts
Information Services
Health Sciences
Chemistry & Materials
Physics
Electronics, Instrumentation
and Control

Advanced Projects
& Reactor Physics

Fuels and Materials
Administration
Finance
Operations
Maintenance & Construction
General Services
Plant Design
Special Projects
Commercial Operations
Environmental Authority
Quality Assurance
Project Management
Others

0.06

23.07
1.68
0.64
64
15

6.89

0.21

18.29
9.64
1.50
3.
4.
.00
.48

0.00
0.26
1.77
4.76
0.29
0.27
0.58
0.00
0.11

0.01

14.83
1.11
0.39
2.28
2.53
7.05

3.33

35.21
6.59
0.50
81
53

0.00
0.12
.17
.96

0.12
0.03
0.27
0.00
0.09
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1.6.1 Accelerator Physics

1.6.2 Research Applications and Generic Studies

Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

Commissioning of the simerconducting cyclotron began in July with an
injected beam of 71 MeV I + from the tandem accelerator.

A beam of I + was accelerated to the extraction orbit radius, with an
energy of 1.27 GeV on September 12 and extracted from the cyclotron on
November 19th.

The foil stripper, the radial probes and the stub probe are fully
operational through the computer control system.

The rf amplifier and accelerating structure have been operated to a dee gap
voltage of 75 kV.

The rf phase control can maintain a stable acceleration process with tandera
transit time jitter up to ± 6 P S .

The electrostatic deflector has operated at voltages up to 60 kV.

The trim rods have been used to optimize the first harmonic field

configuration for extraction-

Probe data has been transmitted on-line for analysis by turn pattern

analysis codes on the Cyber computer.

Laser Acceleration of Particles

The first observations of acceleration of injected electrons in the laser
plasma heatwave experiment have been made for an injection energy of
0.97 MeV, 5 MeV electrons were observed from a 1.5 mm long plasma.

1.6.3 Accelerator Breeder Studies

High Current Test Facility

The Alvarez tank and SUCCESS II computer system are being removed to make
room for RFQ1. The 750 keV injector has been mothballed but it could be put
back into service if a requirement for it arises.

RFQ1

Mechanical assembly of the RFQ1 injector i s 80% completed. Work on cooling
systems wil l continue when funds become ava i lab le .
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A prototype EMU controller has been tested and work is underway on
production units.

New versions of rf cavity design computer codes have been received and
installed.

Conceptual design of a heavy ion post-accelerator for the TRIUMF ISOL has
been completed.

A high powered ceramic window rf coupling loop has been successfully tested.

The high power four-rod RFQ sparking test unit has been shipped to
Frankfurt, West Germany.

Drawings for the 270 MHz RFQ have been completed and fabrication of
components has started.

1.6.4 Medical and Industrial Applications

Electron Test Accelerator

Accelerator operation for the period was limited to low power testing
of the buncher/chopper and two one day irradiation runs. The accelerator
was shut down indefinitely on November 29.

Initial tests with calorimetric dose rate meters using graphite blocks have
been carried out.

High power tests on a 5 cell 2.45 GHz on-axis coupled structure were carried
out at the University of Mainz with average energy gradients up to 3.5
MeV/m.

A study of a compact high power structure operated in the forced convection
boiling regime has been started.

Tests were completed with the chopper cavity; the buncher/chopper system

performs as predicted.
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2.1 STAFF

Branch Head: J.C. Hardy

Professional Staff Technical Staff

SECTION I

Accelerator Group

J.C. Hardy
T.K. Alexander
H.R. Andrews
G.C. Ball
G. Audi (1)
R. Bougault (2)
W.G. Davies
J.S. Guo (3)
E. Hagberg
D. Horn
D. Hetherington (4)
V.T. Koslowsky
L. Potvin (4)
D. Radford
H. Schmeing
K. Sharma (5)
P. Taras (6)
D. Ward

SECTION II

N.C. Bray
R.L. Brown
L.H. Bucholtz
P. Dmytrenko
J.L. Gallant (7)
J.J. Hill
R.E. Howard
A.P. Jarvis
P.J. Jones
J.P.D. O'Bacre
W.L. Perry
F.J. Sharp
M.J. Shea
M.G. Steer
J.S. Wills

Beta-Ray & Computer Control Group

R.L. Graham (8)
J.S. Geiger

W.F. Slater
L.V. Smitha>
R.B. Walker

Students

F. Banville (9)
S. Eastman (10)
N.T. Ranger (11)

K. Wheeler (12)
J. Whitlock (13)

Laboratory Services and Workshop

A.R. Sprake
R.W. Stalkie

Secretarial Staff

D.L. Brookes
R.J. Elliott (14)
S. Leachman (15)
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(1) Visiting Scientist from Laboratoire Rene Bernas du CSNSCM, Orsay,
France; sponsored by National Research Council of Canada; terminated
1985 August 28.

(2) Post Doctoral Fellow; terminated 1985 October 25.

(3) Visiting Scientist from Institute of Modern Physics, Lanzhou, The
People's Republic of China.

(4) Post Doctoral Fellow.

(5) Attached (part time) from the University of Manitoba.

(6) Attached (part time) from the Universite de Montreal.

(7) Retired 1985 August 15.

(8) Retired 1985 August 08.

(9) National Summer Student from Universite de Montreal; terminated
1985 August 30.

(10) Waterloo Co-op student; terminated 1985 September 06.

(11) National Summer Student from Concordia University; terminated 1985 August
30.

(12) National Summer Student from University of Saskatchewan; terminated
1985 August 28.

(13) Local Summer student from the University of Waterloo; terminated
1985 August 23.

(14) On Maternity leave.

(15) Terminated 1985 December 24.

Also has responsibilities in Section I and occasionally in Nuclear
Detectors and Metrology Section of the Neutron & Solid State Physics
Branch.
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2.2 Exclusive Measurement of ^N Projectile Fragmentation at 40 MeV per
Nucleon

D. Horn, R. Bougault, G.C. Ball and E. Hagberg with L. Potvin
(McMaster University), G.D. Westfall, D. Fox and D. Cebra (Michigan
State University), and C. St. Pierre, R. Roy and C. Pruneau (Laval
University)

An experiment to study the fragmentation of N projectiles incident at
40 MeV per nucleon on Au and n a tAg targets has been performed at the
Michigan State University Cyclotron Laboratory. Two AE-E silicon teles-
copes were positioned at ± 12.5° relative to the beam axis in the horizontal
plane. Each telescope consisted of a 0.4-mm AE detector and a 5.0-mm E
detector, collimated to subtend a solid angle of 0.829 millisteradians,
behind a foil of 1 mg/cm aluminized mylar to exclude low-energy electrons.
Surrounding one telescope was the Chalk River Light Ion Array, consisting of
36 AE-E phoswich telescopes, four of which had been removed to accommodate
the exiting beam. See R. Bougault et al. (Nucl. Instr. & Meth. in Physics
Research, in press, and PR-P-142: 2.3; AECL-9103) for details of the array.
In the course of the experiment, it was found that the heat load from the 32
photomultiplier tubes and bases degraded the energy resolution of the
silicon telescope surrounded by the array. Consequently, that telescope
resolved projectile-fragment element number but not mass number; the
telescope on the opposite side of the beam axis resolved both element and
mass number. The experiment was run in two modes, one optimized to record
coincidences between one of the silicon telescopes and the array detectors
and the other optimized to record coincidences within the array. Because
the timing was different for the two modes and because the gains of phoswich
detectors are sensitive to the timing of their gating pulses, a different
calibration is needed for each of the two modes for each of the 32
detectors. In future experiments, an effort will be made to have a common
trigger for all classes of events.

The analysis is now in progress. Calibration of the silicon detectors is
complete and identification of all deuteron, triton, and alpha particle
peaks from the 25 MeV per nucleon alpha calibration runs is complete for all
32 phoswich detectors in each mode. The application of these calibration
points to obtain energy spectra for each isotope in each phoswich remains.
Algorithms have been obtained for eight phoswich detectors that apply time-
walk corrections to the E signals for both phoswich-phoswich and silicon-
phoswich coincidence event types. Preliminary analysis of the silicon tele-
scope singles data indicates that the observed momentum width for projectile
fragments is consistent with that of earlier singles experiments. New
information should come from the tagging of fragments by their coincident
light ions observed in the array, and from energy correlations between the
two.

2.3 Intermediate-Mass Fragments from the Reaction of 35 MeV/A ''N on Ag

R. Bougault and D. Horn with C.B. Chitwood, D.J. Fields, C.K. Gelbke,
D.R. Klesch, W.G. Lynch and M.B. Tsang (Michigan State University) and
K. Kwiatkowski (Indiana University Cyclotron Facility)

Analysis of the experiment to detect and identify intermediate-mass frag-
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merits in coincidence with their heavy recoil partners is now complete.
Previous developments have been described in PR-P-141: 2.12; AECL-8849 and
references therein. The centroid angle of the heavy recoiling nucleus was
studied as a function of the momentum and angle of the intermediate-mass
fragment for fragment Z from 3 to 15. Figure 2.3.1 shows centroid angles
for recoils observed with oxygen and beryllium fragments; their behaviour is
representative of the other elements observed. Clearly the lines labelled
100% LMT (for "full longitudinal momentum transfer", as expected in a purely
binary reaction) do not agree with the data; nor does an incomplete
longitudinal, momentum transfer, as represented by the 73% LMT lines.

Significantly better agreement with our measurement can be obtained with the
assumption that additional matter is emitted on the same side of the beam
axis as the intermediate fragment. A variety of plausible models incorpor-
ating emission of additional matter in the approximate center-of-mass
direction of the fragment can reproduce the centroid angles of the recoil
for all fragments and momenta. As illustrative examples only, we have per-
formed two sets of calculations, shown as dashed curves in the figure. Both
calculations include an incomplete longitudinal momentum transfer and both
ware performed with one set of parameters for fragment Z from 3 to 15. The
agreement shown for beryllium and oxygen in the figure is typical. The
first calculation, labelled SD in the figure assumes emission of an excited
(temperature = 5 MeV) primary fragment which undergoes sequential decay,
losing an average of one nucleon per 15 MeV of excitation, to become the
observed fragment. A second calculation, labelled SE in the figure repre-
sents the simultaneous but correlated emission from the source of nucleons
as well as the intermediate-mass fragment. This type of mechanism, which
would be associated with an unequilibrated source region, also reproduces
the mean recoil angles.

We conclude that the emission of low energy intermediate-mass fragments
observed in this experiment cannot be understood in terms of binary
reactions; it is unlikely that the reaction proceeds via the formation of a
fully-equilibrated system. Notably, additional matter appears to have been
emitted with a net residual momentum parallel to that of the detected frag-
ment.

2.4 Preliminary Experiment to Measure Lifetimes of Levels in 39Ca

T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball with J.S. Forster (Solid State Science
Branch), H.-B. Mak and J.R. Leslie (Queen's University)

The A-forbidden J* = l/2+ -• J* = 3/2+ Ml transitions in 39Ca and 3 9K are
important because of their sensitivity to meson exchange, core polarization
and A isobar effects in the nucleus. Towards determining these Ml
strengths, we are planning to measure the mean lifetimes of the 1/2"*"
first-excited levels of Ca and K by the Doppler-shift attenuation method
at high initial recoil velocities.

In the present experiment, levels of Ca were populated in the
3He(4OCa,a)39Ca reaction by bombarding a 3He-implanted Nb foil with 110 MeV
1|0Ca 9 + ions from the MP tandem accelerator. The a-particles emitted in a
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cone around 0° were detected and identified in a AE-E silicon surface-
barrier detector telescope. Gamma rays were detected at 0° in an "8TT spec-
trometer" prototype Ge detector located inside a BGO Compton suppressor that
was shielded from direct radiation by 2.54 cm of lead. In addition, an un-
suppressed Ge detector was located at 60°. Particle-gamma-ray coincidences
and singles data from all detectors were accumulated and analyzed with the
new data scanner and Perkin Elmer computer (see PR-P-142: 2.21: AECL-9103).

The low beam current of Ca + ions (~ 8 nA on target) produced by the
Hiconex 83A ion source was below that required to obtain data for a lifetime
measurement. Coincident gamma rays from 4UCa incident on 12C and 160
contaminants in the target were evident and indicated that high purity Au
foils should be used for the implanted target foils. To further check the
experimental set-up, the 3He(35C£,a)3l+Cl reaction was studied with 80 MeV

Cl + incident on a He-implanted Ta target. Several 4C1 gamma rays
were seen, but also background gamma rays from C, 0 and F contaminants
were seen. Further experiments are planned to take place when more Ca
beam current is available from the Purser ion source. New targets of
implanted He in gold have been prepared by the Solid State Science Branch.

2.5 Analysis of the g-delayed Proton Decays of 99Cd, 113Xe and 115Xe

J.S. Guo, J.C. Hardy and E. Hagberg

Data taken several years ago in collaboration with groups at GSI Darmstadt
and CERN (eg. PR-P-128: 2.16; AECL-7234) and published already in abreviated
form (Proceedings of 4th Int. Conf. on Nuclear Far from Stability,
Helsingor, June 1981 (editors P.G. Hansen and O.B. Nielsen) pg. 217) are
being reanalyzed. The 6-delayed proton spectra of 99Cd, Xe and Xe
were obtained with high resolution, and proton-X-ray coincidences measured.
Since the original analysis, additional data on these decays have been
published (P. Tidemand-Petersson et al., Nucl. Phys. A437 (1985) 342) and
our statistical-model computer program DELPRO has been improved to include a
calculation of the variance of (Porter-Thomas) fluctuations in the proton
energy spectra (PR-P-136: 2.8; AECL-7982). The new analysis is aimed at
achieving agreement between calculation and all measured experimental data:
energy spectra, proton branching ratios, average level lifetimes and
fluctuation variances.

Preliminary conclusions are that general agreement is possible with a rea-
sonable parameter choice, providing that the g-strength function is chosen
with a stronger energy dependence than that predicted by the "gross theory"
of 3-decay. No resonance structure is indicated, however.

2.6 Nuclear Structure Studies in the Vicinity of the llfbGd Shell Closure

E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing and V.T. Koslowsky with
R. Turcotte and S.K. Mark (McGill University)

The decays of several neutron-deficient gadolinum isotopes have been studied
by a group from the Foster Radiation Laboratory of McGill University.
Useful data have been obtained for Gd although the last ~.as:3
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14 1
suffered from severe contamination by Eu. This program has now reached
the limit set by the production capabilities of the cyclotron at the Foster
Radiation Lab.

14 1
A cleaner production of Gd as well as reasonable yields of even more
neutron-deficient gadolinium isotopes may be possible with the CRNL tandem
accelerator. In order to explore this possibility a Foster Radiation Lab. -
CRNL collaboration has been evaluating cross sections for a number of heavy
ion reactions, and useful target compositions and thicknesses. The most
useful heavy-ion reactions for the production of neutron-deficient
gadolinium isotopes appear to be S on selected isotopes of tin. For the
case of Gd the estimated production rate with heavy ions from the CRNL
tandem is less than that already achieved with a Foster Laboratory He
beam, but the production rate of unwanted isotopes is expected to be smaller
by a factor of 50. For the case of Gd the heavy ion production rate is
predicted to be better than that achieved with He ions and the unwanted
isotope production rate is also more favourable. It therefore appears
feasible to study the decays of li+0'141Gd at CRNL.

I C Q

2.7 Lifetime Measurements of High Spin States in 3Tm

H.R. Andrews, D.C. Radford, D. Ward with J. Gascon, P. Taras and
F. Banville (Universite de Montreal)

High Spin States in 1 5 9Tm were populated in the reaction 128Te (35C£, 4n)
with 150 MeV 35C£ ions from the Chalk River MP Tandem. Lifetimes were
measured by the recoil distance method at 18 target-stopper separations from
10 to 5000 urn. The target was 550 ug_/cm of Te evaporated on the
upstream side of a stretched 100 Mg/cm Al film. The stopper was Ta.
The y-rays were detected in an 8ir-spectrometer HPGe detector with a BGO
compton suppressor. The y-rays were detected in coincidence with majority-1
and -2 triggers in a 9-element NaI(T&) multiplicity array. Lifetime data
were obtained for states of spin 11/2 to 45/2. Analysis is in progress.

171+
2.8 Lifetimes of Yrast States in W

D. Ward, D.C. Radford, H.R. Andrews with P. Taras, J. Gascon,
P. van Esbroeck (University de Montreal) and A. Christie (Queen's
University)

States of 17i*W were populated in the 159Tb(19F,4n) reaction with 85 MeV 1 9F
from the Chalk River MP Tandem. De-excitation y-rays were studied with an
8ir-spectrometer Compton-suppressed HPGe detector and events, in which
majority 1 (out of 4 Nal(Tl) detectors) were in coincidence with the HPGe
detector, were collected directly in fast_ memory. The targets were prepared
by rolling terbium metal to a 1 mg/cm thickness, and were mounted in
our recoil distance apparatus with a lead-coated tantalum stopper.

The spectra obtained were of high quality and good recoil distance data down
to a separation of about 10 ym were obtained. The results are being
analysed.
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2.9 Search for Heavy Neutrinos in the Beta Spectrum of Ni

D.W. Hetherington, R.L. Graham, J.S. Geiger, J.L. Gallant and
P. Dmytrenko with M.A. Lone, M. Montaigne and R. Deal (Neutron & Solid
State Science Branch)

A multi-strip Ni source has been prepared as described in a previous pro-
gress report (PR-P-141:2.8; AECL-8849). An identical source of 169Yb was
also prepared for calibration purposes. Both sources have proved to be of
good strength and uniformity.

The entrance slit plate for the twenty-two-element detector array
(PR-P-140: 2.4; AECL-8648 and PR-P-141:2.5; AECL-8849), was replaced with
one having slits 4 mm wide to match the width of the source strips. The
window was replaced with a composite window consisting of a sheet of 2.0 pm
thick mylar coated on both sides with 10 yg/cm of aluminum and a film of
polypropylene 1.1 urn thick coated with 10 pg/cm of cellulose nitrate. This
window is thin enough to permit observation of electrons with energies as
low as 20 keV. The leakage of isobutane gas through the window is, small
enough that the spectrometer vacuum can be maintained at 3x10 Torr
with the existing pumping system.

The neutrino mass data-acquisition program has been upgraded to set the
required source-rtrip voltages (PR-P-141:2.6; AECL-8849) for each step in
the momentum scan of the spectrum. Data from the Yb multi-strip source
show no significant broadening of the conversion electron lines compared to
data from a comparable single-element source. This confirms that the source
voltages are being applied correctly and that the source strips, which are
longer than the single-element source, have the correct curvature. From the
width of the Yb conversion electron peaks, it can be concluded that the
full-width-half-maximum of the spectrometer resolution function is about the
same as the step size to be used in the Ni beta spectrum scans. This
means that the exact shape of the resolution function is unimportant in the
analysis of the Ni data.

The first data from Ni were acquired in early November. Spectra from all
seventeen active detectors showed a small but significant number of counts
above the background in the channels above the endpoint of the spectrum with
the number of such counts varying systematically across the detector plane.
Based on the reasonable hypothesis that these counts were due to electrons
scattered off the walls of the spectrometer, anti-scattering baffles were
added at three locations in the spectrometer. In addition, the existing
central baffle was extended to fit flush to the spectrometer walls. Ni
spectra obtained after installation of the new baffles show no counts above
background in channels above the endpoint.

Computer programs have been written to analyse data from both the Ni and
tritium neutrino-mass experiments. One program prepares the data by first
subtracting background. (Four of the twenty-two detectors are covered with
a masking plate to monitor continuously the background from cosmic radiation
and Ar vented from the reactors.) It then corrects for each detector's
efficiency and adds the spectra together after shifting them all to a common
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calibration. The main analysis program uses a least-squares fit to find the
endpoint of the spectrum and the intensity of the heavy neutrino branch
relative to that of the light neutrino branch. Corrections are applied to
account for backscatter from the source substrate and the transmission of
the detector window. Both of these effects have been evaluated by Monte
Carlo calculations. The main outstanding problem in the analysis is the
fact that the Monte Carlo calculations do not account adequately for the
observed distortions in the spectrum shape.

The present status of the Ni heavy-neutrino experiment is as follows.
Data collection is nearly complete. An uncorrected Kurie plot of some of
the data shows no evidence for a branch in the spectrum that would signal
the presence of a heavy neutrino; however, a few refinements to the data
analysis procedure, including a solution to the window transmission problem,
are required before a definitive upper limit can be placed on the intensity
of such a branch.

2.10 Proposed Subthresthold Pion Experiment

L. Potvin (McMaster University) and D. Horn

Work has continued on the proposed subthreshold pion experiment
(PR-P-141: 2.14; AECL-8849). The theoretical model mentioned previously
(ibid) has been rewritten in order to provide absolute cross-sections and to
eliminate free parameters. A computer code is currently being developed
along those lines and the preliminary results give the right order of magni-
tude for ir ° production at 35 and 25 MeV per nucleon. This code also calcu-
lates the number and size of fragments emitted in coincidence with the pion
for any given target, projectile and beam energy. Unfortunately no data are
available to test this part of the model, making the proposed coincidence
experiment more important than ever.

On the experimental side of the project, rate estimates have been made for
detection with the CRNL Phoswich Array (PR-P-141: 2.17; AECL-8849) of ir+

from a 45 MeV per nucleon C beam on C and Ax. targets; an electronics
scheme has been outlined; and a beam request has been submitted for a first
attempt at ir+ detection (in singles mode) as a preparation for the
coincidence measurement. Also in preparation for the coincidence
experiment, we have built and tested with a tandem beam a test module of a
detector with large solid angle, heavy-ion identification capability, fast
light-ion rejection, and the ability to function at a scattering angle close
to the beam direction (PR-P-142: 2.32; AECL-9103). We are currently
designing the detector that should be used in the planned experiment, which
will also double as a prototype for the proposed Phase II multiparticle
facility (PR-P-141: 2.16; AECL-8849).

2.11 Direct Mass Measurements with the CRNL Isotope Separator

E. Hagberg, H. Schmeing, J.C. Hardy, V.T. Koslowsky and F.J. Sharp
with K.S. Sharraa and R.C. Barber (University of Manitoba)

Parts of the hardware required for computer control of the ISOL (PR-P-141:
2.23; AECL-8849) have now been installed. When completed, the new control
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system will make direct mass measurements possible with the ISOL alone as
well as off-line measurements and evaluation of critical parameters such as
stability and resolution.

An IBM PC, a CAMAC crate, an L2 crate controller and an auxiliary crate
controller have been brought to CRNL from the University of Manitoba. CRNL
has supplied a 4-channel CAMAC Digital-to-Analogue Converter, a rack to
house the CAMAC crate and also a NIM crate. Wiring of the IBM PC to the
auxiliary crate controller has been completed. The control of the CAMAC
crate by the IBM PC has been tested and found to work as specified. The
off-line control system is now available for use.

Work is continuing on the on-line control system. Cables for the extension
of the Perkin-Elmer serial highway to the ISOL CAMAC crate are under
construction. A general purpose IGOR interface is being built. The
specification for another interface, between a second IGOR and our Fluke
digital voltmeter, has been finalized.

2.12 Forward-Angle Detector Array for Light Ions

R. Bougault, D. Horn, M.G. Steer, G.C. Ball, E. Hagberg and G. Audi
with L. Potvin (McMaster University)

The particle-detector array (PR-P-141: 2.17; AECL-8849 and references
therein) has been tested with a beam of 92-MeV N from the CRNL tandem and
used in an experiment with 560-MeV N at the Michigan State University
Cyclotron Laboratory. For backscattered 39-MeV deuterons, the CRNL tests
gave resolutions of ± 1.8% in the E signal from the plastic scintillator and
+ 16% in the AE signal from the CaF2. The total (E+AE) energy resolution
was ± 4.5%. These results represent "worst case" resolutions in that they
are obtained with low-energy ions and include about 1 MeV of kinematic
broadening. Furthermore, the AE width can essentially be ignored once the
isotopic assignment of the light ion is established; the energy can then be
obtained from the E signal alone. Preliminary analysis of data from the
560-MeV N experiment shows that isotopic resolution is adequate, even to
distinguish between He and He. Efforts are now underway to determine a
common calibration algorithm to apply to the AE-E maps of all 36 detectors.

2.13 The Relative Importance of Particular Data on Selected Parameters in
the Least Squares Analysis of Experimental Data: The Definition of
Influence and Significance

W.G. Davies with G.E. Lee-Whiting (Theoretical Physics) and G. Audi
(Laboratoire Rene Bernas, Orsay, France)

The concept of the "influence" of a particular datum lj on the parameters
x^ defined in PR-P-140: 2.41; AECL-8648 has been further developed, and a
new quantity called the "significance" of a datum lj on all the parameters
has been defined.

A number of theorems have been proved concerning the properties of the
"influence" and the "significance". The results of these proofs are
discussed below.
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In the earlier report (PR-P-140; 2.41) we defined a matrix

?! = I A"1 tK . W. K. , (la)
AY £ Xv vj j jy

the diagonal elements of which were defined to be the "influence" of datum j
on parameter X.

We write (la) as

Fr> = y A"1 Aj (lb)
AY L XV VY

where A"* is the covariance matrix and the definition of AJ follows from
(1).

We define the "significance" of datum j for all parameters A to be the trace
of FXv' le-.<?j = ^ ( F J ) .

We also define the "flow-of-information" matrix to have elements F = ̂ i«
J A AA

The significance, ̂ Oj indicates the relative amount of information carried
by and the relative importance of datum j for all the parameters x^.

The flow-of-information matrix £ provides insight into how the information
from datum j flows into each of the parameters x^.

We have shown that:

i) the sum over all data of the influences, F-jA» *s unity for each
parameter x (][ F = 1 ) .

ii) the significance /5i is positive-definite and less than or equal to
unity (0 <jfj £ 1).

iii) The significance never increases as we add data to the set

< * * % < % > •

The flow-of-inforraation matrix _F and the significance ^0 i» defined in this
work, are powerful tools that aid in understanding the importance of
particular data in both linear and non-linear least squares analyses of
data. They can be used in optimizing the planning of future experiments In
order to maximize the accuracy of a given parameter or set of parameters.
The method has been shown to apply for systems which have either Gaussian,
or Poisson probability distributions for the errors in the data.

A paper on this work has been submitted to Nuclear Instruments and Methods.

2.14 Spectrum-Analysis Software Development

D.C. Radford

A number of FORTRAN programs have been written and/or adapted for the
Perkin-Elmer computer, for use in the analysis of yray spectra from Ge
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detectors. Three of the larger programs are entitled GELIFT, UNFOLD and
RDMFIT. GELIFT is primarily to extract peak areas and centroids from
spectra, while UNFOLD allows the "unfolding", or "Compton stripping" of
spectra using measured detector response functions. RDMFIT is a program to
analyse the results of recoil-distance, or "plunger" lifetime measurements,
using the results of GELTFT as input and fitting up to 40 transitions simul-
taneously. Documentation for GELIFT and other programs has been written,
and a paper describing the methods used in UNFOLD is currently being pre-
pared.

2.15 8TT Spectrometer: Status of Detectors

D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, N.C. Bray, D.C. Radford, L.V. Smith, with
P. Taras (Univ. de Montreal) and J.C. Waddington (McMaster University)

BGO Hexagonal Detectors

Major purchase orders for a total of 60 hexagonal detectors were placed on
or about 85 Sept 30 by AECL and by the University de Montreal with Harshaw-
Chemie BV (Holland). The (60) encapsulation shells and top flanges have
been manufactured at CRNL and deliveries to Harshaw-Chemie BV, who are
manufacturing the detectors, are on schedule. The first ̂ production detector
has been tested at the factory at 18% resolution for Cs. The delivery
schedule is shown in table 2.15.1.

BGO Pentagonal Detectors

A major purchase order for 10 pentagonal detectors was placed with Bicron.
The Bicron prototype and first production crystals have been successfully
encapsulated with 3" photomultipller tubes and their resolution has been
measured at the factory as 12% for Cs. The pentagonal shells
manufactured at CRNL have been found to be about 0.005 inches over size at
their widest point and we are currently deciding what steps (if any) to
take.

HPGe Detectors

Delivery of 20 HPGe detectors was completed well ahead of schedule.

BGO Axial Suppressors

The order for 10 suppressors with Bicron is being filled on schedule. There
has been a delay with the order for 10 suppressors from Harshaw due to
transfer of production from Cleveland to Holland. The first production
Harshaw detector is completed and is currently under evaluation at the
factory.

BGO Inserts

Delivery of these detectors is proceding smoothly. Several of the recently
delivered detectors greatly surpass the specification for the separation
between the 60 keV Am peak and electronic noise.
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Entrance Caps

We are currently negotiating with manufacturers for prototypes, and designs
in BGO, Csl and Nal are being considered. Although vital in achieving the
best possible Compton suppression factor these items are not essential to
the first experiments with the 8n spectrometer and can be added as develop-
ment proceeds.

Detector
Type

BGO hexagonal
BGO pentagonal
HPGe
BGO axial supp.
BGO insert
Entrance Cap

Total
required

60
12
20
20
20
20

Table 2.

Present
delivery

1
3
20
4
8
0

15.1

Projection
to 86 Mar 31

20
8
20
10
11

Projection
to 86 Oct 1

60
12
20
20
20
?

Status of 8ir Spectrometer Detector Types

2.16 8TT Spectrometer: Status of the Electronics

D. Ward, D.C. Radford, H.R. Andrews, L.V. Smith with P. Taras
(Universlte de Montreal) and J.C. Waddington (McMaster University)

Of the approximately 100 commercial modules required for the BGO core, 83
are now delivered and tested. The modules required for the HPGe array have
all been ordered and about 85% have been delivered and tested. The full
electronics will occupy 6 CAMAC crates and 12 NIM bins. There are 11 inter-
faces at the racks, the simplest being BNC feedthrough panels. About 30% of
the interfaces have been built.

At the instrument, 20 of each of the following interfaces and modules will
be attached around the structure: 1) HV fan-out (suppressor), 2) analogue
fan-in (suppressor), 3) suppressor pre-amp and 4) 4-channel BGO core element
preamp. Of these, items 1 and 2 are completed while 3 and 4 exist only as
prototypes. Other interfaces are attached to each HPGe cryostat, namely 20
of each of: 1) 4 channel adjustable HV fan-out (insert detector), 2)
analogue fan-in (insert detector) and 3) a bulk head for the HPGe cables.
Item 1 is being supplied by Bicron with each insert detector, item 2 is
completed and item 3 is yet to be designed.

Approximately 925 cables are required at the racks, 390 at the instrument
and 560 runs (K50f) between the racks and the instrument. This count does
not include ribbon cables connecting ECL modules at the racks nor delay
cables. Present delivery stands at 460, 260 and 0 respectively. The 560
runs between the racks and the instrument are organized into 3 types of
bundles, there being 20 bundles of each type. Prototypes of a type 1 (12
cables) and type 3 (8 cables) bundles are presently being manufactured. It
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is planned to have completed the manufacture of all cables and interfaces
before assembly of detectors in the instrument.

2.17 8TT Spectrometer: Status of Data Acquisition

D.C. Radford, H.R. Andrews, D. Ward with P. Taras, J.-P. Martin,
M. Beaulieu, and G. Ayotte (Universite de Montreal) and
J.C. Waddington (McMaster University)

1. Overview

In a typical experiment with the 8IT spectrometer, a total of around 30
detectors may fire simultaneously in an event of interest. The digital con-
version, reading and processing of the correspondingly large number of data
words in a reasonably short time poses a substantial problem in data acqui-
sition. Of these 30 or so detectors, two or three will usually be Compton-
suppressed high-purity Ge (HPGe) detectors, the remainder will be elements
of the inner Bismuth Germanate (BGO) "core". Rather than transfer all of
the data words for these latter detectors to magnetic tape for every event,
it will usually be desirable to condense the information contained in them
to the form of multiplicity or "fold", total (sum) energy, and hit-pattern
data words. Again, this must be done on a very fast timescale.

A description of a preliminary solution to these problems is presented in
the Sir proposal (AECL-8320). The 8TT data acquisition system as it will
actually be implemented differs from this only in relatively minor details.
A brief summary of the general architecture is given here.

The heart of the acquisition system beats within a small, fast micropro-
cessor (LeCroy Research Systems CAMAC Booster, LRS CAB BG) that resides in a
CAMAC crate, to which it is a "slave". It however acts as a CAMAC parallel
branch driver, i.e. it may be connected to up to seven CAMAC crates, over
which it is "master". In these crates reside the bulk of the CAMAC data
acquisition modules.

The signals from the HPGe detectors are processed in standard NIM (Nuclear
Instrumentation Module) electronics and relatively conventional CAMAC Ana-
logue-to-Digital and Time-to-Digital Converters (ADCs and TDCs). The
resulting data words are read by the CAB microprocessor in the standard way,
through the CAB's CAMAC highway. However, to do this for the much larger
amount of data from the BGO core would take far too long (at least 100 us).
Thus, for these detectors, we use LRS Fast Encoding and Readout ADCs
(FERAs) to encode both the energy and time data. These modules are equipped
with a dedicated, fast ECL (Emitter-Coupled Logic) data bus, allowing the
fast (» 100 ns) transfer of 16-bit data words directly to CAB memory, and
also to other ECL modules which perform fast arithmetic and logic
operations. With this system, it is possible to reduce the dead time per
typical event (ie., the time taken to convert, read and clear all relevant
ADCs and TDCs) to about 60 us.

In addition to the CAB, two other computers are involved in the data
acquisition. The first of these is the Nuclear Physics Branch Perkin-Elraer,
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which acts as the output computer. Its main task is to format the lists
transmitted by the CAB and to put the data on magnetic tape. This computer
is the general acquisition system for TASCC and is powerful enough to allow
a fairly detailed on-line analysis from a sampling of the data. The CAB
data lists are formatted according to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) standard so that experiments can take full advantage of the extensive
ORNL software that already exists on the Perkin-Elmer.

The second additional computer, an LSI-11/73, is used for monitoring and
task mangement. This "local" computer maintains the data bank defining the
configuration of all modules in the CAMAC crates, and parameters for down-
loading to the CAB and other acquisition modules. It also contains software
to test these modules and compile and download CAB programs. During data
acquisition it reconstructs energy and time spectra for the 20 HPGe
detectors and the 72 core elements in condensed form on two rapid display
terminals. For example, up to 36 BGO spectra can be displayed simul-
taneously on a given screen. Each spectrum can also be studied in more
detail on a TRANSIAC terminal. A monitoring task maintains the gains of all
BGO detectors identical by adjusting the applied high voltages. Another
task will control the liquid nitrogen filling system for the HPGe detectors
(see section 2.20).

2. Front End ECL Modules

Delivery and testing of all CAMAC-ECL modules is nearly complete (see
section 2.15). Six of the total of ten FERAs have been delivered, and two
other modules are not yet available from LeCroy.

A system simulating 32 independent BGO channels was set up to verify the
design concepts and measure performances. These measurements showed an
average of = 250 ns to read a pair of "data" words (one energy and one
time). For an event with a multiplicity of 25, approximately 12.5 ias are
required to complete the numerical conversion and transfer the time and
energy data to the buffers. All of the (programmable) logic controlling the
flow of the data to the CAB memories and other modules works completely as
expected.

3. Acquisition p-processor (LRS CAB)

To take full advantage of the special abilitites of the CAB, two
modules without commercially-available equivalents were designed and built
at CRNL: i) An ECL multiplexer and ii) a First-In-First-Out memory (FIFO)
on the CAB bus (see PR-P-141: 2.34 (12); AECL-8188). A great deal of
software for the CAB has already been written and tested (see
PR-P-141: 2.32; AECL-8188).

4. Monitoring and Task Management Computer (LSI-11/73)

Development of software for the host computer began at the Universite de
Montreal in 84 September and is now in a very advanced state. The major
task to be completed before recommissioning at CRNL (scheduled for 86 July)
is one of documentation.
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2.18 8TT Spectrometer: Mechanical Structure

D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, D.C. Radford, N.C. Bray, W. Mellors, W. Muth
(MED Branch), E. Haines (Design and Tech. Services Branch)

The inner spherical structure which supports the detectors has been com-
pleted. During this reporting period, extensive trial assembly work of cast
iron model elements in the spherical structure was performed. All twelve
pentagonal models were inserted at their theoretical positions, and measure-
ments across opposing faces showed variations of up to ± 0.005". This is
acceptable. Several sets of triplet hexagonal clusters have been inserted
and the cluster flange mounting studs adjusted to align them with the penta-
gonal elements.

The components necessary to mount the inner spherical structure to the outer
frame, and most of the outer frame itself, have been manufactured. Assembly
of the outer frame is in progress. Following completion of this phase, the
inner spherical structure will be inserted into the frame and adjustable
elements set to locate it on the spherical structure, which can then be
split into two halves. Any resulting dimensional changes in the inner
spherical structure can be restored by subsequent coupling to the outer
frame which will have "remembered" the original shape.

Two prototypes of the frame and adjustable flanges which hold an HPGe
detector have been completed. These have been proven with an actual
detector and after a final design review the full complement of 20 will
be manufactured.

We are at the final design stage of a tool which couples to the outer
structure and allows controlled insertion and retraction of a BGO suppressor
into and from the inner spherical structure.

2.19 8TT Spectrometer: Time-to-charge Module

D. Ward, D.C. Radford, H.R. Andrews with P. Taras, J.P. Martin and
M. Beaulieu (Universite de Montreal)

Although most electronic modules for the 8TT spectrometer were chosen to be
commercially available, some essential components could not be obtained.
The need for a time-to-charge module arose from our requirement for fast
data transfer of the BGO core data. There are fast converting
time-to-digital converters (TDCs) available commercially (for example, those
used on the HPGe detectors) but their outputs are generally passed on the
CAMAC bus, which becomes prohibitively slow for the typically 25 channels of
data per event registered in the BGO core. We decided therefore to design
and manufacture time-to-charge modules so that the data could be processed
in FERAs, which have very fast readout (see section 2.17). This has turned
out to be a happy choice since it led to convenient symmetries in the energy
and time channels of the data acquisition flow.

All design work and construction has been performed at the Universite de
Montreal. Each module comprises 8 channels with LEMO input and output and a
34-pin connector output intended for operation with twisted-pair ribbon
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cable (compatible with the FERA's input). They are packaged as single-width
CAMAC modules because of their rather high power drain, although they liave
no connections to the CAMAC bus.

For each channel, the start pulse is the logical AND of the BGO timing
signal (derived from a constant fraction discriminator) and the master gate
(declaring an event). Thus only channels participating in an event are
actuated. The stop signal is a delayed master gate common to all channels.
The output on ribbon-cable is an attenuated constant current pulse derived
from a line-driver. The pulse duration equals the time interval between the
start and stop signals. The resolution for 1 ys full scale was found to be
about 1 ns. This is adequate for use with BGO detectors, for which the
timing response is typically 5 ns fwhm.

The module is also designed to serve a second purpose by producing for each
input channel a NIM output paralyzed for a user-selected time period, typic-
ally 1 us. This prevents the electronics further downstream from seeing
retriggered pulses derived in a single BGO event.

Components for a full complement of modules have been delivered to Montreal
and production is now in progress.

2.20 8TT Spectrometer: LN2 Filling System

H.R. Andrews, D.C. Radford and D. Ward with P. Taras (Universite de
Montreal) and J.C. Waddington (McMaster University)

The automatic liquid nitrogen (LN2) filling syytem for the 20 HPGe array
detectors will be CAMAC-based and controlled by the LSI-11/73 monitor
computer (PR-P-142: 2.17; AECL-9103). Such a system will be more flexible,
powerful, and cost effective than commercially available hard-wired
systems. The cryogenic solenoid valves and CAMAC modules have been ordered
and a prototype fill-sensing device has been tested. The system will
require two home-built boxes - one for solenoid control, status and alarm
indication, the other for interfacing to the sensors in the system - fill
sensors, pressure sensors and low-temperature sensors on the ball
structure. These have been designed and will be constructed as manpower
becomes available.

A major cost in a commercial system is the filling bayonet that is inserted
into each detector cryostat. A simpler and cheaper design may be possible
and a prototype of such is being built.

2.21 Data Acquisition

G.C. Ball, E. Hagberg, D.C. Radford and F.J. Sharp with R. Roiha and
M. Thompson (Mathematics & Computation Branch)

The data acquisition system has now been used successfully for several
on-line experiments utilizing both the general purpose data scanner for
singles, coincidence and multispectrum data acquisition and the CAB (CAMAC
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Booster) for fast multiparameter acquisition from CAMAC modules (see
PR-P-141: 2.32; AECL-8849). A fast (10 MHz) Ik CAB FIFO module and a new 4k
CAMAC FIFO (to replace the KS-3841, 256-word FIFO buffer) have been built
and tested. With these modules, data can now be transfered from the CAB to
the Perkin Elmer and written on magnetic tape at the maximum transfer rate
(•» 600 k bytes/s) of our 6250 bpi tape drive.

Two serial highway loop control units (LCU) have been built and tested (see
PR-P-140: 2.34; AECL-8648). One of the modules has been connected to crate
12 on the P.E. serial highway; the other will be connected to crate 13 (the
new ISOL control crate).

An updated version of the operating system software OS/32-7.2.2 was
installed and tested. This revision improved the system performance and
also eliminated a number of software restrictions present in OS/32-6.1.3.
Write control store (WCS) software was also installed to allow for faster
compilation (up to 40%) of Fortran programs utilizing the optimizer. A
modified version of the relativistic kinematics program RELKIN, including an
updated (1983) mass table, is now available for users. A number of other
new utilities are also available including the data analysis programs for
the Modgraph terminal developed by D.C. Radford (see section 2.14).

A second 300 MB disk drive has now been installed on the P.E. This drive is
reserved primarily for data analysis.

2.22 Diagnostics Procedures and Software Development for TASCC

W.G. Davies

The diagnostics procedures required to measure the transverse phase-space of
the beam coming from the cyclotron have been developed. These beam pro-
perties are required in order to set the elements of the foui -element lens
QE1 such that a double waist in the horizontal and vertical planes is pro-
duced at the object slits SE1 (SLEl-lo). Briefly, measurements of the RMS
beam sizes in the horizontal and vertical planes are made with the beam pro-
file monitors BPMl-lo located in front of QE1 and just after QE2 (see
PR-P-139: 2.27; AECL-8554). A further estimate of the RMS beam sizes is
made with the x-y slits SE1.

Given the optical transformations connecting BPM1-10, SRI and BPM 1-lp, the
program BPMANAL (see PR-P-141: 2.36; AECL-8849) can use the diagnostics
information to calculate the 4-dimensional phase space of the beam coming
from the cyclotron.

A preliminary version of a program called QE1F1T has been written that will
solve for the settings of the 4 elements of QE1 given the results of the
phase-space measurement.

The program BPMANAL, which calculates the beam phase-space parameters fron
measurements of the beam widths at the BPMs and slits, has been modifiedso
that it can obtain an estimate of the momentum dispersion of the beam. This
is obtained by adjusting the momentum spread until the dispersed eraii.'ance
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measured at diagnostics station 1 or 4 (QI3 or QI14) is made equal to the
dispersion-free emittance measured by the emittance device at diagnostics
station 3.

In a recent series of measurements with a 70 MeV 7 + I beam the relative
RMS momentum spread was found to be .00533% ± .00087 which translates into
0.736 keV. Hence the FWHM was about 1.72 keV. This value is reasonable and
is consistent with the value .0036% estimated for iodine stripping in N2

gas.

2.23 Completion of the TASCC Phase I BTS Vacuum and Support System

H.R. Andrews, A.S.C. Hyde, P.J. Jones, J.J. Hill, R.E. Howard,
F.J. Sharp, W.G. Davies with M. St. Aubin and S.G. whittle (TASCC
Operations Branch)

The final section of Phase I beam line, the extraction line between the
cyclotron and BE1, has been installed and commissioned under computer
control.

2.24 Beam Transport Magnets and Power Supplies for TASCC

W.G. Davies, H.R. Andrews, R.L. Brown, J.J. Hill and J.S. Geiger

The four-element quadrupole lens QE1 and the singlet lens QE2 have been
installed, aligned and commissioned. This completes the Phase I beam trans-
port system, and allows beam to be transported from the cyclotron to the
temporary experimental areas.

During the calibration of the cyclotron analysing magnet BE1 (see fig. 1 in
PR-P-139: 2.27; AECL-8554) it was discovered that the NMR probe signal
deteriorated rapidly below a field of IT, where it is usual to have the best
quality signal. Three things were found that would cause deterioration of
the NMR signal at low field.

a) Steel screws were inadvertently used to mount the plastic probe
holder.

b) The welded stainless steel flange was magnetic (at about the same
level as the screws).

c) The probe itself was found to contain magnetic material. Two 100S2
resistors seem to be the culprits.

All of these factors produce a small gradient in the magnetic field in the
vicinity of the probe, and the effect should be greatest at low field.

A check of all Phase II probes with a flux gate magnetometer showed that
they contained magnetic material which would degrade performance.

The manufacturer has agreed to replace all defective probes at no cost.

At present, item a) has been corrected and the probe provides satisfactory
operation down to about 0.6 T.
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2.25 Initial Operation for the TASCC Phase I Beam Transport System

W.G. Davies

A 70.8 MeV I beam has been delivered to the superconducting cyclo-
tron on a routine basis during the recent commissioning period. Unbunched
beams of up to 500 na have been delivered with a transmission of about 95%,
About 5% of the beam is typically lost on the tandem voltage-control slits
and another 5% of the beam is lost on the phase-control slits under normal
bunched-beam operation; the bunchers capture about 55% of the d.c. beam.

The 6-dimensional phase-space matching is satisfactory although not perfect,
partly at least, because of problems with the calibration of certain
quadrupole lenses, to be discussed. The degree of matching has been checked
by making measurements of the unbunched beam with the radial probes in the
cyclotron (see PR-P-139: 2.27; AECL-8554 for a discussion of the
diagnostics) and by observing the amplitudes of the horizontal and vertical
betatron oscillations in the cyclotron, as well as the width of the
accelerated beam.

During the initial quantitative diagnostics measurements of the beam at
diagnostics stations 3 and 4, it was discovered that accumulative focussing
errors seemed to arise starting with the lens QI5. Analysis of the optical
properties confirmed that the type LI and L2 quadrupole lenses were mostly
at fault, with some contribution coming from the L4 type. This was in spite
of what had been thought to be a very careful calibration (see PR-P-138:
2.25; AECL-8267 and PR-P-139: 2.28; AECL-8554). There are 7 types of
quadrupole used and only these 3 types have been shown to have significant
errors in their calibrations. Although the source of the calibration
problem has not yet been established, there is some indication that it could
arise from electrical noise or ripple picked up by the differential coil.

The new calibration of the type LI, L2, and L4 lenses has been established
from a combination of the manufacturer's measurements and an analysis of the
optical properties of the system as measured by the diagnostics elements.

Emittance matching with the programs QI1FIT and Q78FIT (a subset of DIAFIT;
see PR-P-141: 2.36; AECL-8849) has been very successful. The settings for
the 3 elements of QI1 are calculated from the data obtained at diagnostics
station 1, while the setting for QI7, QI8A and QI8B are obtained from data
taken at station 3. Convergence has always been obtained after one
iteration of the programs.

Initial values for the 23 non-scaling beam transport parameters ne-eded to
set up the iodine beam were obtained from the program CYCMATCH. Adjustments
of the fitting constraints were required before QI12 and 13 could be fitted
More recently CYCMATCH has been used to obtain the parameters for I at
5.12 MeV/A. This time the fitting constraints had to be adjusted for the
phase space matching step. This experience indicates that it is likely that
fitting constraints will have to be adjusted more often than had been
hoped. This also means that the program will not be usable by personnel not
thoroughly familiar with both the optics and the non-linear optimization
procedures.
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2.26 Beam Transport System Diagnostics for TASCC

T.K. Alexander, J.S. Geiger, W.G. Davies, J. Hill, N.C. Bray,
J. Sharp, P. Jones and S. Whittle (TASCC Operations Branch)

The last of the Phase 1 beam transport system diagnostic elements have now
been installed in the extraction line of the superconducting cyclotron.
These units have been commissioned and all elements of the Phase I
diagnostics system are now operational and in day-to-day use.

2.27 TASCC Electronics Pool

E. Hagberg and R.L. Brown

All manuals relating to our electronic plug-in modules have been organized
in such a manner that any individual manual can easily be located. The
manuals were subsequently filed in a filing cabinet in the experimental con-
trol room where they are readily available to electronics pool users. Dup-
licates of the manuals were filed in the TASCC document library.

The use of electronic plug-in modules has increased since accelerated beams
became available for limited experiments. During the time covered by this
report the electronics pool has been able to meet all demands by experi-
mental groups. Routine maintenance and repair took place throughout this
period.

2.28 TASCC Facility

J.C. Hardy, J.S. Geiger and N. Burn (TASCC Operations Branch)

This has been a momentous six months for the TASCC facility. More than a
decade of planning and construction was crowned by the extraction of first
beam from the combined tandem and superconducting cyclotron, which occurred
on the evening of November 19. The beam, 5nA of I at 1.3 GeV, was a
Canadian energy record for ion accelerators.

Events leading up to this success moved remarkably quickly once first tandem
beam was injected into the cyclotron on July 22. By July 25 stripping had
been observed in the cyclotron. On September 10, cyclotron beam was
actually accelerated, and 2 days later it was proved that acceleration had
been achieved all the way to the extraction radius. After that, it only
remained to install the extraction equipment before the goal of external
beam was achieved.

Since then, efforts have been made to increase the intensity and quality of
the external beam to the level where it can be useful for experiments at the
interim target location. First experiments are expected in 1986.

Interspersed with cyclotron tests, experiments have continued at the interim
target location employing tandem beams. Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine,
chlorine and calcium beams at energies up to 150 MeV have been used.
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2.29 TASCC-Phase II

H. Schmeing and J.C. Hardy

The completed Request for Authorization (RFA) for Phase II of the TASCC
project has now been submitted to Research Company Head Office. Phase II is
to provide the beam distribution system for the facility. The construction
of the beam distribution system had from the start of the project been made
contingent on successful acceleration and extraction of the cyclotron beam
in order to minimize the risk associated with implementing new technology.
This hurdle was cleared on November 19, when first beam was extracted from
the cyclotron with characteristics exactly as predicted.

The RFA proposes a total of nine target locations for the facility instead
of the eleven contemplated earlier (PR-P-141: 2.43). It also includes the
complete safety system and a second injector for the tandem accelerator.
The RFA could be approved as early as January, 1986.

2.30 The Effect of Beam Misalignment on the Aberrations of a Quadrupole
Lens

W.G. Davies with M.S. Milgram (Applied Mathematics Branch)

It is well known, that a misalignment of a quadrupole lens with respect to
the beam centroid produces a steering effect due to an effective dipole com-
ponent proportional to the distance from the magnetic center of the quadru-
pole to the centroid of the beam.

What is not well known is the fact that all higher order terms in the
expansion of the magnetic field (the aberrations) are also modified by the
alignment error. Each of these higher order aberration terms generates a
complete spectrum of terras m, in the range 0< m< n where n is the order of
the aberration. Thus the usual even-order terms in a quadrupole generate
both even and odd terras, because the misalignment breaks the symmetry of the
quadrupole.

We have derived a simple analytic relationship between the harmonic terms of
the quadrupole lens and those existing when the beam is off axis. This
relationship connects the Fourier expansion of the quadrupole about its
natural axis and the equivalent Fourier expansion about a new origin a
distance r from the beam centroid.

2.31 Electronics Laboratory

J.P.D. O'Dacre, A. Jarvis and M. Shea

The MKI Beam Current Integrator used for measuring the total beam charge at
experimental target locations has been redesigned and rebuilt. The new
circuit boards are electrically and mechanically interchangeable with their
predecessors, allowing simple retrofitting. The improved design decreases
the long term drift, permits higher capacitance (longer cables) on the input
and replaces the gas discharge display tubes with light emitting t'iode
units. Additionally, the latest integrated circuit devices are used to
replace earlier versions which are difficult to obtain.
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An on-going programme of digitally recording, storing, and analyzing the
charging chain and column current waveforms on the tandem accelerator has
been initiated. Cross correlation of column current and individual chain
charging signals clearly indicates the quality of chain/sheeve contact. A
Fast Fourier Transform performed on the column current waveform indicates
any presence of a lOHz frequency which directly correlates with an undesir-
able variation in the beam buncher control signal.

A complete complement of power supplies for operation of the Purser Ion
Source has been installed in the Ion Injector.

2.32 Working Prototype for the Proposed Phase II Multiparticle Facility

L. Potvin (McMaster University), D. Horn, G.C. Ball, E. Hagberg and
M. Steer with R.J. Toone (NSSP Branch)

Effort on the proposed Phase II multiparticle facility (PR-P-141: 2.16;
AECL-8849) has concentrated on the development of a working test module (see
PR-P-141: 2.18; AECL-8849). The front part of the module has now been
assembled; that is, the cathode was mounted in the composite shell, 7 mm
behind the front window, and the field shaping electrodes were glued in so
as to line the inside of the shell. A strip connector runs along one inside
wall between the field shaping electrodes and the wall of the shell, to
connect each of the 9 electrodes to the outside voltage divider and to bring
out the cathode signal. The entire front section has been glued with
Armstrong A-31 epoxy to the back part of the module so that the distance
between the cathode and the Frisch grid is 10 cm. Care was taken to have
two ground strips of the strip connector over-laying the small wire
(embedded in the epoxy coating of the plastic scintillator) carrying the
anode signal. This wire, and the one connected to the Frisch grid, were
then connected to the strip connector, which in turn was connected to a
board on which was mounted the voltage divider and the necessary BNC and MHV
connectors. The whole module was then topped with a machined metal frame,
closely fitted to the composite shell, on which seven 0.25 mm stainless
steel wires tied to a metal ring at the back of the module were stretched to
support the front window. A 3.81 cm Hamamatsu R580 phototube was glued to
the light guide with optical epoxy BC-600 to complete the counter.

A beam of 77 MeV 1 2C from the CRNL tandem bombarding 1 0Be, 1 2C and 27A£
targets has been used to test the detector for various pressures of
isobutane in the Bragg part of the counter. The detector was successful
in three different modes simultaneously: i) in Bragg spectrometer mode for
heavy-ions; ii) in gas-filled AE-scintillator E mode for particles that go
through the Bragg part but stop in the AE part of the plastic scintillator;
and iii) in phoswich mode for the very light particles. This covered a very
wide dynamic range in mass and energy. Although tandem energies are in
general too low to permit isotope separation in the Bragg portion of the
module, we were nevertheless able to separate Be and Be. Based on these
results isotope separation should be possible for ions at cyclotron
energies. We have also tested that this design can support a pressure up to
7/8 of an atmosphere.
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We conclude that this design can provide identification and energy infor-
mation for both light and heavy ions over a large dynamic range (« 1 to
150 MeV per nucleon) and a large solid angle (0.175 steradians). Further-
more, this performance was achieved in a package compatible with high geo-
metric efficiency (=• 85%) in a spherical array.

2.33 Isotope Separator Recommissioning

H. Schmeing, J.C. Hardy, J.S. Guo, E. Hagberg, V.T. Koslowsky,
W.L. Perry and J.S. Wills

The commissioning of the relocated isotope separator is complete, with
essentially all the previous outstanding performance characteristics of the
instrument re-established or exceeded. Much work has been invested over
this report period in mechanical and electrical improvements. In partic-
ular, the high voltage stability, the spark proofing of the ion source cage
units and the operating console, and the on-line ion source have received
much attention. With the Bernas source, beam intensities of between 5 and 8
mA have been achieved at a resolution exceeding 16000 (FWHM). While both
beam intensity and resolution (4 mA and 12000, respectively) achieved with
the He-jet source are not as high as with the Bernas source, they are cer-
tainly sufficient for on-line operation. Fortunately, none of the
previously anticipated (PR-P-141: 2.27; AECL-8849) fine-tuning operations
were required to achieve satisfactory performance.

In addition to the work performed at the basic instrument, the ISOL's beam
transport line and experimental chamber have been recommissioned. Improve-
ments to the experimental chamber vacuum system include a liquid-nitrogen
cooled diffusion pump baffle and a new remote control system. A pressure of
less than 10 torr has been established in all sections of the vacuum
system.

It was discovered that much of the electrical wiring inside the experimental
chamber had been damaged. Consequently all wiring to beam diagnostics
equipment and detector systems was replaced. Modifications and additions to
the small tape-transport system have been made so that a- and y~rays can be
observed simultaneously at one detector station.

In its new location the beam transport line (BTL) is 0.87 m shorter than at
its old location. The beam optics of the shortened line have been calcu-
lated with the TRANSPORT code. A beam of 36Ar from a Bernas-Nier source was
directed down the BTL. A transmission of 97% into the experimental chamber
was measured with a Faraday cup equipped with a 5.5 nun diameter opening
aperture. The optimum settings of the beam transport elements were close to
those predicted by the TRANSPORT code.

2.34 On-Line Tests of the ISOL Gas Transport System

J.S. Guo, E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, V.T. Koslowsky, W. Perry,
H. Schmeing and J.S. Wills

Recently, three on-line tests have been performed to determine the
efficiency with which the gas transport system at the isotope separator will
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transport radioactivity. The system wili be used to transport reaction
products from an interim target location to the He-jet ion source of the
on-line isotope separator. Since the yield of mass-separated reaction
products is expected to be dependent on chemistry, half-life and the
geometrical properties of the target chamber and capillary tube, we wanted
to measure the transport efficiences for a number of isotopes that cover a
range of elements and half-lives.

The procedure was to compare the amount of radioactivity deposited on a foil
or tape, a few millimetres from the end of the capillary, to the amount of
activity produced in the target chamber. The in-beam yield of the

C( O,an) Mg reaction that was used to derive the transport efficiency
for 2 3Mg in the first on-line test (see PR-P-141: 2.26; AECL-8849) appears
to be wrong. In subsequent measurements, the primary yield of reaction
products was determined by stopping all recoiling products on a Ta catcher.
The catcher was removed after a suitable irradiation period and carried to a
counting location for assaying. The results of our tests are shown in
Table I. Although the discrepancy in transport efficiencies between Mg
and the other activities listed in the table is not understood, the results
can nevertheless be used to evaluate the on-line performance of the He-jet
ion-source.

Table 2.34.1

ISOL Gas Transport Efficiences

Isotope
1/2

Reaction Beam Energy
(MeV)

Reaction Production
Rate

(atoms/particle

p Coulomb)

Transportt
Efficiency

23

68

70

71

Mg

As

As

Se

11

2

4

.3

.5

53

.7

s

m

m

m

12

58

58

58

C(lbO,otn)

Ni(16O,

Ni(16O,

Ni(16O,

apn)

3Pln)

2Pln)

64

70

70

70

107*

2.8 x 10(
;**

7 * *

7

107

7**
7

14

30

30

30

target consisted of 2 mg/cm n a tC
** target consisted of 2 mg/cm2 n a tNi
* measured for an 18 m long, 2 mm ID teflon capillary in series with a
1 m long, 0.8 mm ID stainless-steel capillary with a total pressure
differential of 1 atra.
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2.35 Commissioning the ISOL High Voltage Stabilization System

V.T. Koslowsky, W. Perry, H. Schmeing and J.S. Wills

Commissioning of the 0-70 kV extraction supply of the on-line isotope
separator (ISOL) has been completed after several modifications were incor-
porated. The high-voltage deck, which provides the stabilized high voltage
(HV) for the ion source has operated satisfactorily at 70 kV under quiescent
conditions. This was only possible after, (i) high-voltage cables, bushings
and corona shields of the HV compensation capacitor and grid isolatation
transformer were upgraded, (ii) the A.C. filament transformers for the
triode and diode vacuum tubes on the HV deck and the triode cooling fan were
relocated so as not to stand-off the full extraction voltage and (iii) the
bleeder resistors were relocated in order to provide larger gaps between
components at high potential and ones at ground potential.

The Bernas-Nier and He-jet ion-sources have been successfully operated at
60 kV in a high-current mode after the following alterations were imple-
mented. First, all bushings and cable supports at high voltage, previously
manufactured from ABS plastic, were replaced by PVC or removed altogether.
Secondly, the HV floor-bushing that transmits the electrical power from the
HV deck in upper room 113A to the ion-source in room 113A was converted into
a coaxial bushing with PVC insulation sandwiched between an inner and outer
conducting sheath. The ends of the bushing were terminated with corona
shields. This bushing ensures that sharp points of reinforcing rods present
in the concrete floor will not influence the break-down characteristics of
the feed-through. Lastly, the insulated drive shaft controlling the gas
supply needle valve was upgraded.

Any further increases in the extraction voltage beyond 70 kV are likely
limited by the high-voltage bleeder resistors, the high-voltage floor
bushing, and the inability of the high voltage 3-phase primary power supply
to provide the currents required when operating a Bernas-Nier ion source.

As mentioned in an earlier report (see PR-P-141: 2.24), the stability and
ripple of the ISOL HV power supply is governed by a servo system consisting
of a HV resistive divider, a reference voltage, a voltage comparator, an
isolation transformer and finally a HV regulating triode vacuum tube.
Although the overall gain of this servo system is limited by the transfer
characteristics of the ferrite-core isolation transformer, additional ripple
is introduced by chopping the DC output of the grounded voltage comparator
in order to transform this signal across the ferite-core transformer to the
HV triode tube. The chopping introduces 500 kHz switching transients that
would not be present if the voltage comparator output modulated a sinusoidal
carrier rather than a square wave carrier, as is now the case. This would
reduce the ripple by a factor of 4 from the present 0.8 volts peak-to-peak
to 0.2 volts peak-to-peak at an extraction voltage of 40 kV. The remaining
ripple would correspond to the attenuated low frequency ripple of the pri-
mary supply. In addition, 360 Hz SCR noise from the ion-source filament and
arc power supplies contributes a 4 volt peak-to-peak transient to '-he
extraction voltage. The present conditions do not seriously affect oi
disturb our experimental programs. Unless the need arises, no further
alterations of the stabilization system will be implemented.
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The effort involved in commissioning the HV stabilization system was
recently rewarded when, for the first time, an energy resolution of 17000,
FWHM, was achieved from a Bernas-Nier source operating in a high current
mode (see PR-P-142: 2.33: AECL-9103)). This could only be realized with
extraction voltages in excess of 55 kV.

2.36 Beam Optics Calculations Relating to the On-line Isotope Separator and

Proposed Mass-Spectrometer

V.T. Koslowsky and d. Schmeing

An investigation is in progress to determine whether a single electrostatic
sector prism, could be employed to improve the resolution of the on-line
isotope separator while maintaining its high transmission. Third-order
optics calculations were carried out with the computer code, TRIO (Mass
Spectrometer 2k__ (1975) 19) which has been coupled to an optimizing
algorithm. This algorithm adjusts the geometrical parameters of the optical
elements until pre-selected image abberations are minimized.

The applicability of this code was tested by modelling the on-line isotope
separator (ISOL) alone. The image plane tilt angle and other experimentally
verifiable characteristics of the instrument were well reproduced. Our cal-
culations indicate that good images can also be achieved at various magnet-
to-focal-plane distances, provided that the alpha correction term to the
magnetic field index and pole shim radius are both appropriately altered.
Consequently the position of the separator focal plane could be altered,
without sacrificing resolution, to suit any additional optic elements that
may be coupled to the ISOL.

The second- and third-order abberation coefficients for the separator, as
determined by TRIO, are quite small. Therefore any additional electrostatic
sector could only provide energy focussing of the coupled system but would
not improve the mass resolving power by the fortuitous cancellation of
higher order abberation terms. While searching for an optimum electrostatic
sector geometry that can couple to the existing magnet, no properties of the
existing system were altered; ie. the focal plane, pole shims, etc. remained
as they presently are. A number of geometries, involving drift spaces, one
electrostatic sector prism, and in some cases one electrostatic quadrupole,
were found to provide energy and spatial focussing of the separator beam
while introducing only minimizal additional image abberations. All geo-
metries required a toroidal prism and the resulting image was always curved
in the vertical dimension. This curvature could possibly be reduced by
altering the entrance angle of the separator magnet. The transmission and
resolving power of this type of instrument agrees with or exceeds that of
the proposed Manitoba-Chalk River on-line mass spectrometer provided that
suitably small object slits can be placed in the front of the separator. At
present the object size is solely determined by the ion-optics of the ion-
source and the extraction electrode and not by slits.

The drawbacks of adding a single electrostatic sector to ISOL as compared to
the addition of a conventional mass-spectrometer are that: i) the electro-
static sector is a toroidal shape and may not be easily manufactured (see
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PR-P-141: 2.24; AECL-9103); ii) the object slits may not be easily intro-
duced between the ion-source and separator without major mechanical
alterations; and iii) the curved image requires the preparation of narrow
curved image slits rather than the conventional straight slits commonly used
with mass spectrometers.

The drawbacks associated with the object slits could be removed by replacing
them with an intermediate narrow slit at the focal plane of the separator.
However this was found to improve the resolution of the combined system,
relative to the separator alone, by only a factor of 3, if the energy spread
from the ion source is 2.5 volts or 50 ppm. Therefore this measure is not
considered a suitable solution to the drawbacks.

The code TRIO plus the optimizing algorithm was also used to study the
design of the proposed Manitoba-Chalk River on-line mass spectrometer. We
found that other geometries than the one suggested in the formal proposal,
exist that reduce some abberation coefficients by up to two orders of magni-
tude. In these calculations the geometrical arrangement of the optical ele-
ments was varied, not the number or type of elements used. In order to
realize a substantial improvement in the resolving power, all dominant
abberation coefficients need to be simultaneously reduced. Improvements in
the transmission by factors of 2 to 4 for a given resolving power are
possible by honing the existing spectrometer design.

2.37 Status of the Manitoba - Chalk River On-line Mass Spectrometer

H. Schmeing, E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, V.T. Koslowsky with K.S. Sharma,
R.C. Barber and H.E. Duckworth (University of Manitoba)

A "major installation grant application" was again submitted to NSERC by the
mass spectrometer group at the University of Manitoba on October 1, 1985.
The proposal is aimed at adding a high-resolution mass spectrometer to the
on-line isotope separator at Chalk River at a cost of approximately $700 k.
This application was rejected by NSERC in March 1984, and again in March
1985, solely for lack of funds. We are still firmly convinced about the
scientific merit of this proposal, and have been strongly encouraged by
NSERC's own scientific evaluation committee, as well as by the Physics
community in general, to re-submit the proposal. A decision is expected in
March 1986. There are indications that NSERC's funding level is essentially
unchanged as compared to the previous two years.

2.38 Design improvements for Mass Spectrometers

J.S. Guo and H. Schmeing

Extensive calculations have been carried out with the POISSON group of pro-
grams aimed at improving the design parameters of magnetic and electrostatic
elements of a conventional double focussing mass spectrometer. The work was
carried out with the proposed Manitoba-Chalk River on-line mass spectrometer
(PR-P-158:2.21) in mind, but the conclusions lend themselves to any such
instrument. The results show that both magnetic and electostatic sectors
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can be improved substantially without a significant increase in construction
cost or, vice-versa, that construction costs can be lowered for any given
set of performance characteristics.

•or the magnetic sector, it can be shown that with a given standard pole
configuration the introduction of a simple set of homogenizing coils can
increase the homogeneity of the useful volume of the pole gap by close to
one order of magnitude. The homogenizing coils are etched into large
printed circuit boards that are attached to each pole face. They display a
regular rail pattern. However, the excitation of each of the twenty
individual coil pairs depends on the setting of the main field and needs to
be computer controlled.

For the electrostatic sector, it is proposed to break up the
field-terminating plates (above and below the cylindrical deflector plates)
into many segments which are insulated from each other. Each segment has
the same centre of curvature as the deflector plates. It has been shown
that by proper selection of the voltages applied to each segment an
electrostatic section can be built such that 80% of its geometrical volume
is useful to the particle beam compared to about 25% for conventional
spectrometers. It was also shown that with a similar segmentation of the
cylindrical deflector plates, toroidal fields with various radius parameters
can be generated without introducing any geometrical modifications.

2.39 The TRIUMF Radioactive Beams Facility

E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy and H. Schmeing

The design of a post-accelerator to be attached to the proposed TRIUMF-ISOL
facility (PR-P-141: 2.28; AECL-8849), as well as the scientific merits of a
radioactive beams facility have been studied in more detail. The study
group includes scientists from four Canadian Universities, TRIUMF and CRNL.

A Workshop on Accelerated Radioactive Beams was held in Parksville, B.C.,
Sept. 4-7. Many detailed papers on the physics and design of such a
facility were presented by scientists from Canada, Germany and U.S.A. The
CRNL authors contributed one presentation to this workshop and it appears in
the proceedings, published in the form of a TRIUMF report.

A proposal has been submitted to NSERC for funds to cover the cost of a
study of the optimal concept of a post-accelerator attached to the envisaged
TRIUMF-ISOL. The funds requested, $320 k, are sufficient to investigate two
possible post-accelerator designs, one an RFQ linac and the other based on a
cyclotron.

2.40 Data Acquisition Hardware Development

F.J. Sharp and L. Bucholtz

Two unfinished projects reported in the last progress report PR-P-141: 2.34;
AECL-8849) have now been completed and have been implemented into our
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Perkin-Elmer 3230 Data Acquisition System. These are a CAMAC Serial Highway
Bypass Unit and a 1024 x 16 word FIFO module for our LeCroy CAB systems.

Since there is a requirement for the transmission of fast digital data over
a long parallel data highway (K 100 meters) from the proposed 8TT
spectrometer location to the PE 3230 data acquisition system, it is
necessary to convert the single-ended outputs of the CAB FIFO into
differential outputs to allow the transmission of 8n data without any
transmission errors. Three FIFO modules have been built with the modified
outputs, and two of these three have already been tested.

The prototype CAMAC Serial Highway Bypass Unit has been completed and
tested. Since we will eventually have more than one remotely located
experimental area tied into our CAMAC Serial Highway, we are concerned with
maintaining the integrity of the serial highway in the event of a serial
CAMAC crate being disabled. Therefore, it is proposed to install a Serial
Highway Bypass Unit at each of these experimental locations so that in the
event of a CAMAC crate being disabled, the Bypass Unit will automatically
bypass the disabled crate's location. To accommodate the future expansion
of the CAMAC Serial Highway, a further three Bypass units will be
constructed.

4096 x 16 CAMAC FIFO Module

A replacement CAMAC FIFO module has been built to replace the Kinetic 3841
FIFO modules originally installed in our Perkin Elmer 3230 Data Acquisition
system. Because of the limited capacity of the Kinetics module
(256 x 16 bits) and a slow input access time of a 500 nsec, we found at the
higher data rates of our acquisition system, the major limiting through-put
factor was the Kinetic 3841 FIFO. The replacement FIFO has a large capacity
(4096 x 16 bits) and a faster input access time (200 nsec), which allows it
to handle longer blocks of data in the burst mode at higher average through-
put transfer rates.

Trilog Printer Interface

An adaption of an Oak Ridge Trilog Colour Printer CAMAC Interface has been
built and installed into our computer acquisition system. Previously the
colour printer was controlled through its own separate MDB Systems 1/0
module, controlled directly from the PE 3230 I/O bus. However it had to
compete for control of the I/O bus with other 1/0 users. To reduce the I/O
bus conpetition, the printer is now interfaced through its own CAMAC
interface module and communicates direct with the computer system via the
parallel CAMAC branch highway.

Beam Profile Display Control Module

A prototype Beam Profile Display Control module has been built to test the
feasibility of presenting the data received from a Beam Profile Monitor
(BPM) fitted with the new pick-up wire loop proposed by Dr. T.K. Alexander.
The new display will present the data received from a scanned particle
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in a modified circular Lissajous "F" scan display, instead of the con-
ventional "A" scan type of display. The new display uses the signal
received from the BPM, to modulate a circular display and to form four
lobes: two in the "X" axis and two in the "Y" axis of the display. It is
hoped that this new type of display will facilitate the interpretation of a
scanned particle beam in the injection and extraction lines of the super-
conducting cyclotron.

2.41 Target Preparation Laboratory

P. Dmytrenko

For the past period various targets and foils were prepared for the Nuclear
Physics Branch and for commercial sales. Vacuum coating of materials was
also done for other branches on site.

I C Q

The neutrino mass measurement experiment required sources of Yb and
6 3Ni. Also foils of p
films were aluminized.

Ni. Also foils of polypropylene were chromium and gold coated, and mylar

Targets made for Nuclear Physics are as follows: tritium, terbium, gold,
lead, lead chloride and calcium. Stripper foils for a loading of the tandem
foil holder were produced.

Carbon and carbon-13 films were prepared for the Universities of Pittsburg,
Washington, Wisconsin, Notre Dame, Seoul (Korea) and the Instituto Nazionale
Di Fisica Nucleare (Italy), New Zealand Government, Oak Ridge (USA), and
Daresbury Laboratory (U.K.). Deuterium targets were prepared for the
University of Illinois. Aluminum oxide on carbon, gold on magnesium, and
silicon on beryllium targets were made for the University of Toronto. Large
area lithium-6 targets were manufactured for Triumf.

A nickel-13 radiographic source was prepared for the RCMP and several
radiographs were produced in the target laboratory to test the strength of
the source. Work is continuing in this area and in producing a carbon-14
radiographic source.

Work for other branches involved: gold coating of a tritium source for
Solid State Science; aluminum coating of seal specimens for commercial
applications in Electronics Branch; and aluminum coating of optical mirrors
for General Chemistry.

Preparations have begun for the organization of the Thirteenth International
Conference of the Nuclear Target Development Society to be held at CRNL,
September 17-19, 1986. A first mailing has been sent out to potential
participants and corporate sponsors are being lined up.

2.42 Gas Transport System

H. Schmeing, J.C. Hardy, J.S. Guo, E. Hagberg and V.T. Koslowsky

The gas transport system, used so successfully in the past (see e.g . Nucl.
Phys. A223 (1974) 157) to observe the decay of reaction products has been
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revived. The system consists of a target chamber (100 cm ) and counting
chamber (200 cm ), connected by a transfer tube of 8 m length and 6.35 mm
diameter. The accelerator beam enters the target chamber through a thin (2
mg/cm ) nickel window and impringes on the target foils. Beam-produced
recoil atoms stop in the helium gas with which the target chamber is
charged. After an accumulation time of a few seconds, appropriate valves
are activated and the gas is allowed to expand, through traps and filters,
into the counting chamber. While the sample is observed with a HPGe
spectrometer, the transfer line is pumped out and the target chamber is
prepared for the next irradiation.

For use in future experiments, a new target chamber was designed and
incorporated into the system. The new chamber is somewhat shorter (6 cm)
but of several times the diameter ( 5 cm) as compared to the target chamber
previously used (11 cm x 1.6 cm) in order to accommodate the wider opening
cone of the recoil products expected from cyclotron beams. In a second
modification, the cylindrical counting chamber was equipped with a central
wire such that it can be used as a proportional gas counter. If a
coincidence requirement is now imposed between this gas counter (which is
triggered by electrons from a ^-delayed decay) and the y~ray detector, a
background reduction in the y-ray spectrum of approximately 200 can be
obtained. Although the system is useful at the present time, the gas
counter is still slightly microphonic and requires further attention.

Extensive tests were undertaken in which the sample transfer time was
measured as a function of transfer gas and the diameter of transfer tubes.
Of all gases tried (helium, air, argon, SFg ), helium provides by far the
fastest transfer. This property is fortunately not noticeably influenced,
even when a methane fraction (up to 10%) is added to the helium. The
methane improves the operation of the gas counter significantly. The size
of the transfer line determines not only the transfer times but also the
fraction of the transfer gas which reaches the counting chamber by expansion
alone. Typically, a transfer time of about 80 ms can be achieved with 60%
of the desired activity transferred into the chamber.

It is intended to use this system soon to search for heavy argon isotopes.

2.43 Pulse Height Anomalies in Surface Barrier Detectors

W.N. Lennard, D. Phillips and J.S. Forster with T.K. Alexander

See PR-CMa-69: 1.2.1; AECL-9108

/..44 Source Holder for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

G.A. Tapp and R.J. Toone with G. Audi (Nuclear Physics Branch)

See PR-P-142: 3.24; AECL-9103
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2.45 Low Energy Electron Transmission Through Thin-Films

P.Y. Wong (Mathematics & Computation) M.A. Lone, (Neutron and Solid
State Physics Branch) and D. Hetherington (Nuclear Physics Branch)

See PR-P-142: 5.15.2 ; AECL-9103

2.46 Publication and Lectures

a) Publications

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE AGAINST THE PROPOSED BAND BASED ON A SHAPE ISOMER IN
32S
J.D. MacArthur, S.-P. Kwan, H.-B. Mak, W. McLatchie, S.A. Page, S.-S. Wang
and T.K. Alexander
Phys. Rev. C32_ (1985) 314.

LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS OF LEVELS IN 31*Ar: ISOSCALAR AND ISOVECTOR MATRIX
ELEMENTS FOR E2 ANALOGUE TRANSITIONS
T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball, D. Horn, J.S. Forster, I.V. Mitchell and
H.-B. Mak
Nucl. Phs. A444 (1985) 285.

PARITY Ml^NG OF 0+ and 0" LEVELS IN 18F
H.C. Evans, T.K. Alexander et al.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 55_ (1985) 189.

NEUTRON & PROTON POLARIZATION CHARGES FROM E2 MIRROR TRANSITIONS
T.K. Alexander, B. Castel and I.S. Towner
Nucl. Phys. A445 (1985) 189.

FIRST OPERATION OF THE TASCC BEAM BUNCHING SYSTEM
B. Bigham, T.K. Alexander, R.J. Burton, E.A. Heighway, J.E. McGregor and
E.P. Stock
IEEE Trans, on Nucl. Science Vol. NS-32 (1985) 2763.

HIGH-SPIN Y-RAY SPECTROSCOPY IN Z = 83 ISOTOPES: 199'210Bi
W.F. Piel, Jr., T. Chapuran, K. Dybdal, D.B. Fossan, T. Lonnroth, D. Horn
and E.K. Warburton
Phys. Rev. CH (1985) 2087.

A LOGARITHMIC DETECTION SYSTEM SUITABLE FOR A 4TT ARRAY:
G.D. Westfall, J.E. Yurkon, J. Van der Plicht, Z.M. Koenig, B.V.. Jacak,
R. Fox, G.M. Crawley, M.R. Maier, B.E. Hasselquist, R.S. Tickle and D. Horn
Nucl. Instr. & Methods A238 (1985) 347.

TOTAY Y-RAY SPECTRUM IN 153Ho: FROM THE YRAST LINE INTO THE CONTINUUM
D.C. Radford, I. Ahmad, R. Holzmann, R.V.F. Janssens, T.L. Khoo,
M.L. Drigert, U. Garg and H. Helppi
Phys. Rev. Lett. 55 (1985) 1727.
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC PROCEDURES FOR MATCHING THE EMITTANCE OF THE INJECTED BEAM TO
THE CHALK RIVER SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON
W.G. Davies
IEEE Trans, on Nucl. Science, Vol. NS-32 (1985) 2757.

RADIOACTIVE BEAMS OR RADIOACTIVE TARGETS
E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, G. Audi and H. Schmeing
Proceedings of the Accelerated Radioactive Beams Workshop, Parksville,
Canada, 1985 September 5-7, pg. 323.

TASCC - A NEW HEAVY-ION ACCELERATOR AT CHALK RIVER
J.C. Hardy
Proceedings of 6th Annual Canadian Nuclear Society Conference, Ottawa, 1985
June 3-4, pg. 15-3.

ON-LINE ISOTOPE SEPARATION AT CHALK RIVER AND ELSEWHERE
J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing and E. Hagberg
Proceedings of the Conference on Instrumentation for Heavy Ion Nuclear
Research, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, October 22-25, 1984, pg. 209.

b) Lectures

PARITY MIXING CF 0+ STATES IN 18F
H«C. Evans, G.T. Ewan, T.K. Alexander, et. al.
Abstract submitted to 6th International Symposium on Polarization Phenomena
in Nuclear Physics
Osaka, Japan, 1985 August 26-30.

RADIOACTIVE BEAMS OR RADIOACTIVE TARGETS
E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, G. Audi and H. Schmeing
Invited talk presented by E. Hagberg at Accelerated Radioactive Beams
Workshop, Parksville, Canada, 1985 September 5-7.

A NEW HEAVY-ION FACILITY AT CHALK RIVER
J.C. Hardy
Invited talk at A Symposium on Recent Advances in the Study of Nuclei off
the Line of Stability, Chicago, 1985 September 8-13.

DISINTEGRATION OF HEAVY IONS IN COLLISIONS NEAR THE FERMI ENERGY
D. Horn
Seminar presented at McGill University, 1985 September 17.

NUCLEAR ENERGY AND RADIATION
H.R. Andrews
Lecture to Renfrew Collegiate, 1985 October 10.

NUCLEAR POWER = THE WINDMILL THAT WORKS
H.R. Andrews
Lecture given to 8 New Brunswick High Schools, 1985 December 2-6.

THREE PERSPECTIVES IN ENERGY
H.R. Andrews
Lectures given to New Castle, Newcastle, NB and Fredericton, N.B. Rotary
Clubs, 1985 Dec. 1 and 9.
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(1) Duties in the Division and Research Director's Office from 1985
October 7.

(2) Appointed 1985 October 7.
(3) rrofessor attached from Toronto University, departed 1985
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(4) Graduate student attached from McMaster University.
(5) Graduate student attached from McMaster University.
(6) National summer student from Queen's University departed,

1985 August 30.
(7) Graduate student attached from University of Toronto.
(8) Retired from NSSP Branch, 1985 December 6.
(9) National summer student from Sir Wilfred Laurier University
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(10) National summer student from Queen's University departed,
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(11) Retired from NSSP Branch, 1985 August 9.
(12) Retired from NSSP Branch, 1985 August 15.
(13) Retired from NSSP Branch, 1985 August 15.
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3.2 Dual Beam Spectrometer Project (DUALSPEC)

W.J.L. Buyers, G. Dolling, J.C. Evans, T.M. Holden, P. Martel,
H.F. Nieman, M.M. Potter, B.M. Powell, E.C. Svensson and D.C. Tennant
with C A . Cox, W. Mellors and B.H. Rod (Mechanical Equipment Develop-
ment Branch) and J. Morralee (Design and Technical Services Branch)

The conceptual design study and cost analysis for the dual beam spectrometer
project, DUALSPEC (PR-P-141: 3.3 & 3.4; AECL-8849) have been completed and two
reports have been issued; CRNL-2931 describes the project in general, the
research programs envisaged for it and the funding requirements, while SP-
M1SC-113 gives the technical details of the design. Schedules for the detailed
design and construction as well as cash flows for the four years of the pro-
ject have been completed, assuming a start date of April 1986.

It is intended that DUALSPEC be a National Facility for neutron scattering
research and that the cost be shared equally by AECL and NSERC operating
through a consortium of Canadian university professors. Proposals for both a
Major Installation Grant (for 50% of the construction cost) and an Infrastruc-
ture Operating Grant to fund support personnel to aid in the commissioning,
operation and maintenance of the facility have been submitted to NSERC. An
NSERC Site Committee will visit McMaster University on Feb. 6, 1986, to review
the request for the Major Installation Grant. A Request for Authorization
(RFA) for the AECL share of the construction cost is aearing completion.

3.3 Transfer of E-13 Spectrometer from NRX to NRU

H.F. Nieman, P. Martel and W.J.L. Buyers

Design studies have been undertaken in order to determine the spatial and
floor loading requirements involved in the transfer of the E-13 spectrometer
from NRX to the T-3 hole at NRU. Preliminary drawings have been produced by
K. Tait (Design and Technical Services) and the transfer appears feasible.
Preliminary analysis of flux measurements carried out by D. Kettmer (Reactor
Physics Branch) at the interior of the hole (near the. calandria) indicates
that the thermal neutron flux is « 2.7 x 10 n.cm" .s~ immediately behind a
graphite plug « 0.5 m .thick. With removal of this plug, the flux is expected
to rise to »1.5 x 10 n.cm" .s~ , the value obtained at a nearby hole, T-l,
which contained no graphite.

3.4 Design Considerations for a Dedicated Neutron Spectrometer for
Industrial Applications

B.M. Powell and T.M. Holden

The successful application of neutron diffraction to measurements of residual
strain (PR-P-139: 3.3; AECL-8554) and texture (PR-P-141: 3.9; AECL-8849) in
engineering components has led to increasing demand for such studies until, at
present, they take « 25% of the time on NSSP spectrometers. Commercial
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exploitation is just beginning, and it is -lear that demand for spectrometer
time will increase substantially in the near future. Since our present
spectrometers are not well suited for this purpose, construction of a
dedicated diffractoraeter, optimized for rapid collection of accurate
diffraction data coupled with the ability to position large, unusually shaped
and possibly radioactive samples in the neucron beam, is essential to satisfy
this demand.

For the envisaged industrial spectrometer, the monochromator shielding drum
will be static with fixed take-off angles at, e.g., 40°, 60°, 90° and 120°,
and its design will be simpler and cheaper than the fully rotatable drums on
existing spectometers. The range of wavelengths and resolution required can
be obtained with available planes of standard monochromators. The sample
table must be capable of taking loads up to 200 kg with three translational
degrees of freedom under computer control. Since measurements will be made on
active samples, such as irradiated reactor materials, the spectrometer must be
designed to allow easy handling of such specimens. The scattering angle
should be capable of being positioned and read to ± 0.001°• A multi-detector
will be used to speed the measurements. A crane will be required to mount and
assist in supporting heavy components. Measurement of texture requires the
specimen to be positioned in a sequence of orientations throughout 2TE radians
for which either a computer controlled ic-goniometer or four-circle Eulerian
cradle is needed. An accurate and rapid alignment system is required for
positioning and adjusting the sample and beam-defining apertures. In addition
to operating the diffractometer, the control computer must have data handling
capabilities for analysis and display of texture-data and diffraction line-
shapes. The concept of an industrial spectrometer is being developed further.

3.5 Strain Measurements in Zircaloy-2 Calandria Tube Material

T.M. Holden

Strain measurements in Zircaloy-2 calandria tube reference material (PR-P-141:
3.9; AECL-8849) were continued on annealed coarse-grained, 1.5% and
25% cold-worked material. Strains, were measured in the two principal
families of grains, with a common [0110] axis along the rolling direction, and
[0002] axes symmetrically disposed about the sheet normal in the plane
perpendicular to the rolling direction. The strain tensors (units 10~ ) for
grain # 1 for each of the three samples are tabulated.

Cll
£22
£33
£12
E23

£31

Annealed

-8.4±0.6
7.3±0.7
3.2+0.7
0.5±0.5

-0.4±0.6
2.3±0.4

1.5% Cold-worked

12.7+0.5
4.5+0.6

-13.2±0.6
-0.0±0.4
0.0±0.4

-0.8+0.4

25% Cold-worked

16.3±0.5
6.1+0.5

-12.2+0.6
1.9+0.4

-1.010.4
-8.6±0.4

£11 £2110. £22 = enilO. £33 £0002
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The initial effect of cold work is to put the [0002] axis into residual com-
pression and the [2110] axis into extension while leaving the strain along the
[0110] axis, the rolling direction, unchanged. Further cold work increases
the tensile strain along the [2110] axis, but the principal effect is to
introduce appreciable shear terms E31 in the plane perpendicular to the rol-
ling direction. The strain tensors for grain # 1 and grain # 2 have E31 shear
terms of opposite sign. This makes the strain component normal to the sheet
identical for the two types of grain. This feature was not observed clearly
until the 25% cold-worked material, which shows a large £31 term, was studied.

3.6 Neutron Diffraction Measurements on a 36" Pipeline Girth-Weld

T.M. Holden, B.M.Powell and H.F. Nieman with S.R. MacEwen (Advanced
Materials Branch)

Axial strains in and adjacent to a girth-weld in a section of 36" pipeline
have been measured by neutron diffraction. The experiments were carried out
with the N5 spectrometer in a high resolution configuration with (331) planes
of a silicon monochromator at an angle (29^) of 110°. Because the pipeline
(approximately 100 kg) has to be mounted with its centre of gravity off the
table centre, it was suspended, with a counterweight, from the crane above the
spectrometer. In order to get the centre-line of the pipe at beam height, the
crystal table had to be removed. Horizontal positioning was achieved with an
X-Y translator under computer control. Good spatial resolution in the hori-
zontal plane was achieved by using 1 mm slits in the incident and scattered
beams. Since the texture tends to align the grains with [110] axes along the
cylinder axis, in the first measurements we have studied the (110) reflection.
Strains were measured at points along an axial direction from the centre of
the weld to about 5 cm from the weld.

In the middle of the wall, the centre of the weld is in residual tension. As
we move axially from the weld centre, a well defined peak in residual compres-
sion is observed, followed by an extended region (« 1.5 cm wide) in slight
residual tension. One quarter (or three quarters) of the way through the
wall, the weld centre is in strong residual compression; the compression de-
creases as one moves axially away from the weld centre.

Well away from the weld, the integrated intensity varies with position through
the thickness of the wall indicating that the texture varies through the wall.
The intensity decreases as one approaches the weld indicating that the welding
process affects the texture.

3.7 The Crystal Structure of Deuterated Methylene Bromide

B.M. Powell and P.N. Gerlach with B.H. Torrie (University of Waterloo)

The crystal structure of deuterated methylene bromide was previously deter-
mined at 15 K by neutron profile analysis (PR-P-141: 3.15; AECL-8849). This
analysis gave the monoclinic space group C2/c, i.e. the same as found at 183 K
by X-ray diffraction. Although the fit to the experimental data at 15 K
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was good, enough discrepancies exist to raise some doubt about the space
group. A search was thus made to see if the data could be refined assuming
any other space group by packing the molecules in other orientations in the
unit cell. All the lower symmetry monoclinic space groups were investigated
and the positions and orientations of rigid molecules were used as adjustable
parameters. Several starting configurations were used for each space group.
All except Pc could be rejected on the basis of the R-factor at the conclusion
of the refinements. The space group Pc has four molecules in the asymmetric
unit. With the same Lsotropic Debye-Waller factor for all atoms, it was pos-
sible to refine it to an R-factor (5.8%) equal to that obtained with space
group C2/c. When the inter- and intramolecular bond lengths and bond angles
were then calculated they showed only minimal differences from those obtained
with space group C2/c. Consequently, the crystal structure determined with
space group Pc cannot be considered as significantly different from that of
space group C2/c. A description in terms of the latter space group is to be
preferred, however, because of its higher symmetry and hence fewer adjustable
parameters. The origin of the small discrepancies between observed and fitted
profiles remains a puzzle.

3.8 Temperature Dependence of the Crystal Structure of K2Hg(CN)i,

P.N. Gerlach and B.M. Powell

Several cyanospinels, whose chemical formula is R2X(CN)it, where R is an alkali
metal and X a column II metal, are known to have a high temperature phase
which has a cubic spinel structure and a low temperature, trigonal, ferro-
elastic phase. We have determined the detailed crystal structure of ^HgCCN)^
by Rietveld analysis of neutron powder profile data at several temperatures.

The majority of measurements were made on the C5 spectrometer with Si(331) as
the monochroraator and a wavelength of 1.7729 £. Data were taken over a range
of scattering angles extending from 5° to 120° at temperatures of 298, 80 and
15 K with more restricted measurements taken at 113 and 107 K.

At 298 K, the crystal structure was determined to be the cubic spinel struc-
ture (space group Fd3m) and the configuration of the cyanide ions along [111]
was found to be C-N-Hg-N-C. The cyanide ions form an almost perfect tetrahe-
dron with Hg at the centre. The crystal is known to undergo a phase transi-
tion at 111 K̂ _ and the low temperature structure was found to be trigonal
(space group R3C) with the cubic [111] direction becoming the trigonal axis.
The distortion from the cubic structure is small. Adjacent cyanide tetrahedra
along [111] rotate as rigid units about this direction in antiphase by = 7 ° ,
and potassium ions in the plane perpendicular to this direction shift by 0.09
A towards the trigonal axis which defines the ferroelastic domain. As the
temperature is lowered to 15 K, this shift increases to 0.17 A and the anti-
phase rotation angle increases to 8.14°. The decrease in unit cell volume
from 298 K to 15 K is only « 1%.

The crystal structure of this class of compounds appears to be very stable.
Little temperature dependence in either phase is observed and even the change
at the transition Is small. The differences in behaviour between the variou-.
compounds are difficult to understand in terms of interatomic inters!:ions;
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e.g., K2Zn(CN)it does not have a transition at ambient pressure, while
Rb^HgCCN)!* has a phase transition at 399 K. The possibility of an explanation
of the observed transitions in terms of dynamical phenomena, e.g. soft-modes,
is being investigated by phonon measurements on

3.9 Control Program for <-Diffractometer

P, Matthews and B.M.Powell

The control program for the K-diffractometer has been extended so that "cali-
bration" of a single crystal specimen can now be carried out completely auto-
matically. The program code written previously (PR-P-137: 3.19; AECL-8106)
enables the diffractometer to optimize the scattering angle (2 6) and the three
orientation angles (o>, K, $) for each Bragg reflection specified by the user.
The new code uses these optimized angles as input. It fits the observed scat-
tering angles in a least-squares manner to determine the offset for the zero
of the scattering angle scale and the adjustable lattice parameters (if this
is requested by the user). With these values for the lattice parameters, the
program then performs a least-squares fit to the array of observed orientation
angles. In this fit the zero offsets for the w, k and 4> angles are deter-
mined, together with the elements of the orientation matrix. The orientation
of the specimen crystal lattice relative to the K-diffractoraeter axes is thus
completely determined. The two components of this calibration section of the
control program have been tested separately. A test of the complete calibra-
tion section will be made in the near future.

The first version of the code which controls the K-diffractometer during an
experimental scan has also been written. Three modes have been considered to
date: (i) a primary momentum transfer is specified at which the scan is
required, and a secondary momentum transfer is given to specify the experimen-
tal scattering plane, (ii) a primary momentum transfer is specified and a
fixed value for co is also specified, (iii) a primary momentum transfer is
specified together with a fixed value for «. Other possible modes are under
consideration and a more "user oriented" editor is being written.

3.10 A Fitting Program for Low Angle Diffraction Peaks

P. Martel

When neutron diffraction measurements are carried out on materials such as
membranes with large planar separations of the order of 70 A, severe peak
asymmetries are observed. Ad hoc correction methods such as the utilization
of skewed Gaussians (H.M. Rietveld, J. Appl. Cryst. 2_ (1969) 65) can be
applied but since the asymmetries arise from resolution effects it is desira-
ble to make proper resolution function corrections. A computer program has
therefore been written to correct for effects of vertical and horizontal beam
divergences which can usually be approximated by Gaussians whose parameters
are measurable in the course of an experiment. These Gaussian functions are
convoluted with a lineshape, which may be Gaussian or Lorentzian, and a least
squares fit is made to observed intensities. Since membrane systems often
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exhibit small angle scattering components, the program has a provision for
folding in a 1/Q background dependence to represent the Porod or high wave
vector transfer (Q) limit of the small angle scattering.

3.11 Permeability Changes Induced by Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in Model
Membranes

P. Martel

Analysis, in terms of a step-function membrane model (Yeager et al. J. Mol.
Biol. 1T7_ (1980) 315), of diffraction data (PR-P-141: 3.19; AECL-8849) on
dipalmitolylphosphatidycholine (DPPC) dispersions with and without (THC) (the
pyschoactive component of cannabis) indicates that the thickness of the DPPC
bilayer is very little changed on intercalation of THC near the headgroup-
hydrocarbon interface. On the other hand, the analysis indicates a signifi-
cant increase in interbilayer water spacing, W, when either THC or cholesterol
is present. The increase is similar if similar percentages of the two inter-
calants are added. Lis et al. (Biophys. J. 3J_ (1982) 657) have also observed
a large increase in W due to cholesterol. The presence of cholesterol reduces
the Van der Waals attraction between lipid bilayers (R.P. Rand, Ann. Rev.
Biophys. Bioeng. 10̂  (1981) 277) because of changes in electrical permeability
in the polar headgroup region. The fact that THC produces changes similar to
those due to cholesterol lends support to our model which indicates that
phospholipid membranes accommodate THC as inclusions at locations similar to
those occupied by cholesterol.

3.12 Vacancy Properties in FeAA and NiAl

S.M. Kim

Efforts for a better theoretical understanding of the many interesting vacancy
properties of B2 (CsCJf-type) intermetallic compounds are continuing. Since
the observed concentrations of vacancy and anti-structure atoms (atoms on the
wrong sublattice) in Vekl, CoGa and other B2 interraetalllc compounds are
usually in the range of several percent, improvements on the previous theore-
tical model (PR-P-141: 3.22; AECL-8849 and Phys. Rev. B. (in press)) are
required. These have been made, and the predictions of the new model were
compared with existing experimental observations on FeAX. It was found that
the observed composition and temperature dependence of vacancy concentrations
in FeAJi are best described with a small but positive value of the bond energy
between two Ai atoms. Thus it appears very likely that, contrary to general
belief, structural vacancies (i.e., vacancies at T = 0) do not exist in this
alloy.

Positron annihilation measurements on FeAJf have shown that an appreciable
fraction of positrons are trapped at multi-vacancies at temperatures above
610°C (PR-P-137: 3.12; AECL-8106). Model estimates have been made of the
mono-vacancy, nearest-neighbour divacancy and next-nearest-neighbour divacancy
concentrations in FeAJ? at various temperatures. It was found that the
nearest-neighbour divacancy concentration is too small to account for the
observed positron data. On the other hand, positron trapping at the
next-nearest-neighbour divacancies can account for the experimental
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observations if the divacancy binding energy is negative in this alloy- Nega-
tive divacancy binding energy is possible, for example, if the lattice relaxa-
tion around the next-nearest-neighbour divacancy is less than that of two iso-
lated mono-vacancies. In NiA-S no positron trapping at multi-vacancies has
been observed up to 1300°C. This is not surprising since the vacancy concen-
tration up to 1300°C is expected to be only a fraction of 1%.

3.13 Spectrometer Control System

M.M. Potter

The spectrometer control program (PR-P-141: 3.24; AECL-8849) has been expanded
to permit control of two Franke and Heydrich linear tables. These tables are
used to translate a specimen through the neutron beam as is necessary, e.g.,
when measuring strain as a function of position within an engineering
component.

The C4 spectrometer control system has been upgraded. The new system is link-
ed to the computer network (PR-P-140: 3.26; AECL-8648) and therefore has
access to all the shared facilities.

3.14 Electrical Feedthrough Plug for the High Pressure/High Electrical Field
Cell

H.F. Nieman, A.H. Hewitt and E.C.Svensson

A plug incorporating electrical feedthroughs based on a modified version of
the ball and ball seat method using the plastic Kapton (J.K. Vassiliou and
J.C. Jaraieson, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 5^ (1980) 1577) and a sealing device (J.
Paureau, Rev. Sci. Instrum. ^8_ (1977) 1632) has been constructed and tested
successfully.

The seal for bringing the electrical leads into the test cell (PR-P-137: 3.16:
AECL-8106) was formed by forcing a 3 mm spherical ball into a hemispherical
seat with a double layer of 0.08 mm Kapton as insulating and sealing material.
The feedthrough plug was sealed into the cell using a metallic ring of half-
hard copper coated with a thin layer of indium. The tightness of this seal is
obtained initially from the indium and, with increasing pressure, the copper
seal material flows into the space between the cell and biconical plug. Using
the Chalk River High Pressure Apparatus (H.F. Nieraan, A.A. Walton, B.M. Powell
and G. Dolling, AECL-6777 (1980)) and dry N2 gas, the feedthrough plug was
successfully tested to a pressure of 240 MPa and a potential of 3 kV across a
dummy specimen 1.5 mm thick, a typical size. Plans are now underway to design
and fabricate a cell incorparating this type of feedthrough plug to be used
for neutron scattering measurements over the temperature range of 4.2 - 300 K.

3.15 Preparations for Measurements on Amorphous Ice

A.H. Hewitt, J.C. Evans, H.F. Nieman, D.C. Tennant, E.C. Svensson and
G. Dolling with A. Floriano and E. Whalley (National Research Council,
Ottawa)

Preparations are in progress for neutron diffraction measurements on a new
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high density (1.17 g.cnT at zero pressure and 77 K) form of amorphous ice
recently discovered at NRC (0. Mishima, L.D. Calvert and E. Whalley, Nature
310 (1984) 393). Large wafer samples (70 mm diameter by 1 mm thick) have now
been successfully produced at NRC, removed from the pressure vessel as a
single piece and sandwiched between two wafers (0.55 mm thick) of single crys-
tal silicon, with all operations being carried out at liquid N2 temperature
(77 K ) . For the neutron measurements, these sandwiches must be transferred to
a cryostat while maintaining the temperature very close to 77 K. To accom-
plish this task, a special sample holder has been designed and constructed at
CRNL and a special mounting/transfer procedure has been developed and tested.

The sample holder consists of a circular aluminum frame with a recess to
accept the sandwich sample and "over-centre" clamp spring that can be snapped
shut to secure the specimen quickly and positively while both specimen and
holder are immersed in liquid N2- The holder incorporates two pre-mounted
temperature sensors and a male dove-tail foot for quick and accurate attach-
ment to the cold finger of a Displex closed-cycle refrigerator. In tests with
a dummy specimen, the transfer from the liquid N 2 bath to the Displex with
subsequent cooldown to * 12 K has been accomplished without the temperature of
the specimen rising above 78.5 K, an entirely acceptable value. Improvements
to the Displex to eliminate temperature gradients across the specimen as well
as further tests over the temperature range 10 - 120 K are in progress. A
second sample holder has also been constructed so a stand-by specimen can be
ready in case the first specimen is inadvertently destroyed during the measu-
rements .

3.16 Acceptance Testing of the Horizontal Field Cryostat

J.C. Evans

Tests of the NSERC Horizontal Field Superconducting Magnet Cryostat were com-
pleted by 1985 November 15.

Following initial assembly on 1985 September 6, the magnet reached, in persis-
tent mode, its design field of 3.0 T in symmetric mode and 2.6 T in asymmetric
mode where different currents flow in the upper and lower coils. The specimen
temperature range of 1.4 < T < 180 K met design specifications. A fault was
found in one of the temperature sensors; a new sensor is being supplied by
Oxford Instruments. A detailed acceptance testing report and record of opera-
ting parameters has been compiled.

3.17 Reactor Beam-Hole Use

H.F. Nieman and E.C. Svensson

The C-2 fast-neutron chopper facility was shutdown for the period. The Guelph
University spectrometer and the McMaster University spectrometers operated for
90% of the available reactor operating time. Utilization at the other occu-
pied beam holes was as follows:
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Beam
Hole

Cl

* C4

** C5

L3

** N5

N4

No. of
Experiments

1

2

2

1

No. of
Participating
CRNL Scientists

Not used during

1

1

4

3

No. of
Participating
Non-CRNL
Scientists

this period.

0

1

0

0

Efficiency (%
of Available
Reactor
Operating Time
Used for
Experiments)

45

45

100

60

2

**

Total reactor operating time was 33 days.

The C-4 spectrometer was shutdown for one week to allow installation of
a new control system.
The N-5 and C-5 facilities were re-installed. They had been removed to
allow installation of re-entrant thimbles to seal leaks in the N-5 and
C-5 beam tubes.

3.18 Preliminary ( Y , Y ) Scattering and Absorption Measurements on
between 4.9 and 6.1 MeV

J.W. Knowles, W.F. Mills and G.A. Heit with G.L. Klawitter (Mathematics
and Computation Branch)

These measurements were made with the CRNL bremsstrahlung monochromator at the
University of Illinois Microtron facility in order to study the competition
between the ( Y > Y ) and (y>f) processes on U at the fission threshold just
below the neutron separation energy at 6.15 MeV. The (y,f) measurements have
been completed and were described in (PR-P-141: 3.30; AECL-8849). Only very
preliminary ( Y » Y ) measurements were possible because of the unscheduled early
shutdown of the Illinois Microtron facility. From the area under the
peak spectrum of the NaI(TJ?) used to detect radiation scattered from the
target, we obtained a measurement of the elastic scattering cross section,
ayy = 15 ± 5 mb at » 5.9 MeV, and from the area under the total Nal(TJl)
spectrum we obtained a measurement of the total photo-absorption cross
section, Oya = 90 ± 50 mb between 4.9 and 6.1 MeV. For this latter measure-
ment we have assumed a y~ray multiplicity of 3 and an average photofission
cross section Oyf = 5 mb. This measured photo-absorption cross section is
somewhat greater than the photo-absorption cross section, ava = 35 mb,
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o q o

obtained from the extrapolation of the giant dipole resonance tail of U
(J.T. Caldwell et al., Phys. Rev. C n^ (1980) 1215).

3.19 Photon Strength Functions under Partial Breakdown of the Brink
Hypothesis

M.A. Lone

An analytical expression for strengths of El transitions between excited
states was developed by considering a partial breakdown of the Brink hypo-
thesis.

Consequences of such a breakdown were examined under the following assump-
tions: (1) The spreading width of a giant resonance built on an excited state
depends on the initial state excitation energy. (2) The resonance structure
accounts for only a part of the total sum strength with the remainder of the
strength distributed uniformly over some energy range as one assumes in the
single particle model.

Under these assumptions, the downward strength function (G.A. Bartholomew et
al., Adv. Nucl. Phys. _7_ (1973) 229) for transitions between the excited states
is different from the upward strength function for the excitations from the
ground state. However, the two strength functions for the ground state
transitions are identical, as expected, oince they relate to the same widths.

Using analytical expressions to describe the variation of the giant resonance
spreading width and resonance strength, and the underlying continuum, an ana-
lytical relationship beween the two strength functions was derived. There are
three adjustable parameters whose values can be ascertained from data on the
excited state giant resonances-

The downward strength function for the El transitions, as determined by the
present model, provides a better fit to the experimental data from (n,y) and
(n,yct) reaction studies (Photon Strength Functions, M.A. Lone in Proceedings
of the 4th International Symposium on Neutron Induced Reactions, Smolenice,
Czechoslovakia, 1985).

3.20 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of Deuterium

E.D. Earle with G.H. Keech (Mathematics and Computation Branch) and
A.B. McDonald (Princeton University)

Analysis of previously recorded data (PR-P-140: 3.34; AECL-8648) on parity
violation following deuterium photodisintegration is continuing. The parity
violation signal is proportional to A = (n+ - n~)/(n+ + n~) where n+(n~) is
the neutron signal with positive (negative) electron polarization. These
neutron signals are measured alternately every 16 msec and A calculated for
each pair. Because of fluctuations in the electron-beam intensity, energy,
position and width, A can vary from -10" to +10" in short time periods. It
is the aim of the analysis to determine A with an uncertainty less than 10"
by correcting for these fluctuations.
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To date the analysis has concentrated on correlating A with beam intensity and
determining from this correlation a corrected A. This corrected A is
sequentially corrected for energy fluctuations, for fluctuations of beam posi-
tion and width in two dimensions and for the y~rav background in the neutron
section of the BIC detectors. It has been shown that the position and width
fluctuations do not make an important contribution to the overall uncertainty,
and it appears that the y~rav background can be correctly removed. However,
using the data to obtain the intensity and energy correlations, which are then
applied to the same data to remove the correlations, appears to introduce
irregularities in the values obtained for A. It is planned to attempt to
independently determine the correlations from modulation data recorded separa-
tely. This approach may increase the statistical uncertainty in A.

3.21 Proposal for a Solar Neutrino Observatory (SNO) at Sudbury

E.D. Earle with G.T. Ewan, H.-B. Mak and B.C. Robertson (Queen's
University), R.C. Allen, H.H. Chen and P.J. Doe (University of
California, Irvine), D. Sinclair (Oxford University), W.F. Davidson and
R.S. Storey (National Research Council, Ottawa), P. Jagara and J.J.
Simpson (University of Guelph), E.D. Hallman (Laurentian University),
A.B. McDonald (Princeton University) and A.L. Carter and D. Kessler
(Carleton University)

A request for design funds for this laboratory has been submitted to NSERC.
The feasibility study (SNO-85-3) (PR-P-141: 3.35; AECL-8849) formed an inte-
gral part of the request.

Progress has been made on a number of outstanding concerns since the feasibi-
lity study was completed. These include: (i) the Th concentration in an AECL
D2O sample was measured to be 0.04 ± 0.01 ppt at the Analytical Chemistry
Section of NRC by passing 10 SL of D2O through an ion exchange resin which
removed the Th with high efficiency. This value is two orders of magnitude
lower than the limit reported in SNO-85-3. After passing through the resin,
the Th concentration in the D2O should be less than 0.01 ppt, an amount calcu-
lated to give an acceptable background of one event per day in the neutrino
mass oscillation experiments planned for the SNO. (ii) The Th concentration
in samples of acrylic was measured to be 40 - 80 ppt at the Lepton Laboratory,
University of Guelph, nearly two orders of magnitude lower than the value
reported in SNO-85-3 from a sample known to be contaminated. This Th concen-
tration must be reduced to achieve the design goal of 20 ppt - a concentration
calculated to give a background event rate of one per day In the neutrino
oscillation experiment. (iii) The timing and pulse height characteristics of
20" phototubes are being tested at Queen's University. The timing resolution
is in the range 7-9 nsecs as required for the designed experiment. The photo-
tube gain varies with photo cathode position as reported by the tube manufac-
turer, (iv) Extensive Monte Carlo calculations at the University of Califor-
nia (Irvine Campus) have been performed on the reference design. The results
continue to indicate that the project is feasible. (v) Discussions with AECL
indicate that the D2O is available for at least seven years and that AECL is
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happy to be the prime contractor in handling the D2O.

a

The main objectives of the SNO project are to measure the B neutrino flux and
to look for neutrino oscillations. It now appears that the oscillation expe-
riment is compromised by the possibility that Ra will be in disequilibrium
with Th in the D2O and acrylic. The Ra in the acrylic can be measured at the
required sensitivity but unraeasurable levels of Ra in the D2O can give a flux
of 2.614 MeV y-rays which will produce neutrons indistinguishable from neu-
trons due to neutrino neutral-current interactions. This problem must be sol-
ved before the oscillation experiment can be performed and will almost cer-
tainly require dissolving compounds in the D2O. For example: a) certain
chemicals acting as wavelength shifters can enhance the phototube signal by a
factor of three perhaps permitting the measurement of the 2.614 MeV Y~ r a v

flux. b) Dissolved B or Gd will absorb all neutrons thereby enabling us to
measure the non-neutron related events. The removal of these chemicals from
the D2O should not be a problem.

3.22 Semiconductor Detectors

G.A. Tapp

A problem with a General Chemistry Branch Ge spectrometer was traced to a high
resistance contact in the preamplifier connector. Two spectrometer cryostats
were pumped out, a Ge(Li) detector for Nuclear Physics Branch and a Si(Li) X-
ray detector for Solid State Science Branch. Both operations were successful
in bringing the detectors back to their original specifications.

3.23 Gas Counters

G.A. Tapp, M.A. Gulick, H.C. Spenceley and J.G.V. Taylor

Six He counters were assembled and leak tested in preparation for filling.
The six counters were then packed in close geometry around a Ge spectrometer
to look for traces of y~ray emitting contaminants. A 21-hour count showed
nothing above background. A BF3 counter was tested and its thermal neutron
detection efficiency calculated for General Chemistry Branch.

A cylindrical gas sampling chamber was converted into a proportional counter
to measure the activity transported by a He jet at the TASCC on-line mass
separator. This counter was subsequently damaged and repaired twice.

A counter similar to the HP-7 He counters but fitted with interchangeable
internal sources has been designed and built. It will be used to compare
alternative gas mixtures for He counters using much less expensive He as the
main component of the test fillings.
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3.24 Source Holder for the Neutrino Mass Experiment

G.A. Tapp and R.J. Toone with G. Audi (Nuclear Physics Branch)

The full-size flexible vacuum feedthrough ring (PR-P-141: 3.41; AECL-8849) was
successfully sealed and vacuum tested.

3.25 Radionuclide Metrology Systems

G.A. Tapp and R.H. Martin

The relocation of the laboratory (PR-P-141: 3.43; AECL-8849) has been comple-
ted and all systems are running smoothly. The new shielding for the source
stack of the hn$-y coincidence system has been installed. Design of a new
high-impedance reed-relay switch for the ion-chamber electrometer has been
started. It will be enclosed in a hermetically sealed box to eliminate
leakage problems encountered in periods of high humidity.

3.26 Software Development

R.H. Martin

Three programs used frequently for data analysis have been modified to use a
recently-written subroutine which calculates the number of days between dates.
This eliminates a separate decay calculation on a hand-held calculator and
generally reduces the possibility of errors due to number handling.

Modifications have been made to our least-squares fitting program to allow
fitting of up to 330 data points to a 3 parameter function. The output format
has been changed to give the reduced Chi-square figure (i.e. x / v) an<^ t n e

standard deviation of the fitted points. As well, output files are created
that serve as input data for our plotting programs.

Plotting programs have been written in FORTRAN to allow the plotting of data
points or functions with the HP7470A plotter. These programs use subroutines
included in the HPLIB set of plotter routines and data files created by our
own programs.

3.27 The Half-life of 90Sr

R.H. Martin and J.G.V. Taylor

90
Data extracted from records going back to 195,9 for four sources of Sr have
been used to calculate a new value for the Sr half-life (PR-P-141: 3.45;
AECL-8849). Each measurement was corrected for dead-time losses and assigned
a weight with allowances for counting statistics, uncertainty in the dead-time
corrections and in the plateau slope and operating point. The results of
exponential least-squares fits to each set of data are shown in Table
3.27.1 where the uncertainties are one standard deviation.
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Table 3.27.1

Source No

Reference

••

••

••

P+Q

# 5

A

R+S

4np count

3.6

1.5

6.1

2.0

rate (1985),
s"1

X 10

x 10 3

x 10 3

x 10 4

No. of Points

11

28

155

287

Half-life, a

28.65

28.93

28.94

28.93

t 0.12

t 0.08

t 0.07

± 0.03

The combination of these results will give a half-life of approximately 28.9 ±
0.1 a but the final value will depend on nearly completed estimates of possi-
ble small systematic effects. Published half-lives range from 27.7 ± 0.4 to
29.7 ± 0.3 a. A more accurate value is important for decay heat and waste
management calculations. A report on this work is in preparation.

3.28 Standards Issued

(a)

22

5 if

5 5.

57

6 0,
88,

R.H. Martin and J.G.V. Taylor

Standard Sources (by Branch)

Na - Electronics
- General Chemistry

Mn - Electronics
- General Chemistry

Fe - Nuclear Physics
Co - Electronics

- General Chemistry
Co - Nuclear Physics

(2)
- R.&.I.S. (30)
- General Chemistry

228,
2 3 9.

Pr - Neutron and Solid State Physics
- R.&.l.S. (2)

Th - Nuclear Physics (2)
Pu - Dosimetric Research
Am - Chemical Operations
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90
The 30 Sr sources for R.&.I.S. Branch were deposited on stainless steel
discs and covered with polyester tape. A series of measurements was made eva-
luating back scattering and tape absorption to relate the 2iifS emission rates
to the source activities.

(b) Solution Standards

OH - Dosimetric Research

Ce- Pr - International Bureau of
Weights and Measurements (BIPM)

144 144
A solution of Ce and Pr has been standardized with high precision and
submitted to the International Reference System of the International Bureau of
Weights and Measures (BIPM). This was done by 4-rtp-y coincidence counting with
efficiency extrapolation using 128 points obtained from 13 different sources
and two different gamma-ray windows. The activity concentration was deter-
mined with a precision of 0.09% (one standard deviation) and non-statistical
uncertainties at the one standard deviation equivalent of 0.12%.

(c) A Co source was prepared in a special counter geometry for Nuclear
Physics Branch.

3.29 Source Storage Vault

H.C. Spenceley and J.G.V. Taylor

A new radioactive source storage vault is being designed for Bldg. 115 to
replace the one in Bldg. 114. The vault will consolidate radionuclide metro-
logy sources and nuclear detector test sources in one location. The new
design will minimize exposure to higher-level sources when access to only
low level sources is required. It will be built around a set of purchased
steel tool drawers some of which will be individually shielded.

3.30 Glassblowing Shop

J.G. Wesanko and D.A. Doering

Major jobs completed during the period are grouped by branches as follows.

Physical Chemistry. A number of glass components were built for use with a
vacuum microbalance. Modifications were made to a glass system for analyzing
the surface area of metal catalysts. A vacuum manifold was constructed for a
radiation chemistry experiment. A 15-cm diameter reaction vessel and a 15-cm
diameter silvered dewar flask were also supplied.

General Chemistry. Two flasks were made for hydrogen diffusion analysis.

Fuel Engineering. Twenty quartz oxidation boats were made for high-
temperature examination of fuel pellets.
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Nuclear Physics. Three quartz aerosol generators were constructed for TASCC
ion sources.

Mechanical Equipment Development. A 11-m high glass column was assembled in
the tower of Bldg. 456 to test SLOWPOKE safety systems. Four 4-m columns were
joined to stainless steel seals and three prototypes of a glass-mercury
safety-release valve were built for the same system.

99
Chemical Operations ( Mo production). Thirty-eight product recovery headers
were made and 10 repaired. Twelve each of no. 1 and no. 2 headers were built.
Twenty-four alumina containing columns were constructed in which sintered
glass discs are sealed in the columns.

3.31 Machine Shops

A.H. Hewitt and H.C. Spenceley

A pair of special frames with "over-center" Be-Cu spring clips were designed
and fabricated to mount wafer samples of amorphous ice in a Displex refrigera-
tor (PR-P-142: 3.15; AECL-9103). To secure these frames in position, a Cu
dove-tail clamp system was made.

For the stress measurement experiments, a pair of moveable slit assemblies
with micrometer adjustments were made for the collimator extension "snouts",
and a motorized two stage positioning table was fitted to the spectrometer to
locate and move the specimens.

A motorized variable curvature analyzer with six separately moveable pieces of
pyrolytic graphite was partially constructed.

Other work included a special high pressure seal and high voltage feedthrough
for the high pressure/high electrical field test cell (PR-P-142: 3.14; AECL-
9103), a specimen mount for a K2Hg(CN)tt crystal, a mount made of copper plus a
heat exchange gas can for three UPt3 crystals, and the second of two soft-iron
magnet assemblies for the (Co, Mo, A!) Heusler single crystals.

The major jobs of the Bldg. 116 shop, following the relocation of the radio-
nuclide metrology laboratory, consisted of modifications and repairs to sample
changers and other equipment and the design of a new radioactive source
storage vault which together took 50% of the effort. The rest was divided
approximately as follows: detector construction, 15%; cutting hard materials
for several branches, 15%; jigs for the glassblowing shop, 10%; and the
neutrino-mass experiment source holder, 10%.

3.32 Deflection of GeV Particle Beams by a Si Crystal Coated with ZnO

R.J. Toone et al.

See PR-CMa-69: 1.2.3; AECL-9108
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3.33 Experimental Demonstration of Reversibility through GeV Channeling

R.J. Toone et al.

See PR-CMa-69: 1.2.4; AECL-9108

3.34 Neutron Leakage Out of a Large D2O Tank and the Production of 6.25 MeV
Gamma Rays by Incident Thorium Gammas

M.A. Lone et al.

See PR-P-142: 5.15.3; AECL-9103

3.35 Gamma Heating on the NRU Blowdown Test Facility

M.A. Lone et al.

See PR-P-142: 5.15.4; AECL-9103

3.36 Low Energy Electron Transmission Through Thin Films

M.A. Lone et al.

See PR-P-14 2: 5.15.2; AECL-9103

3.37 Depth Dose Distribution in a Water Medium by 5 and 10 MeV Electrons

M.A. Lone

See PR-P-142: 5.15.1; AECL-9103

3.38 Working Prototype for the Proposed Phase II Multiparticle
Facility

R.J. Toone et al.

See PR-P-142: 2.32; AECL-9103

3.39 Publication and Lectures

Publications

ANTIFERROMAGNETIC SPIN FLUCTUATIONS IN THE HEAVY-FERMION SUPERCONDUCTOR UPt3
W.J.L. Buyers, J.K. Kjems and J.D. Garrett
Phys. Rev. Lett. 55 (1985) 1223
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NEUTRON DIFFRACTION OF LIQUIDS TO 20 kbar: AN ALUMINUM-ALLOY PRESSURE VESSEL
A.Y. Wu, E. Whalley and G. Dolling
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 5£ (1985) 1409

ROTARY MODES IN THE ANTIFLUORITE CRYSTAL (NDO 2SnCSl6
B.M. Powell, W. Press and G. Dolling
Phys. Rev. B32_ (1985) 3118

LASER INDUCED NEUTRON RADIATIVE CAPTURE REACTION
Y.K. Ho, F.C. Khanna and M.A. Lone
Nucl. Phys. A440 (1985) 187

BREMSSTRAHLUNG AND PHOTO-NEUTRON YIELDS FROM 5-25 MeV ELECTRONS ON THIN SLABS
OF A*, Fe, Cu AND Pb.
K.C.D. Chan, M.A. Lone, S.E. Adams and P.Y. Wong
Nucl. Instr. & Methods BIO/11 (1985) 419

DEPTH PROFILES OF 35 keV 3He IONS IN METALS
W.N. Lennard, H. Geissel, T.K. Alexander, R. Hill, D.P. Jackson, M.A. Lone and
D. Phillips
Nucl. Instr. & Methods BIO/11 (1985) 592

SINGLE-PARTICLE STATES AT VERY HIGH SPIN IN THE LIGHT DYSPROSIUM ISOTOPES
D. Horn, I.S. Towner, 0. Hausser, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, M.A. Lone,
J.F. Sharpey-Schafer and N. Rud
Nucl. Phys. A441 (1985) 344

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF THE STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITION IN THE
ANTIFLUORITE K2PtBr6
R.L. Armstrong, R. Morra and B.M. Powell
Can. J. Phys. 63_ (1985) 988.

DUALSPEC: A NATIONAL FACILITY FOR NEUTRON SCATTERING
W.J.L. Buyers, G. Dolling, J.C. Evans, T.M. Holden, P. Martel, H.F. Nieraan,
M.M. Potter, B.M. Powell, E.C. Svensson, D.C. Tennant, C.A. Cox, W. Mellors,
B.H. Rod and J. Morralee.
CRNL-2931

THE BOSE CONDENSATE IN He-II
E.C. Svensson
Proceedings of the 1984 Workshop on High-Energy Excitations in Condensed
Matter, Los Alamos National Laboratory publication LA-10227-C, Vol. II, p. 456
(1984).

Lectures

High and Low-Energy Photoeffects in Crystalline Uracil
P. Martel
Gordon Conference on Organic Photochemistry, Andover, New Hampshire, U.S.A.,
1985 July 17.
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Gap Modes in the Spin-One Quasi-ID Antiferromagnet CsNiC*3 and the
Haldane Conjecture
W.J.L. Buyers
Conference on Magnetism ICM'85, San Francisco, California, U.S.A.,
1985 August 26-30

Residual Stress Determination by Neutron Diffraction
T.M. Holden
Advance Material Technology Conference, Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario, 1985 October 2.

Spin Dynamics
W.J.L. Buyers
Four lectures for the Troisierae Cycle, the Graduate School of the
Universities of Lausanne, Neuchatel and Geneva, 1985 October 31, Nov.
7, 21 and 28

The Haldane Gap in Spin-1 Antiferromagnetic Chains

W.J.L. Buyers
University of Neuchatel, Neuchatel, Switzerland, 1985 November 11

The Condensate Saga
E.C. Svensson
Physics Department, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.,
1985 November 12

Neutron Scattering and Heavy-fermion Ground States
W.J.L. Buyers
Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France, 1985 November 12

Heavy Fermion Ground States
W.J.L. Buyers
University of Munster, Munster, W. Germany, 1985 November 18

Superfluid Helium- A Most Fascinating Material
E.C. Svensson
Joint Colloquium at the Physics Department, University of Delaware and
The Bartol Research Foundation of the Franklin Institute, Newark,
Delaware, 1985 November 18.

Nuclear Power and Radiation
E.D. Earle
Four Lectures at High Schools in Labrador West, Newfoundland,
1985 November 19-20

Residual Internal Strains in Overrolled Pressure Tubes and in Bent
Steam Generator Tubing
T.M. Holden
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Sandia Laboratories,
Berkeley, California, U.S.A., 1985 December 5-7.
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Heavy Fermion Ground States and Superconductivity
W.J.L. Buyers
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzerland, 1985
December 10

Engineering Applications of Neutron Diffraction
T.M. Holden
Department of Metallurgical Engineering, Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario, 1985 December 15

Atoms, Nuclei and Forces
E.D. Earle
Three Lectures at Mackenzie High School, Deep River, Ontario, 1985
December 18
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4.1 Staff

Branch Head: G.E. Lee-Whit Ing

H. Couture

M. Harvey
H.C. Lee
V.F. Sears
I.S. Towner
K.B. Winterbon

Visitor

I. An2

U. Yu3

Attached Staff

F.Q. Liu4

II. X. Heb

Summer Student

K. Lundgren

Secretarial Staff

11.E. Carey

Acting Director of Physics from 1985 November 25.
Joined branch Aug. 09/85 from Institute of Theoretical Physics, Beijing,
China; left Sept. 27/85 to return to Beijing.
Joined branch July 12/85 from Institute of High Energy Physics, Beijing,
China, left Aug. 14/85 to return to Beijing.
Joined branch Sept. 20/85 from Wuhan University, China.
Joined branch Dec. 20/85 from Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing.
Summer student; jointed branch 1985 May 01 from Queen's University;
terminated 1985 August 16 to return to Queen's.
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4.2 Electromagnetic Neutron-Atom Interactions

V.F. Sears

In the collision of a neutron with an atom there exists, in addition to the
strong interaction with the nucleus and the magnetic dipole interaction with
the magnetic electrons, a number of secondary electromagnetic interactions.
The latter interactions include the spin-orbit (or Schwinger) interaction, the
Foldy interaction, the nuclear magnetic dipole interaction, and interactions
arising from the electric polarizability and the finite intrinsic charge
radius of the neutron. For the accuracies with which neutron scattering
lengths (b) can be measured using modern neutron optical techniques, the above
secondary interactions are now all at least as large as, and in some cases,
two orders of magnitude larger than, the experimental uncertainty in b.

We have investigated the extent to which the above secondary electromagnetic
interactions are already included implicitly in the measured neutron scatter-
ing lengths which one finds listed in data tables, and the conditions under
which explicit corrections for the residual secondary interactions are
required in the analysts of neutron diffraction and inelastic scattering data
for condensed matter.

We find that no explicit correction for the neutron electric polarizability
is needed, since this is already included in the measured coherent scattering
length. For unpolarized neutrons, no explicit correction for the nuclear mag-
netic dipole interaction is needed since this is already included in the
measured incoherent scattering length. A correction is, however, required for
the Foldy and intrinsic electrostatic interactions. The combined correction,
usually referred to (inaccurately) as the neutron-electron interaction,
depends on the atomic form factor f(q) which is a function of the momentum
transfer 1iq. Failure to make this correction can result in significant syste-
matic errors of up to 2 to 3% in experiments which extend over a wide range of
q values. The Schwinger interaction is appreciable at thermal neutron ener-
gies only if the neutrons are polarized. For unpolarized neutrons it is
important only for epithermal neutrons with energies >1 eV.

4.3 Atomic Form Factor

V.F. Sears

The nine-parameter interpolation formula for the atomic . orm factor f(q),
which is given in the International Tables for X-Ray Cry ta-lography, is not
very appropriate for making the correction referred to in the previous sec-
tion. We have developed a simple one-parameter model with an average error of
about 1% which is sufficiently accurate for most purposes in neutron scatter-
ing. This model also has the advantage that it allows the total coherent
scattering cross section and the total Schwinger scattering cross section to
be calculated analytically.
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4.4 Neutron Electric Polarizability

V.F. Sears

The neutron has an electric polarizability a = 1.0 x 10~ fm which gives a
contribution to the coherent neutron-nucleus scattering length that, for
heavy atoms, is typically 0.5% of the contribution from the nuclear forces.
Previous calculations of the neutron scattering due to the electric polariza-
bility have always been based on some simple model for the nuclear charge
distribution. We have shown that is is unnecessary at thermal neutron ener-
gies, since the scattering length is insensitive to the precise details of
the nuclear charge distribution and depends only on the rms charge radius of
the nucleus.

4.5 The Relative Importance of Particular Data on Selected Parameters in

the Least Squares Analysis of Experimental Data: The definition of

Influence and Significance

G.E. Lee-Whiting et al.

See PR-P-142:2.14 (AECL-9103).

4.6 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

K.B. Winterbon

The work on fluctuations of numbers of vacancies in cascades, commented on in
the previous progress report (PR-P-14l:4.6 (AECL-8849), is being prepared for
publication.

When multiple scattering occurs in conjunction with relatively-large-angle
identifiable single-scattering events, such as charge-changing or inner-
shell-excitation collisions, the multiple-scattering distribution of those
particles suffering the single-scattering events is not the same as that of
those particles not undergoing such events. This distribution may be evalua-
ted analytically for power-cross-section parameter m=l/2 and m=l, and is
found to be a symmetric function of the single-scattering angle and the angle
of observation. This suggests a method of measuring the single-scatering
angle, by comparison with the total multiple-scattering distribution. This
work has been written up and submitted for publication.

Work on a new method for solving the integro-differential equations for
moments of range distributions, reported in PR-P-140:4.4 (AECL-8648) has been
combined with the implementation of Cohen's method of finding two-dimensional
densities from their moments (PR-P-141:4.6 (AECL-8849), and written up and
submitted for publication.
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4.7 Chiral Soliton Model with Quantum Pions

M. Harvey (with K. Goecke (Jiilich, West Germany) and
J. Urbano (Coimbra, Portugal))

The instabilities occurring in our earlier version of the model were traced
to changes in the definition of the "vacuum" resulting from our attempts to
determine the pion mode states. This feature has been stabilised by fixing
the vacuum relative to free-pion states and expressing mode states always in
terras of the free-pion states. Our computer programme now yields results for
which the coherent-pion parameter x (PR-P-141:4.7 (AECL-8849)) can be treated
as a variational parameter. Production runs are now taking place on the com-
puter (in Julich) to determine the set of model parameters (e.g. x, mass par-
ameter of scalar field, and quark-pion coupling constant) that will give an
overall "best" fit to observed nucleon and delta data.

4.8 Chiral Soliton Model with Strange and Charm Quarks and Quantum Pions

F. Liu and M. Harvey

The formalism for the chiral soliton model with quantum pions having just up
and down quarks i.e. SU2 chiral symmetry (PR-P-141:4.7 (AECL-8849)) has been
extended to SU3 and SU4 symmetries by including strange and charm quarks.
Equations of motion for the quarks, solitons and pions in the A and I! baryons
have been deduced. The computer programme, originally written for nucleon
properties, is now being modified to include these extended features.

4.9 Relativistic Mean-Field Theories and Meson-Exchange Currents

I.S. Towner

Relativistic mean-field theories of a nucleus are of current interest because
of their success in explaining the average nuclear potential for both bound
and scattering single-particle states. In the simple form of the o-ta model
in the Hartree approximation, nuclear binding arises from the opposite
effects of strong attractive scalar (a-like) and repulsive vector (urlike)
potentials Vs and Vo. The single-particle spinors obey the Dirac equa-
tion: [iy*P - Yit(E~vo) + M+Vs]¥ = 0, which in nuclear matter reduces to
the free Dirac equation with modified energy and mass: E* = E-Vo and
M* = M+Vs. Typically Vs ~ -400 MeV and Vo ~ 350 MeV in fits to satur-
ation properties in nuclear matter, implying that E* and M* attain only about
60% of their free space value. This has a significant effect on nuclear pro-
perties that depend on the lower component in the Dirac spinor, which in a
nuclear medium becomes F ,. - (E+M)/(E*+M*)F. - 1.7 F. . Thus matrix

medium free free
elements of single-nucleon operators that couple a lower component to an
upper component will be enhanced by a factor of the order of 1.7. For
example magnetic moments deriving from the Dirac (non anomalous) coupling, y»
will be enhanced over the Schmidt values; and axial-charge operators Y<tY5
relevant in first-forbidden beta decay are likewise enhanced.

Such large relativistic effects in nuclei are a puzzle. The traditional
non-relativistic shell-model, augmented with meson-exchange currents, gives
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quantitative good fits to observed nuclear magnetic moments. Similar fits
are not found in the relativistic mean-field theories. The relativistic
effects arising from heavy mesons, a and w, do have their counterparts in the
conventional non-relativistic theory of meson-exchange currents. They arise
from pair graphs. However pair graphs with heavy mesons generally make small
contributions because they generate short-range operators whose matrix
elements are cut down by short-range correlations. In the relativistic
approach, the a and w potentials are averaged self-consistent fields and
there is no such suppression.

We have been calculating the heavy-meson pair graphs for closed-shell-plus-
one nuclei switching off the suppression mechanisms (such as short-range cor-
relations, vertex form factors etc.). For the mass-16 closed shell we find
that the axial-charge matrix element is enhanced by a factor 1.4 from the
pair graphs. This is not the factor 1.7 estimated schematically above, but
nonetheless is a sizeable enhancement. Yet when the standard short-range
correlation function is introduced in the meson-exchange calculation, the
enhancement factor reduces to 1.1. This suggests the lack of short-range
correlations in the relativistic models might be the origin of the disagree-
ment with the standard theory.

4.10 Shell-Model Calculation of Argon and Potassium Isotopes

I.S. Towner

It is expected that one of the first experiments planned for the TASCC facil-
ity will produce the neutron-rich nucleus Ar and observe its beta decay to

K. To help in the interpretation of the experimental data we are perform-
ing a shell-model calculation of the spectra of the odd-mass potassium and
argon isotopes from mass 39 to 47. We would like to get an estimate of the
beta branchings and lifetime of Ar. The model space includes the
d_ ,„, f-,/p and p-w? orbitals but the number of possible configurations is

limited by the use of the seniority classification scheme; at the moment more
elaborate calculations are not considered to be justified. Some parameter
adjustments are necessary in the effective interaction; these are being made
by fitting of the results for mass 39 and 41. The same interaction is then
used to predict a spectrum for mass 47.

4.11 Meson-Exchange Currents in Time-Like Axial-Charge Transitions

I.S. Towner

A review article of the above title has been prepared for the Annual Reviews
of Nuclear and Particle Science. A survey of the experimental data in nuclei
with mass A = 11, 12, 16 and 18 suggests that beta decays of the axial-charge
type cannot be explained by the impulse approximation alone. A sizeable cor-
rection, as predicted by pion-exchange current theories, seems to be needed.

4.12 Chiral Anomaly in the Light-Cone Gauge

H.C. Lee, G.E. Lee-Whiting, with R.B. Mann (Univ. Toronto) and
H. Yu (Inst. of High Energy Physics, Beijing, China)

The work (PR-P-J.41:4.11 (AECL-8849)) has been extended to study the QED
chiral anomaly in the light-cone gauge. This problem was recently examined
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by Capper and Litvak [J. Phys- A18(1985)955J, who obtained unsatisfactory
results, partly because they used the principal-value prescription for the
factor l/p+ (p+ = p*n+, (n+) = 0), which is known to be incorrect for the
light-cone gauge.

In the present study Feynraan rules for the two-component formulation of QED
in the light-cone ^auge were first derived. Some of the novel aspects of
this formulation are: (massless) fermions are two component spinors; there
are two-fermion-two-photon and four-ferniion vertices; the totally
antisymmetric Dirac matrix is YiY2-

The anomaly in the light-cone gauge depends crucially on the surface integral

. k (k+p)

/ {
^ (k-p)V k

Using a method that yields the correct anomaly for QED in covariant gauges we
found that this integral had values different from those obtained with the
method of analytic regularization. This disagreement is unresolved.

A SCHOONSCHIP program for computing algebraic expressions of the anomaly has
been mostly developed; the furthest reduced expression so far obtained is
still too lengthy for the computation to be practical.

4.13 Supersymmetric QED

H.C. Lee with Q. Ho-Kim (Laval) and I. An (Inst. Theor. Phys., Beijing)

This is another extension of (PR-P-141:4.11 (AECL-8849)), the objective of
which is to test the analytic method used there on supersymmetric anomalies.
For this study an analytic representation was derived for three-point Feynman
integrals, that is for integrals with two external momenta. The computation
involves taking for the representation a limit analogous to that taken in the
earlier work cited. The algebraic computation was carried out separately at
CRNL using SCHOONSCHIP and at Laval "by hand". In both cases an unexpected
double-pole was found in the result for the anomaly. Detailed checking of
the results is underway. If the double-pole cannot be removed, then the
analytic method may have to be abandoned.

4.14 General Three-Point Vertex in the Light-Cone Gauge and the BRS Identity

H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram (Appl. Math. Branch) with
G. Leibbrandt and S.L. Nyeo (Guelph University)

This study (PR-P-141:4.15 (AECL-8849)) has now been concluded. In addition
to confirming our earlier conclusion on the renormalizability of the light-
cone gauge (PR-P-141:4.14 (AECL-8849)) inferred from the special three-point
vertex, the general vertex reveals a deeper reason for the presence of non-
local counterterras unique to the light-cone gauge, that is they are needed to
satisfy the BRS identities (PR-P-141:4.13 (AECL-8849)). This work has been
submitted for publication.
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4.15 Background-Field Quantization Procedure In Noncovariant Gauges

H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram with G. McKeon et al. (Univ. Western Ontario)

In the normal quantization procedure fields are assumed to have zero expecta-
tion values. In the background-field method they have non-zero expectation
values. One of the advantages of the second method is that Faddeev-Popov
fields (ghosts) can be dispensed with, and that certain useful counterterms
which would be gauge-dependent in the first method are now gauge-independent.
The present study applies the method for the first time to noncovariant
gauges and verifies a (Nielsen-Kallosh) theorem. This work has now been
published.

4.16 Tables of Light-Cone Gauge Feynman Integrals

H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram

The comprehensive table of formulae for rank-n (0 <_ n <̂  3) tensor integrals
mentioned in (PR-P-141:4.16 (AECL-8849)) has almost been completed.

4.17 The Light-Cone Gauge

H.C. Lee

A review of applications of the light-cone gauge in QED, pure Yang-Mills
fields, QCD, N=4 supersymmetric theory, gravity and gravity induced compacti-
fication of Kaluza-Klein theories has been accepted for publication in a
special issue of the Canadian Journal of Physics devoted to quantum field
theories.

4.18 Few-Body Equations

H.C. Lee and F. Liu

Attempts at solving the few-body Schrodinger equation have as a rule not met
with success, because the boundary conditions involved are very difficult to
deal with in a coordinate representation. This is why the few-body problem
is usually attacked via the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, which is an integral
equation in momentum space. In this case there is another complication: the
presence of the 6-function coming from momentum conservation of the noncon-
nected particles make the equation noncompact and therefore unsolvable. The
problem for the three-body system was solved by Faddeev [L.D. Faddeev, Zh.
Eksp. i Teor. Fiz. 39(1960)1459; English translation Soviet Phys. JETP
12(1961)1014; see also R.I. Dzhibuti and S.Tsiklauri, Soviet J. Nucl. Phys.
40(1984)46] who circumvented the noncormectedness by decomposing the three-
body wavefunction into three components which are solutions of three coupled,
compact equations. Subsequently Faddeev's method was formally extended to
the four-body (with 18 components) and five-body (48 components) systems by
Yakubovsky (O.A. Yakubovsky, Yadernaya, Physica 5(1967)1312) and Saskawa
(T. Sasakawa, Supp. Prog. Theor. Phys. 61(1977)149), respectively. So far
only the three-body Faddeev equations have been solved exactly.
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A drawback of Faudeev's method is the geometric growth in the number of com-
ponents as a function of the number of bodies. Furthermore, each of the com-
ponents is devoid of physical meaning - only their sum is physical. In the
present study an alternative approach to solving the few-body Lippmann-
Schwinger equation is taken. Exact N-body compact equations for N = 3,4,5
and 6 are derived. In the new method each system calls for the solution of
only one integral equation with a kernel which contains more terms as N
increases but in which all terms have physical significance. The generaliza-
tion of these equations for application in relativistic quantum field theory
has been examined.

4.19 Pulse Height Anomalies in Surface Barrier Detectors

K.B. Winterbon et al.

See PR-CMa-69:1.2.1; AECL-9108.

4.20 Modification of SUPERFISH

M. Couture

The testing of the program designed to calculate azimuthally varying modes in
axially symmetric cavities, based on a formulation of the electromagnetic
fields in terms of the magnetic Hertz vector (Coulomb gauge), has now been
completed. Frequencies calculated with this code were compared with values
obtained analytically (sphere and cylinder), measured values and values
obtained from the codes URMEL (these values were obtained by K.C. Chan,
Accelerator Physics Branch), and ULTRAFISH (these values were obtained by
Y. Iwashita, Los Alamos Laboratory) for the MAINZ and PIGMI cavities;
agreement is good. Apart from physical solutions, the model tested also has
zero-field solutions; these solutions are known functions of the frequency
and our tests showed that they can easily be identified. An account of this
work has been prepared for publication.

4.21 Reports, Publications, and Lectures

Reports

AECL-9105 - LIGHT-CONE INVARIANT INTEGRALS IN THE MANDELSTAM-LEIBBRANDT PRE-
SCRIPTION AND THE YANG-MILLS SELF-ENERGY
H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram

AECL-9106 - A SYMMETRY PRESERVING ANALYTIC REGULARIZATION FOR THE AXIAL
ANOMALY
H.C. Lee and R.B. Mann

CRNL-2902 - DEVELOPMENTS IN THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY IN THE NEXT TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS
M. Harvey
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Publications

THE LIGHT-CONE GAUGE AND THE PRINCIPAL VALUE PRESCRIPTION - WARD IDENTITIES
IN YANG-MILLS THEORIES
H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram
Z. Phys. C28(1985)479

CALCULATION OF VACUUM POLARIZATION IN NONCOVARIANT GAUGES INCORPORATING
NIELSEN-KALLOSH GHOSTS
G. McKeon, S.B. Phillips, S.S. Saraant, T.N. Sherry, H.C. Lee, M.S. Milgram
Phys. Lett. 161B(1985)319

ANOMALOUS ULTRAVIOLET DIVERGENCES AND RENORMALIZABILITY OF THE LIGHT-CONE
GAUGE
H.C. Lee and M.S. Milgram
Phys. Rev. Lett. 55(1985)2122

LOCAL-FIELD REFINEMENT OF NEUTRON SCATTERING LENGTHS
V.F. Sears
Z. Phys. A 321(1985)443

FIZEAU EFFECT FOR NEUTRONS
V.F. Sears
Phys. Rev. A 32(1985)2524

OPTIMUM COUNTING TIMES IN EXPERIMENTS GOVERNED BY POISSON STATISTICS
V.F. Sears
Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B 12(1985)430

HINDRANCE FACTORS IN FAVOURED GAMOW-TELLER TRANSITIONS
I.S. Towner
in 'Nuclear Shell Models', ed. M. Vallieres and B.H. Wildenthal, (World
Scientific Pub. Co., Singapore, 1985) pp.303-314. Proc. of Int. Symp. on
Nuclear Shell Models, Philadelphia, 1984 November.

SINGLE-PARTICLE STATES AT VERY HIGH SPIN IN THE LIGHT DYSPROSIUM ISOTOPES
D. Home, I.S. Towner, 0. Hausser, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, M.A. Lone, J.F.
Sharpey-Schafter, N. Rud, and P. Taras
Nucl. Phys. A441(1985)344

A MASS DEPENDENCE IN HINDRANCE FACTORS FOR FAVOURED GAMOW-TELLER TRANSITIONS
I.S. Towner
Nucl. Phys. A444(1985)402

NEUTRON AND PROTON POLARISATION CHARGES FROM E2 MIRROR TRANSITIONS
T.K. Alexander, B. Castel, and I.S. Towner
Nucl. Phys. A445(1985)189

THE HEDGEHOG BARYON AS A VARIATIONAL MEAN FIELD SOLUTION OF THE SPHERICAL
LINEAR CHIRAL SOLITON MODEL
K. Goeke, J.N. Urbano, M. Fiolhais and M. Harvey
Phys. Lett. B 164(1985)249
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Lectures

MESON-EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN AXIAL-VECTOR TRANSITIONS
I.S. Towner
Invited talk, at the Third Summer Institute in Theoretical Physics, Kingston,
July 09-25, 1985

PHYSICS IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS
H.C. Lee
given at Univ. of Alberta, Sept. 11, 1985

THE LIGHT-CONE GAUGE
H.C. Lee
given at CAP Summer Theoretical Institute on Quantum Field Theory,
The University of Western Ontario, July 29-August 9
University of Cambridge, October 16, 1985,
University of New-Castle-Upon-Tyne, November 28, 1985

1. NUCLEAR ENERGY
2. OUR RADIATION ENRICHED SOCIETY
3. THE FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURE OF MATTER
Public Affairs Talks
given by M. Harvey at Earl Haig Secondary School, Nov. 14/85, Toronto and
at Teachers Professional Activity Day, Nov. 15/85, Burlington

NEUTRON SCATTERING IN ALMOST-CLASSICAL LIQUIDS
V.F. Sears
given at Int. Conf. on Neutron Scattering, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
1985 August 19-23
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(1) Temporarily on assignment to the Research Company Task Force on
Computing effective 1985 February 1.

(2) Also Acting Head, Systems Section effective 1985 February 1.

(3) Joined Branch effective 1985 August 29; transferred from Dosimetric
Research Branch.

(4) On maternity leave effective 1985 October 16.

(5) Junior Summer Student, terminated 1985 August 23.

(6) Junior Summer Student, terminated 1985 August 27.

(7) Also Acting Branch Head effective 1985 February 1.

(8) Waterloo University Co-op Student, terminated 1985 August 30.

(9) Regular part-time employee.

(10) National Summer Student, terminated 1985 August 30.
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5.2 CDC 6600 System

B.B. Ostrom

The Control Data 6600 system, installed in 1968 December (PR-P-80, AECL-3237)
was retired from service. It will remain in place until the 1986 scheduled
maintenance shutdown.

5.3 CYBER 720 System

B.B. Ostrom

In the last quarter of 1985, the NOS 1.4 operating system on the CYBER 720
computer was replaced by NOS/BE 1.3, as part of the conversion of the computer
from an interactive to a batch facility. This machine, when upgraded to a
CYBER 730, will have slightly more throughput capacity than the 6600, which it
replaces.

5.4 CYBER 830 System

5.4.1 NOS 2.4 Operating System

B.B. Ostrom and W.J. Irving (Control Data Canada Limited)

The Control Data CYBER 830 system running the NOS 2.4.1 operating system was
placed in service during 1985 August. All the front-end functions of the CDC
3300 and CYBER 720 systems (PR-P-141, 5.2 and 5.3; AECL-8849) were completely
integrated into this system by 1985 November.

5.4.2 Documentation for NOS 2 Utilities

G.N. Williams

Documentation was completed for the following utilities, which were modified for
or released initially under NOS 2.4: FILESET, BPROC Procedures, MAIL and NF.

5.4.3 Electronic Mail System

C.J. Tanner

A number of programs in the electronic Mail field have been purchased from the
University of Washington in Seattle, Washington. So far, a new Mail program,
bulletin board program and a program for filing messages received from the Mail
program have been installed in the NOS 2 system. Plans for the future include
improving the transfer of messages between the various computers in AECL.

5.5 Benchmark Study of CYBER 180 Model 990 Computer

W.J. Irving (Control Data Canada Limited), G.A. Petrovich and
J.M. Blair

The nine-year-old CYBER 170 Model 175 is the main processor in the CRNL
Computing Centre. While still comparatively fast by current standards, it is an
order of magnitude slower than available supercomputers. A more serious
limitation is the small size of the central memory available with the CYBER 170
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architecture. Large application programs have overcome this deficiency by
sophisticated use of peripheral memory devices, namely extended semiconductor
memory and rotating mass storage, but the penalty has been more complex, more
labour-intensive, and non-portable computer programs. Recent computers either
have much larger real memories or have "virtual memory" capabilities. Large
codes developed elsewhere for these machines are proving difficult or impossible
to adapt to the local environment.

An open meeting was held with Computing Centre users to discuss their
requirements for a successor system, and, as a result, a number of benchmark
cases were submitted by those in attendance. A potential successor to the 175
is the CYBER 180 Model 990, which has a large real memory (minimum one million
words), a virtual memory operating system, vector processing capabilities, and
is compatible with existing systems. The benchmarks were executed on a 990 at
the vendor's premises, and the execution times on this and local computers are
shown.

Job

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Submittor

D.
D.
M.
D.
J.
E.
B.
P.
G.
G.
F.
G.
G,
R.
R.

Warnica
Warnica
Van Dyk
Duncan
Donnelly
Heighway
Chidley
Wong
Festarini
Festarini
Wong
Petrovich
Petrovich
Judd
Judd

990

126.5
19.2
16.9

216.5
217.6
39.8
79.7
36.6
52.6
136.9
231.1
43.0
143.0
19.8
33.2

CP

830

2009.4
437.9
194.6
5903.1
2480.8
471.1
919.4
410.0
611.7
1765.8
3566.2
1162.0
2429.8
152.3
450.1

time (sec)

175

336.6
47.0

362.2

92.2
125.5
85.9
123.4
343.9
598.9
103.6
321.2
43.0

830/990

15.9
22.8
11.5
27.3
11.4
11.8
11.5
11.2
11.6
12.9
15.4
27.0
17.0
7.7

13.6

175/990

2.7
2.4

1.7

2.3
1.6
2.3
2.3
2.5
2.6
2.4
2.2
2.2

The 990 timings are for scalar mode operation, since a vectorizing compiler is
not yet available. We would expect to see a significant improvement in
vectorizable cases.

From these results we see that the 990 is 2.3 times as fast as the 175, on
average, without vectorization. This improvement, together with the features
noted above, makes the 990 a suitable candidate for replacing the 175.'

5.6 AELIB Subroutine TCONLW

L.S. Yamazaki and W.N. Selander

It was found that the AELIB subroutine for the thermal conductivity of light
water, TCONLW, gives results in watts per metre-Kelvin, whereas the write-up
states that the output is given in milli-watts per metre-Kelvin. While
investigating this inconsistency we discovered that the routine also contained
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an error due to an error In the original published formulation of the
conductivity function. This was pointed out to the author, who has published an
erratum. The subroutine TCONLW and its write-up have been corrected and are
being checked.

5.7 Programming Languages and Utilities

G.H. Keech

Over the past years, a set of SPIT3OL utility programs has evolved to assist in
the conversion and development of large FORTRAN computer codes. Most users
required hard-copy documentation to set up and employ these utilities.

A NOS interactive procedure file, with menus and help documentation, has been
written to provide user-friendly calls to these utilities. An input option
permits either NOS source codes or NOS/BE program libraries. Included are the
following utility programs:

DKNAMES - orders FORTRAN routines alphabetically within a file, with breaks
occurring at program or overlay statements. If input is a NOS/BE program
library, a new program library is created.

TREE - inspects FORTRAN source codes and locates subroutine and function calls;
provides UPDATE identifier for references; gives reverse table; prints tree
structure showing routine uses.

FORMATS - lists sequentially formats from FORTRAN codes, using UPDATE
identifiers. Further, to help users find which routine produced a particular
hollerith output, it lists the output beginnings sorted alphabetically.

TIDY - tidies FORTRAN source codes by sequencing labels, indenting DO-loops and
GOTO-sections, etc.

CHAR - character set replacements - editors are better for simple character set
changes, but CHAR will handle simultaneous changes correctly (e.g., A into B
plus B into A ) .

IBMFORT - converts IBM-like FORTRAN into CDC FORTRAN. It is intended for
repetitive changes that would be tedious with editors. Since there is a time
trade-off with features changed, the program does a 95 per cent conversion.
Output file contains a summary of changes (old and new versions) to permit the
user to verify the results.

A new SPITBOL program INDEX has been written. INDEX produces a tidy listing of
a procedure file with page numbers, along with a table of contents and an index.

5.8 Graphics

5.8.1 Nicolet-Zeta Plotter

G.S. McQuade

The plotter controller program was updated to run on the NOS 2.4 operating
system. As part of the updating, several sections of code were added or
improved:
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- Screen management added.
- Queue access improved and procedures removed (under NOS 1 the only queue

access was through procedures).
- Accounting system installed, not yet in use.
- Operator interrupt improved.
- Messages added to inform operators of waiting plot files.
- Automatic handling of incomplete plot files added.

5.8.2 FPLOT Utility

G.S. McQuade

The FPLOT program (PR-P-141, 5.8.1; AECL-8849) was installed in NOS 2.4 and
queue access was improved.

5.8.3 XYPLOT Plotting Program

C.J. Stang, E.G. Long and G.N. Williams

XYPLOT is a general-purpose XY plotting program obtained originally from Zenith
Radio Corporation. It uses the PLOT79 graphics package. After reviewing the
code we decided to add some new capabilities to the program. This has been
done, and XYPLOT is being tested prior to release. The XYPLOT manual has been
completed.

5.8.4 PIECHART Program

M.A. Thompson

Modification of the PLOT79 based pie-chart code is underway to enhance
ease-of-use, usefulness and to correct known problems.

5.9 Communications

5.9.1 Word Processor Translation and Communications

D. McPherson

A Keyword 7000 document interchange system, which allows documents to be
exchanged between unlike word processors, has been delivered and is undergoing
testing. The Keyword 7000 is primarily intended for transferring text from one
word processor disc to a disc for a different type of word processor by means of
a translation into and from a meta-file. However, the raeta file is amenable to
transmission over computer-to-computer communications links, and thus Keyword
7000 stations at AECL sites will support document interchange between unlike
word processors at different sites. Keyword systems have been acquired by CRNL,
WNRE and Sheridan park, and are being considered by others.

The CRNL Keyword 7000 has been tested for translations amongst various models of
Micom and AES word processors. Existing translation software does not handle
the full Greek alphabet or mathematical symbols, but Keyword Technologies has
undertaken to provide these capabilities for AECL. Procedures for intersite
exchange of documents using the Keyword 7000 have been designed, and will be
offered for consideration by other sites in the first quarter of 1986.
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5.9.2 File Transfer Protocol - KERMIT

C.J. Tanner

During the period, some modifications were made to the version of KERMIT
installed on the CYBER 830. It will now handle binary file transfers, and
server mode works properly. Currently, at CRNL, KERMIT is available for the
following computers: VAX, IBM-PC, microcomputers supporting the CP/M operating
system, DEC Professional 350, PDP 11 running the RSX-11 or RT-11 operating
systems, Atari 520, and Apple lie.

5.9.3 NAF - The Network Access Facility

G.S. McQuade

The Z80 based Network Monitor program (PR-P-141, 5.9.5; AECL-8849) has been
completed, and is being used to record connection and traffic data from the
PACX-IV Data PBX and two packet assembler/disassemblers.

This project involved extensive updates to the Monitor program (Operating
System) used in the Z80 card. These changes were also incorporated into the
single-board computer developed by Mike Montaigne (Neutron and Solid State
Physics Branch). The Monitor has been sold to Bell Canada for use with a MOSTEK
CPU-3 card identical to the NAF system card.

5.10 Nuclear Physics Computer Systems

5.10.1 Perkin-Elmer Data Acquisition System

R. Roiha and M.A. Thompson

The Write Control Storage (WCS) unit was added to the existing hardware
configuration to improve the system's performance.

The major software thrust was an upgrade of the operating system from OS32 6.1
to OS32 7.2.2. Along with this upgrade, the newest versions of FORTRAN and PCAM
(the CAMAC driver) were also installed. The firmware to drive the WCS was also
installed. All the new software forced a re-compiling and re-establishment of
all the existing data acquisition and analysis programs. Work is still in
progress on the modification and maintenance of existing programs as well as the
development of new code.

5.10.2 Safety Interlock System

R. Roiha

Modifications for operator ease-of-use have been implemented. The Global Fault
Annunciator has been installed and the SIS is now using this new hardware. A
modification to the fire alarm hardware which will require a software change is
now being considered. TASCC 01-13-07, "The Operating Manual for the Safety
Interlock System", has been released.
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5.10.3 Data Acquisition

G.C. Ball, E. Hagberg, D. Radford and F.J. Sharp (Nuclear Physics
Branch), with R. Roiha and M.A. Thompson

See PR-P-142, 2.21; AECL-9103.

5.11 Blowdown Test Facility - Normal Rate Data Collection System

G.L. Kiawitter and J.M. Blair, with C.E. Langlais, E.H. Williams and
L. Boulard (Design and Technical Service Branch) and R.D. Delaney and
F. Santone (Reactor Loops Branch)

The hardware for this system is described in PR-P-140, 5.10; AECL-8648. The
generalized interactive data entry system referred to in PR-P-141, 5.11;
AECL-8849, is being used to establish user control and data input menus for the
normal rate system. The communications software linking the normal rate system
control computer (PDP-11/23) to the normal rate spectrometer movement control
computer (Z80) has been written and tested successfully.

5.12 Stress Analysis Programs

5.12.1 MARC Applications

S.B. Baset

The applicability of the MARC program to rock mechanics and metal forming
problems has been demonstrated for two scientists at Energy, Mines and Resources
Canada. A sample problem submitted by Dr. Y. Yu has been solved to determine
the creep deflections in salt/potash mines due to removal of rock masses.
Another sample problem submitted by Dr. K.C. Wang has been solved to determine
the ductility and strength limits of thick tubes under large deflection/large
strain conditions. It is hoped that these successful demonstrations of MARC
capabilities will lead to commercial revenues from EMR.

5.12.2 TPIPE - General

S.B. Baset and G.A. Petrovich

The new version of TPIPE (version 5.0) was released for public use in December
1985. It incorporates some major enhancements, such as multiple support
excitation analysis, an updated class-2 ASME code post-processor (up to and
including 1980 and 1984 versions) and plotting of history results. The
associated user information manual, system procedure and system bulletin have
all been updated accordingly. It is expected that this version will completely
replace the previous version (TPIPE 4.4) in the first half of 1986.

5.13 HTFS/PPDS

G.A. Petrovich

New versions of the HTFS programs WIFE 2.0, DACE 1.3, OPTU 3.2, PIPO 1.0 and
ACOL 4.2 were installed. Six user guide updates were implemented and
twenty-four magnetic tapes containing HTFS programs were prepared and sent to
various customers.
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PPDS Version 9 was interfaced to ACOL 4.2 and DACE 1.3 and the interactive
version of PPDS was converted to run under NOS 2.4.

Work has begun on an interactive program and CCL procedures to increase the user
friendliness for bureau users. The program and procedures will help the users
to prepare submit files and to submit, track and retrieve jobs. An introductory
document will be prepared describing what bureau users need to know for
efficient use of the bureau service.

5.14 Computer Simulation of Ultrasonic Testing

5.14.1 Ultrasonic Simulation Contract

D.B. Duncan

A contract with the American Gas Association to model ultrasonic testing
techniques for weld joint inspection is underway (and will continue until April
1986). We have already obtained some interesting and unexpected results which
could be used to improve inspection techniques- These results have also been
experimentally verified by the Nondestructive Testing Development Branch.

5.14.2 Computer Simulation of Ultrasonic Testing
EWE (Elastic Wave Equation) Code Development

D.B. Duncan and S.E. Adams

An interactive computer code (EWESET) was developed to link together the various
computer codes used in the simulation of ultrasonic testing. The codes
themselves were standardized and can now be modified to include new features
more easily.

The mair; simulation code (EWECODE) was expanded to model slots and cracks in
rectangular geometry and non-vertical cracks in a skewed geometry.

A transducer simulation code (EWETRAN) based on the Green's function analysis
described in the last report (PR-P-141, 5.15; AECL-8849) was constructed and
successfully integrated into the EWE code collection.

5.15 Shielding and Radiation Calculations

5.15.1 Depth Dose Distribution in a Water Medium by 5 and 10 MeV Electrons

P.Y. Wong and M.A. Lone (Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch)

As a part of an evaluation of an electron linac for radiation processing, the
depth dose distributions in a water medium by a 5 MeV and a 10 MeV electron
linac operating in the photon mode have been calculated for J. Ungrin
(Accelerator Physics Branch) using the SANDYL Monte Carlo code. For purposes of
comparison, the corresponding distribution using Co-60 was also calculated.
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5.15.2 Low Energy Electron Transmission Through Thin Films

P.Y. Wong and M.A. Lone (Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch) with
D. Hetherington (Nuclear Physics Branch)

Low energy electron transmission calculations (PR-P-141, 5.21.2; A.ECL-8849) in
the 10-70 keV range have been extended to cover a thin film of mylar up to a
thickness of five micron.

5.15.3 Neutron Leakage Out of a Large D2O Tank and the Production of
6.25 MeV Gamma Rays By Incident Thorium Gammas

P.Y. Wong and M.A. Lone (Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch)

In support of a feasibility study by E.D. Earle (NSSP Branch) for a neutrino
observatory based on a large undergound heavy water detector, Monte Carlo
simulations were made to estimate the number of incident neutrons that would be
absorbed in a large cylindrical tank filled with reactor grade heavy water. The
results show that about 50% of the incident neutrons leak out of the D2O tank.
Simulations were also made to estimate the production of 6.25 MeV ganma rays by
incident thorium gamma rays, due to absorption of photoneutrons produced by
absorption of the incident gamma rays in D20. The estimated production is 10"
per incident particle.

5.15.4 Gamma Heating of the NRU Blowdown Test Facility

P.Y. Wong and M.A. Lone (Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch) with
M.A. Branecki (Fuel Engineering Branch)

Many of the fuel assemblies designed for the NRU Blowdown Test Facility (BTF)
are expected to operate at a fuel power of about 100 kW. To provide a reliable
measurement of this fuel power the amount of heat deposited in the loop coolant
has to be determined as accurately as possible. As a first estimate, we have
calculated the amount of gamma heating to be expected from a i m long BTF test
section. The result shows that (a) about 50 kW of gamma heating can be expected
if a BTF-fuel assembly is to operate at a fuel power of 100 kW; (b) the main
source of gammas is the pressure tube, via radiative capture of thermal neutrons
in the stainless steel; (c) contribution of gamma heating beyond the 1 m BTF
test section may not be negligible. This calculation is now being extended to
cover the full length of the pressure tube.

5.16 Heated Plume Studies

W.N. Selander and V.R. Ruddock, with P.J. Barry and D. Wildsmith
(Environmental Research Branch)

See PR-HS-20, 3.3.1; AECL-9102.

5.17 Analysis Program for Parity Violation Experiment

G.H. Keech

Improvements have been made in the code for the plotting of histograms.
Interactive NOS procedures have been developed to provide flexible and
user-friendly job creations.

The analysis of the experimental data is reported in PR-P-142, 3.20; AECL-9103.
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5.18 Preliminary (y»y) Scattering and Absorption Measurements on Ĵ
Between 4.9 and 6.1 MeV

J.W. Knowles, W.F. Mills and G.A. Heit (Neutron and Solid State
Physics Branch), with G.L. Klawitter

See PR-P-142, 3.18; AECL-9103.

5.19 Office Automation Liaison

M.A. Thompson and G.N. Williams

Assistance was provided to members of the Advanced CANDU Project regarding use
of the CDC mainframe computer for word processing, database, file management/
retrieval, and data communications purposes. Programming requests from members
of the Advanced CANDU Project were also forwarded to other members of
Mathematics and Computation Branch.

5.20 Information Handling Programs

5.20.1 Central Personnel Records System

C.J. Tanner and M.A. terHuurne

Maintenance activity on the CPRS system continues. A number of specialized
reports were produced for Corporate Head Office. toork has commenced on a
redesign of the database used by the system. This redesign will attempt to
improve access to the data, especially those fields which are used regularly,
and to add new fields to the database. An on-line data dictionary is now in
regular use. It provides information about the fields in the database and
information for data validation.

5.20.2 CRNL Quality Assurance File Management System

K.D. Clark, M.T. Miller and M.A. terHuurne

As noted in PR-P-139, AECL-8554 and in PR-P-141, AECL-8849 the original system
requirements are specified in report CRNL-2581 by R.G. Gray, CRNL Quality
Assurance. Development of the Inspection/Nonconformance Package has been
completed. Programming for the Financial Interface Package is nearing
completion. System documentation and minor logLc enhancements remain to be
done.

5.20.3 Documentation Records System

M.T. Miller

A new system was set up to keep track of the distribution of documentation (CDC
manuals, AECL-6076, AECL-8348) issued to Computing Centre users, to replace the
card system set up many years ago. The full-screen display capabilities on
NOS 2 were used to enter, display, or modify all input data at the terminal. An
interactive procedure was written using the menu format, allowing the user to
select a parameter value from a list (menu) of displayed options. A draft copy
of the documentation (MCAD-5) is now available.
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5.20.4 Bell Equipment Records System

M.A. terHuurne

A computerized data storage and retrieval system has been designed to store and
access data pertaining to Bell Canada equipment being leased to CRNL. NOS
Screen Manager has been used to facilitate data input and updating. Various
report and query programs have been developed to retrieve the information stored
on the database.

5.20.5 Computer Program for Stratification of the CNA-1 Inventory

V.R. Ruddock

A FORTRAN 5 computer program is being written to produce a stratified version of
the CNA-1 inventory list for use by the IAEA. Procedures have been written to
set up the input data, and submit the job to NOS/BE for execution.

The program uses the existing Nuclear Materials Control Branch HEU data file as
the main input.

5.20.6 Report Database for Advanced CANDU Project

V.R. Ruddock

A report database has been set up for John Dunn of Advanced CANDU Project. This
database is a filing system for the branch's reports and journal articles, as
part of their office automation system reported in section 5.19.

5.20.7 Report Database for Fuel Engineering Branch

V.R. Ruddock

A report database has been set up for Dave McCracken of Fuel Engineering
Branch. This is a filing system for reports and articles.

5.20.8 Report Database for Reactor Control Branch

V.R. Ruddock

A report database has been set up for Croorabe Pensom of Reactor Control Branch.
This is a more generalized report database - not as specialized as the above
two. The data is more general, but the database has been set up in the same
manner.

5.20.9 Photography Database for Office Services Branch

V.R. Ruddock

A photography requisition database has been set up for Cliff Baskin of Office
Services Branch to keep track of the important information pertaining to
photograph requisitions. It will also standardize the filling out of the
requisition forms.
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5.20.10 CRNL Standards Index for Plant Design Division

V.R. Ruddock

The CRNL Standards Index (SIP) database has been set up for Pat Meadowcroft of
Plant Design Division (see PR-P-141, 5.26.2; AECL-8849). Modifications are now
being made to the data. The reports have not yet been completed. This database
is not menu-driven - only two basic reports are needed, so the menu is not
necessary.

5.21 Miscellaneous Programs and Subroutines

5.21.1 Installing Programs on the CYBER 830

G.A. Petrovich

At the request of Bert Carlucci of the Engineering Research Branch, assistance
was provided in modifying a large finite element program to make use of the
level 2 memory on the CYBER 830. This allowed him to successfully model his
structure which was not possible on the CYBER 175/6600.

At the request of Marcel Lacroix of the Office of Reliability and Assessment,
assistance was provided in converting CRAC2 (Calculations of Reactor Accident
Consequences) to run on the CYBER 830 with level 2 memory. Previously, CRAC2
was running on the VAX 11/750 in the Dynamics Analysis Laboratory.

At the request of Brian Leitch of WNRE, the M0T1F2 program was converted from
VAX FORTRAN 66 to CDC FORTRAN 77 format with level 2 memory and run on the
CYBER 830.

5.21.2 Interfacing ISOSI to GRAAS

G.A. Petrovich

At the request of Stan Linauskas of the Radiation and Industrial Safety Branch
work has started on interfacing ISOSI (a radionuclide identification program) to
the version of GRAAS (AECL-7601) that he is currently using. He also asked to
have several changes made to GRAAS to improve its versatility. Modifications
were required to both ISOSI and GRAAS for the nuclide identification to be done
and further programming will be required to complete the work that he requested.

5.21.3 Spectrometer Data FIT Program

G.H. Keech

Efforts to install an Oak Ridge (VAX) program on a DEC system have so far failed
due to lack of computer memory. The program has been heavily overlaid and
virtual arrays used. This program could be used on-line to combine experimental
data, do test fits with interactive user data, and route good fits to the
plotter system.
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5.22 Computer Use by Division

The following table is an analysis of the jobs processed during the second
half of 1985.

No. of Jobs
Utilization
System Seconds

Corporate Head Office
Radiochemical Company
Chemical Company
AECL Medical
CANDU Operations
WNRE
CPRS
CRNL:
Computing Centre
Contract Accounts
Information Services
Health Sciences
Chemistry & Materials
Physics
Electronics, Instrumentation
and Control

Advanced Projects
& Reactor Physics

Fuels and Materials
Administration
Finance
Operations
Maintenance & Construction
General Services
Plant Design
Special Projects
Commercial Operations
Environmental Authority
Quality Assurance
Project Management
Others

3614
693
308
0

14941
6686
119

44218
3223
1229
8898
7956
13212

398

35051
18475
2879
5740
8584

0
498
3399
9124
547
515
1108

0
215

1.89
0.36
0.16
0.00
7.80
3.49
0.06

23.07
1.68
0.64
4.64
4.15
6.89

0.21

18.29
9.64
1.50
3.00
4.48
0.00
0.26
1.77
4.76
0.29
0.27
0.58
0.00
0.11

86346
3380
1756

0
380979
623953

913

1078670
80518
28516
165529
184374
512959

242352

2561689
479599
36740
131858
402293

0
8762

85428
142668
8383
2183
19527

0
7221

1.19
0.05
0.02
0.00
5.24
8.56
0.01

14.83
1.11
0.39
2.28
2.53
7.05

3.33

35.21
6.59
0.50
1.81
5.53
0.00
0.12
1.17
1.96
0.12
0.03
0.27
0.00
0.09

191630 7275696
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5.23 Reports and Publications

Reports

AECL-7261 Rev I PREPARATION OF MAGNET EC TAPES FOR THE TRANSFER OF INFORMATION
TO/FROM OTHER COMPUTER SYSTEMS
K.D. Clark and M.A. Peterson

AECL-8777 A SIMPLE METHOD FOR COMPUTING MEAN FUEL TEMPERATURES DURING A REACTOR
TRANSIENT
W.N. Selander

AECL-8843 A RELIABILITY STUDY OF THE CRNL OFF-SITE POWER SUPPLY
D..J. Winfield and S.E. Adams

Publications

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF ULTRASONIC TESTING
D.B. Duncan
Presented at Ultrasonics International 1985
London, UK
1985 July 2-4

ULTRASONIC COMPUTER MODEL VERIFICATION
K.R. Chaplin, D.B. Duncan and R.G. Parker
Published in Proceedings, Eleventh World Conference on Nondestructive Testing
Las Vegas, Nevada
1985 November 3-8

COMPUTING CENTRE NEWSLETTER
Vol. 12, Nos. 7 through 12
Edited by E.A. Okazaki

Unpublished Reports

The following are unpublished reports, available from Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited, Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1J0:

TASCC-1-13-07 THE OPERATING MANUAL FOR THE SAFETY INTERLOCK SYSTEM
R. Roiha

MCTD-18 CRNL MAIL UTILITY
C.J. Tanner and G.N. Williams
Revised 1985 December

MCTD-22 BPROC Version 2.4 USERS GUIDE AND REFERENCE MANUAL
E.G. Long, G.S. McQuade, M. Shaarani, M.A. Thompson and G.N. Williams
Revised 1985 October

MCTD-26 FILESET - A NOS AND NOS/BE FILE MANAGEMENT PACKAGE
M. Shaarani and G.N. Williams
Revised 1985 October
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MCTD-32 TSLIDES - A PROGRAM TO GENERATE TEXT SLIDES
G.N. Williams
Revised 1985 October

Lectures

A HIGH ORDER LEAP-FROG SCHEME FOR HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS
D.B. Duncan
Presented at the llth Biennial Conference on Numerical Analysis
Dundee, UK
1985 June

THE NEW MAIL FACILITY
C.J. Tanner and G.N. Williams
CRNL
1985 December 12
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6.1 Staff

Professional Staff

C.B. Bigham
J.C. Brown

K.C.D. Chan
B.G. Chidley
M.S. de Jong
M.S. de Wilton
N.A. Ebrahim
L.W. Funk
E.A. Heighway
J.D. Hepburn

C.R.J. Hoffmann
J.A. Hulbert
R.M. Hutcheon

J.-P. Labrie
G.E. McMichael
M.R. Shubaly

T. Taylor
T. Tran Ngoc
J. Ungrin

Mechanical Laboratory

J.E. Anderchek
R.J. Bakewell
D.G. Hewitt

D. Jackson
R.J. Kelly
J.F. Weaver

BRANCH HEAD:

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

J.H. Ormrod

Technical Staff

R.T.F. Bird
L.F. Birney

P.J.P. Bunge
R.J. Burton
D.W. Clements
R.W. Davis
M.A. Derewianko
A.B. Hood
J.C. Jones
R.G. Maggs
J.E. McGregor
W.L. Michel
R.E. Milks
J.F. Mouris
J.G. Plato
L.W. Shankland
D.L. Smyth
M.H. Thrasher
R.A. Vokes

Laboratory Services

K.T. McKee
T. Hoffman

Secretarial Staff

M.A. Trecartin

Summer Students

E.M. Arciszewski
R.T. Fredericks

D. Lowe

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

(11)
(12)
(13)

(1) Joined branch 1985 August 26.
(2) Attached half time from the Office of the Director of Research.
(3) Resigned 1985 October 11.
(4) Transferred from Instrument Development Branch effective

1985 November 15.
(5) Transferred from Dosimetric Research Branch effective

1985 December 19.
(6) Resigned 1985 August 09.
(7) Transferred from Electronics Branch effective 1985 November 15.
(8) Resigned 1985 August 15.
(9) Joined branch 1985 September 03.
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(10) Transferred from Radiation & Industrial Safety Branch effective
1985 November 18.

(11) Resigned 1985 August 23.
(12) Resigned 1985 August 16.
(13) Resigned 1985 August 29.
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6.2 Research Applications and Generic Studies

6.2.1 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

J.A. Hulbert

The superconducting cyclotron accelerated an I + beam to 1.27 GeV on
September 12. After installation of the electrostatic extraction deflector,
the iodine beam was extracted from the cyclotron into the extraction beam line
on November 19. Beam development continues, to improve beam transmission
through the extraction system up to the experimental target locations in the
interim target area. Effort is now divided between beam development and com-
pletion of sub-system interfaces to the computer control system.

6.2.1.1 Cryogenics

6.2.1.1.1 Cryogenic System

J.A. Hulbert and L.F. Birney with L.W. Thomson and K.A. Dobbs
(TASCC Operations Branch)

During the current report period, TASCC Operations Branch have assumed the
responsibility for the day-to-day operation of the 2800HR helium liquefier,
and formal responsibility for the liquefier was transferred to TASCC Oper-
ations at the end of December.

When the full operational load was placed on the cryogenic system (coil,
leads, extraction magnets and leads, cryopumps) some difficulty was found in
maintaining sufficient output. This situation improved with experience, and
as the critical features of the operation became apparent. The 3000 gallon
liquid nitrogen storage tank (the size was limited by pad loading
restrictions) proved inadequate owing to higher than anticipated liquid nitro-
gen consumption and irregularity of nitrogen delivery. The pad was reinforced
and a 6000 gallon replacement mounted in September.

The 2800HR reached 4600 hours of operation in August when a main bearing
failure in the high temperature engine caused a one week outage. The bearing
failure was associated with wear and grease leakage at the piston rings and
owing to a deficiency of spare parts non-standard piston rings were fitted.
The non-standard rings were several years old and had to be replaced after a
further 700 hours. This led to a decision to arrange a complete bearing and
piston seal replacement as the first stage of a regular 4-raonthly service
schedule. This took place in the first week of December.

Further minor interruptions were caused by failure of a cam follower and the
start motor of the high temperature engine and speed control components on
both engines.

The liquid helium charge in the cryostat was lost on three occasions, twice
due to lengthy power outages during weekends and once due to a loss of cryo-
stat vacuum when the backing pump belt broke during a weekend.
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The optimum speed for the high temperature engine was brought to the centre of
the speed controller range by fitting a smaller pulley to the alternator.

A long standing problem in maintaining proper low pressure control was solved
when, on fitting an additional reset valve to the dump regulator it was found
that there had been some control components missing in the regulator.

The lead covers on the cryostat towers are now being purged with the vent gas
from the liquid nitrogen storage tank. This, with the improved tower cover
design maintains the towers ice-free.

Liquid nitrogen consumption is still higher than had been anticipated with the
new liquefier and amounts to about one litre of nitrogen for every litre of
liquid helium (equivalent) produced. There are a number of reasons for this:
a slightly higher cryostat consumption than predicted, due to excess losses
from the difficulties in insulating the magnetic channel ends; incompatibility
in operating the cryostat at an adequately low pressure while maintaining a
low liquid nitrogen consumption; current operation of cryopumps at an
increasingly high flow until controller components are delivered; and inade-
quately precise control from the precooler bypass control valve supplied.
Correction of the last two items should provide some improvement in liquid
nitrogen consumption.

The automatic control panel for the eleven lead coolant flows is being
assembled and tested.

6.2.1.1.2 Cryopumps

J.A. Hulbert, L.F. Birney and E.M. Arciszewski

Two cryopump controllers have been assembled and tested and will be fitted as
soon as outstanding timer components are delivered. The controllers regulate
the liquid helium level in the cryopumps, either from silicon diode point
level detectors or by timers, programmable either locally or through the
control computer. During commissioning runs the cryopumps have either been
regulated manually or allowed to fill continuously. Storage time with rf on
in the midplane is about 10 minutes but a shorter cycle time is usually
preferable, to minimize vacuum transients which disturb the rf system as
transfer tube flow is re-established.

6.2.1.2 Cyclotron Magnet Systems

6.2.1.2.1 Injection and Extraction Steering Magnets

L.W. Shankland and R.E. Milks

The four injection and three extraction steerers and their power supplies and
controllers have all been installed and are operational from the control room
through system variables.

All magnets have been tested to their full rated currents, but for the
commissioning ion I steering requirements are minimal. The only critical
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steering is the horizontal injection steering and this requires less than
1 Ampere in one magnet only.

6.2.1.2.2 Trim Rods

R.E. Milks

For commissioning experiments with I, 10 MeV/u the trim rods were left set
at the measured field settings and to prevent inadvertent loss of these
settings the trim rod drives were not fitted.

During beam tests some manual changes were made:

(1) A 0.75 mT first harmonic was set up at a number of different azimuths by
manual operation of rods #13.

(2) A small adjustment was made to two rods #6 to check an administrative
error in zero setting.

(3) Rods #1, 2 and 3 were moved in 1 mm steps to insert small radial fields
in an attempt to correct the turn #2 axial deflection (see below,
6.2.1.8).

The limit switch wiring has been changed to prevent possible damage to the
raidplane copper liner under a previously unforeseen failure mode, and the trim
rod drives have now been fitted to facilitate experiments with a wide range of
first harmonic settings, and in preparation for beam development with a
different ion (or ion energy).

6.2.1.3 RF System

C.B. Bigham, R.J. Burton and J.E. McGregor with E.P. Stock (TASCC
Operations Branch)

6.2.1.3.1 Accelerating Structure

During the first rf system tests, after reassembly of the structure, the outer
conductor to liner joints failed (AECL-7909, p. 110). These difficult
mechanical joints were refitted after the final tests in Bldg. 467 before the
move to Bldg. 137. This time, the joints were brazed in place with cooling
water flowing through the cooling tubes to reduce the chance of heat damage to
adjacent parts of the structure.

Following reassembly, the structure has been operated at 42.6995 MHz, 0-mode
up to 75 kV peak voltage for the cyclotron commissioning experiments described
below. Voltage stability has been satisfactory for extraction experiments,
i.e., final orbit position is stable and reproducible.

The stripper foil assembly in dee 41 and the electrostatic deflector assembly
in dee 23 do not cause a significant change in resonator Q (Q = 3558 at
42.6995 MHz) or a significant change in the dee operating temperatures.
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The radial variation of voltage along the dees can be estimated from the turn
pattern of the beam circulating in the cyclotron. The dependence obtained
from the turn pattern is about the same as that expected from earlier x-ray
end point measurements except for small deviations at the inner and outer
regions that are not yet fully understood.

6.2.1.3.2 Power Amplifier

During the early cyclotron commissioning the contacts to the screen grid in
the final stage tube socket failed and required disassembly of the cavity for
replacement. The 4CW100 000 tetrode was also replaced by the spare, to
exercise it.

6.2.1.3.3 Control System

The system is operable through the control computer from the control room.
Spurious interlock trips made this difficult at first. Trip frequency has now
been reduced to such a level that very little attention at the local controls
is required after start-up.

6.2.1.3.4 Beam Bunching

The complete bunching system has shown adequate performance for acceleration
and extraction of separated turns from the cyclotron of 10 MeV/u I beams.

The operation of the low energy buncher has been described in PR-P-140
(Section 6.2.1.3.4). Operation of the high energy buncher has also proved to
be satisfactory for the 70 MeV 1 2 7 I 7 + beam. Transit time jitter through the
tandem has turned out to be a rather variable problem. The jitter ranges from
± 1/4 ns to ± 6 ns depending on conditions (mostly unknown) in the tandem.
The slit stabilizing system using energy analysis after the high energy
buncher stabilizes better than the capacitive phase probe system (see
PR-P-140) and can cope with jitter over a range of about 6 ns. On one day,
jitter of ±20° (±1.3 ns) was stabilized to ± 3° (± 0.2 ns) by the capacitive
phase probe system and to t 1-1/2° (± 0.1 ns) by the slit system. At this
level the jitter contribution to the bunch lengths is not very important to
the experiments being conducted now, but is on the threshold of being a
problem when the specified energy resolution is sought.

The buncher parameters, set to optimize the bunch length at the beam pulse
detector in front of the cyclotron (not an isochronous point), give typically
a bunch length of 1.4 ns FWHM. Orbit measurements in the early turns of
acceleration indicate that the bunch length is shortened to about 1/4 ns FWHM
along the injection orbit. The beam width observed at extraction (1.7 mm for
a 4 mm orbit spacing) is consistent with this bunch length.
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6.2.1.4 Injection

6.2.1.4.1 Foil Changer

C.R.J. Hoffmann, J.F. Mouris and J.F. Weaver

The foil changer system was installed in the cyclotron and operated under com-
puter control in an average midplane magnetic field of 3.8 T. Stepping motors
operated satisfactorily without magnetic shielding. The structure to guide
the transport chain in the dee was modified after initial operation to reduce
backlash encountered during positioning of a foil in the beam path. Modifi-
cations were also made to rf shielding around the chain in the dee to improve
electrical and thermal contact to the dee.

6.2.1.5 Extraction

6.2.1.5.1 Electrostatic Deflector

C.R.J. Hoffmann and R.J. Kelly

All of the components for the deflector system were fabricated, assembled and
installed in a dee in the cyclotron. A few components required small modifi-
cations, particularly the support insulator housing, to fit the deflector
support assembly into the dee without interfering with dee cooling tubes.
Some jigs and special tools had to be designed and fabricated to correctly
orient the assembly and tighten otherwise inaccessible screws.

Operation of the deflector system during beam extraction studies ( I + ,
10 MeV/u) has shown that the series water isolation resistor provides adequate
protection against rf pickup. The leakage current through the water circuit
is much larger (» 1 mA at 50 kV) than expected. Reasons and remedies for this
are being sought.

6.2.1.5.2 Magnetic Channel

C.R.J. Hoffmann and J.F. Mouris

First harmonic magnetic field perturbations, generated by each of the four
sets of superconducting windings at 100 A current, were measured with the
field mapping apparatus. Channel 1 effects were about 50% higher than calcu-
lated (measured as 0.1 mT at 609 mm radius). Gradient winding effects agreed
well with calculated values and the perturbations from channel 2 bias windings
were measured and calculated to be negligibly small. All the perturbations
were within the range of the trim rods.

Circuitry to interface extraction system power supplies to the computer
control system has been developed and tested. Printed circuit boards are
being designed.

During beam extraction studies (12?i23+f \Q MeV/u), the channel windings have
operated at calculated values of current.
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6.2.1.6 Beam Probes

J.D. Hepburn, E.A. Heighway and R.E. Milks with R.E. Howard
(Nuclear Physics Branch)

The two radial probes and the stub probe are fully operational and have been
an essential tool in measuring and diagnosing the beam trajectories in the
cyclotron. Changes to the control software have been made in the light of
experience to improve the interface with the user. These include the
inclusion of variable gain for the CRT output display, modifications to the
layout and content of the mimic display and changes to the user definition of
probe motion parameters. During the field mapping of the extraction beam line
at 4.6 T mean midplane field, the fringe field affected the operation of the
turbo-molecular pumps and the vacuum valve limit switches. Magnetic shields
will be fitted before beams are run near the maximum fields.

6.2.1.7 Beam Dynamics

6.2.1.7.1 Orbit Computation

E.H. Lindqvist (TASCC Operations)

See TASCC Operations Report, PR-IO-138, Section 3.7, Beam Dynamics.

6.2.1.7.2 Code Development

E.A. Heighway

Inconsistencies In the treatment of trim rods between codes TRIUMFTHREE and
SUPERGOBLIN have been removed.

An on-line 'help' facility is being written for SUPERGOBLIN for future beam
dynamics studies.

A detailed comparison has been made between the measured beam trajectories and
the predictions of the design beam dynamics codes. In general, agreement is
excellent. Where deviations have been found they have pointed to errors in
calibration of probe and stripper foil positions and inconsistencies between
tandem terminal and magnet field settings (within measurement tolerances) and
these have been readily corrected.

The probe data has been transferred via modem link to the Cyber computer, and
the turn pattern analysis codes used to analyze the probe data.
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6.2.1.8 Cyclotron Operation

J.A. Hulbert, C.B. Bigham, L.F. Birney, R.J. Burton, E.A. Heighway,
J.D. Hepburn, C.R.J. Hoffmann, J.E. McGregor, R.E. Milks,
J.F. Mouris, J.H. Ormrod, L.W. Shankland with W.G. Davies,
R.E. Howard (Nuclear Physics Branch) and K.A. Dobbs,
E.H. Lindqvist, E.P. Stock, L.W. Thomson (TASCC Operations Branch)

Operation of the cyclotron has been carried out with the collaboration of
TASCC Operations and Nuclear Physics Branches. During the initial months of
operation many interlocks and control computer interface units were not com-
plete or fully tested and operation is thus "labour intensive". To permit
continuing installation tests as well as the necessary beam development runs,
we have aimed at two weeks operation on a two-shift per day basis, alternating
with two weeks shut down for installations.

At the end of July first beam injection experiments took place. Flexing of
the pole laminations, as the magnet was run up, released trapped moisture
(from the 1982 'flood' and from the long exposure to atmosphere during the
move from the development laboratory) which upset the rough vacuum system for
some hours. The injection beam trajectory of I, 7"1" was measured on the
diagnostic probes on July 22nd. On July 25th a stripper foil was inserted
into the beam and a Iodine charge state spectrum obtained at radial probe
#2 - see Fig. 6.2.1. Vacuum leaks at the rf tuner joints with the midplane
copper liner and a helium liquéfier breakdown delayed further operation until
the second week of September. On September 10 beam was accelerated out to
430 mm radius, equivalent to an energy of 0.5 GeV. On September 12, the beam
reached the extraction orbit radius at an energy of 1.27 GeV. A section of
the turn pattern on probe #2 is shown in Fig. 6.2.2.

Installation of the electrostatic deflector in the dee 2-3 was complete by
mid-November and beam extracted after 7 hours operation of the cyclotron on
November 19th.

Experiments on November 28th established a current of 23 nA at the probe #1
location at the outer end of the extraction channel or an effective trans-
mission of the extraction system of better than 55%. The beam was then
developed through the extraction beam line. Ten nA was recorded at the
Faraday cup 1.1 m beyond the yoke wall but successively less at each stage,
through the quadrupole lens QE1, and the bending magnet BEI into the interim
target region. Experiments continued until the system was closed down for the
holiday period on December 20th.

It is believed at present that the beam losses along the extraction beam line
are due to the presence of ice in the channel beam pipe. Evaporation of the
ice by the fringes of the beam causes poor vacuum conditions and local charge
stripping in the beam pipe, and consequent beam dispersion in the extraction
line. A bakeout heater will be used to dry out the beam pipe as a first stage
of experiments in 1986.

Within the cyclotron midplane, the beam is well centred axially and radially
and the turns well separated. The full width of the beam is about 3 mm in
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Fig. 6.2.1 Charge state spectrum for 71 MeV Iodine 7+ injected through
a 20 Mg/cm carbon foil. The plot is the output of the
probe #2 differential fingers as the probe is scanned from a
radius of 140 mm to a radius of 240 mm. The 23+ charge
state is the one to be accelerated to give 1.27 GeV I.

both transverse directions. The full length of the beam pulses at half
height is deduced to be about 4° by measurement of turn broadening as a
function of phase delay. Beam transmission through the accelerating region is
close to 100%.

On the second turn after the stripper the beam accumulates a vertical
deflection of 3-4 mm with a subsequent adiabatic recovery in one axial
betatron period. This deflection, which seems to be an electric steering
effect, results in a 30-50% beam loss by scraping off in the aperture formed
by the foil changer track in dee 4-1, and also appears to reduce the phase
acceptance of the cyclotron by about one-half. The reason for this effect,
and a means of correction, are not yet understood.
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Fig. 6.2.2 Turn pattern of the accelerated beam as measured by the radial
probes on axial differential probe heads.

(a) The Inner radius section (150-350 mm) on probe #1 showing
the turn #2 axial displacement from the central finger to
the next upper finger.

(b) The outer radius section (620-670 mm) on probe #2. All
the beam is on the central finger.

(a) and (b) are taken at different gains.
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6.2.2 Laser Acceleration of Particles

N.A. Ebrahim

6.2.2.1 Plasma Beatwave Experiments

The first observations of acceleration of injected electrons in the CRNL-
Varennes laser-driven plasma beatwave experiment were made in 1985 November.
The source of injected electrons was a laser plasma produced on an aluminum
slab target by a CO2 laser pulse. The beatwave plasma was produced by ion-
izing a fast gas jet with a second synchronized CO2 laser pulse containing
both 9.6 \m and 10.6 pm lines. The image plane of a double-focusing injection
spectrometer passed through the front edge of the beatwave plasma at right
angles so that the injection energy could be varied by varying the injection
spectrometer field. A second magnetic spectrometer analyzed electrons
emerging from the heatwave plasma. For an injection energy of 0.97 MeV, 5 MeV
electrons were observed from a 1.5 mm long plasma. Electron acceleration was
only observed when a source plasma of the appropriate density was produced
(» 10 cm ); two laser lines were incident on the jet plasma (X * 9.6 vim and
A = 10.6 ym); and the injection energy was above the 0.5 MeV threshold for
particle trapping. The 5 MeV signal disappeared if any of the above
conditions were not satisfied.

Experiments currently in progress are designed to examine the accelerated
electron spectrum more closely and to observe the sidebands in the forward
scattered laser light as further evidence of the beat excitation of an
electrostatic wave in the plasma. Some preliminary work also suggests that a
two stage laser beatwave experiment may be feasible with some modifications to
the present experimental setup.

6.2.2.2 Particle Simulations of the Beatwave Accelerator

K.C.D. Chan, N.A. Ebrahim and F. Martin (INRS, Varennes)

We have conducted computer simulations of the longitudinal motion of an
electron accelerated by a beatwave excited by two collinear laser beams in a
plasma for the case of the acceleration length limited by the depth of focus
of the focusing optics which also modulate the beatwave amplitude along the
laser axis. The one-dimensional simulations show that the threshold energy
for the trapping of electrons Is increased if the beatwave has a slowly rising
spatial amplitude instead of a step function as is the theoretical case with a
plane wave. This increase in the threshold energy is due to the modulation of
the electron energy as the electron travels through the region of the rising
edge of the plasma wave. For a slowly rising field amplitude, the modulation
tends to be most negative for electrons with a phase of it with respect to the
wave, where the separatrix has the lowest energy and where the usual defi-
nition of threshold energy is used. This behaviour Is Important in the
capture and acceleration of electrons at low injection energy.
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6.2.3 Diagnostic Equipment Development

M.S. de Jong and W.L. Michel

Work continues on development of beam-light profile monitors for high current
proton beams. Hardware for 4 profile monitors has been assembled using linear
photodlode arrays with H a narrow band filters. Testing and calibration of
this set has begun. Modifications to the profile data acquisition program are
being made to acquire data from all 4 views simultaneously.

The 4-view computed toraographic reconstruction program RECON445 was tested
with sample data from a profile monitor. The tests revealed several problems
with the way RECON445 handles the data which caused the program to converge
very slowly or not at all. The origin of these difficulties is being investi-
gated.

Investigation of Stark quenching of H a emission lines by the proton beam
space charge continues. Experiments with a tunable coaxial cavity revealed
several difficulties with this approach. The measurements with low rf field
strength required much better amplitude stability than could be achieved.
Analysis of the weak rf field data to determine average electric field
strengths was also much more difficult than in previous experiments with a
fixed frequency resonator and strong rf fields. Thus the 315 MHz resonator
was reinstalled for all further experiments. A version of the profile data
acquisition program is being prepared to measure H a emission profiles with
and without rf quenching. This will permit determination of the transverse
electric field strength distribution In the beam.

6.3 Accelerator Breeder Studies

6.3.1 High Current Test Facility

This facility, comprising a 750 kV Cockcroft-Walton generator and 3 MeV output
energy Alvarez linac, has been retired from service and is being dismantled to
make room for RFQ1.

6.3.1.1 Injector

G.E. McMichael, D.W. Clements and W.L. Michel

Parts of the injector beamline including the main beam stop and all components
after the second bending magnet are being disassembled. The remainder of the
facility will be mothballed such that limited operation could be resumed upon
approximately one month's notice. The SUCCESS II computer system is also
being retired and all components and wiring will be removed, except those
necessary for limited manual operation of the Injector.

6.3.1.2 Alvarez Tank

G.E. McMichael and D.W. Clements

Work orders for the removal and scrapping of the Alvarez tank have been
issued. Useful components, including the drift tube quadrupole magnets, will
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be salvaged and retained for possible beam transport experiments with the RFQ1
beam. Removal of the Alvarez tank at this time is necessary to provide room
for the installation of services for the RFQ1 experiment.

6.3.2 RFQ1

G.E. McMichael

Design and development of a high current 100% duty factor proton radio-
frequency quadrupole (RFQ) linac continued. A design study of a heavy ion
linac for an ISOL post accelerator at TRIUMF was completed.

6.3.2.1 Ion Source and Injector

M.S. de Jong and D.W. Clements

Mechanical assembly of the RFQ1 injector (see Fig. 6.3.1) in Building 610 is
approximately 80% complete. Most components on the vacuum box were mounted,
the vacuum system assembly was completed and vacuum tested. One large leak
and 2 smaller leaks were found and repaired. Several of the smaller water-
cooled shields for inside the box are being fabricated. A high voltage dome
and ion source power supply layout are being designed. Ion source development
for RFQ1 is continuing (see section 6.4.2).

RFQ1 INJECTOR

FLAP VALVES STRAIGHT-THROUGH HjH3 BEAM STOP
BEAM STOP LOCATION

ISOLATION VALVE
2 0 0 0 / / t VACUUM PUMP

DIAGNOSTIC BOX '

Fig. 6.3.1 RFQ1 injector.
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6.3.2.2 Control and Instrumentation

B.G. Chidley, G.E. McMichael, D.W. Clements, W.L. Michel and
J.G. Plato

Construction of two emittance measuring unit (EMU) controllers, one for the
Ion Source Test Stand and one for RFQ1, is well advanced. The 8085 based com-
puter systems are completed and tested although some control software remains
to be written. Prototype wire-wrapped boards for most functions have been
built and tested, and assembly of the final printed circuit boards is
underway.

Printed circuit boards for the new 256 channel fibre optic coupled communi-
cation system are being prepared. A complete prototype (wire-wrapped) unit
has been operated and when the production units are available, the present 32
channel units will be replaced.

Detailed specifications for two Taurus/IBM PC data acquisition and control
systems (for the RFQ1 injector and RFQ) are being prepared. A software speci-
fication has been agreed on with the vendor that will provide foreground-
background capabilities and other enhancements to meet our requirements.

6.3.2.3 Accelerator Codes and Calculations

6.3.2.3.1 SUPERFISH and POISSON

B.G. Chidley and G.E. McMichael

User committees for SUPERFISH and POISSON were established under a DOE com-
mittee headed by W. Hermannsfeldt (SLAC) to oversee documentation, distri-
bution and code modifications. The "official" codes are distributed by the
Los Alamos National Laboratories in versions for a CRAY and a VAX. These have
been installed on the Bldg. 600 VAX and older versions, with local
enhancements but restricted mesh size, remain available on the CRNL
Cyber 175. As a result of activities of the new committees, improved versions
of both codes should be available soon.

6.3.2.3.2 URMEL

B.G. Chidley

URMEL is a code for calculating fields in a resonator cavity which was
developed by T. Weiland at DESY and which, unlike SUPERFISH, can also calcu-
late transverse or deflection modes. The code was modified for the CRNL Cyber
computer by reducing mesh sizes and is now available for use.

6.3.2.3.3 Design of TRIUMF ISOL Post-Accelerator

G.E. McMichael, B.G. Chidley and R.M. Hutcheon

The TRIUMF ISOL project requires an accelerator capable of accelerating ions
of mass between 10 and 60 amu from an input energy of 1 keV/amu to an output
energy variable between 0.3 and 1 MeV/amu. A conceptual design study was
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undertaken leading to a proposed design using a 4-rod 23 MHz RFQ from 1 to
60 keV/amu followed by an 8 tank 23 MHz DTL and a bucket rotator to reduce the
output energy spread.

The accelerator parameters were determined and the beam dynamics calculated
with the aid of the computer programs CURLI, RFQUIK and TRACE and the per-
formance analyzed using the beam dynamics programs PARMTEQ and PARMILA.

The proposed RFQ structure is a 9.7 metre long, 23 MHz, 4-rod lumped inductor
"Frankfurt" type of RFQ, constructed of five modules placed in series. The rf
properties of the structure were modeled with RFQ3D which demonstrated that,
with the proper choice of lumped inductors, a 2.5 times longitudinal variation
of inter-rod voltage Is possible allowing a reduction in the original 16 m
tank length. As well, the positions of the zeros in the longitudinal vane
current are suitable for dividing the structure into modules requiring only
fingerstock interconnections. Estimates of the rf efficiency of the structure
suggest a realistic "transverse" shunt impedance of * 0.4 Mft/m, and that the
total power needed to establish the inter-rod voltage (38 kV at the input end
ramped to 97 kV at the output) over the 9.7 metre length is » 115 kW.

6.3.2.4 High Power RF Systems

J.C. Brown and D.W. Clements

The 270 MHz rf system was used for a short period for operation of the
Resonant Load to carry out component tests.

6.3.2.5 Structure Development

6.3.2.5.1 Resonant Load

J.C. Brown and D.W. Clements

The resonant load was used for high power tests on the modified drift tube and
on a copper drive loop with a flat disc ceramic window. The aluminum drift
tube was rebuilt with a larger body to lower the cavity frequency for improved
rf system performance. During initial operation, sparking in the narrow gap
between the drift tube stem and the port wall, limited operation to low
power. A high current rf contact spring was installed in the gap to reduce
the long path for the drift tube stem currents. This required installation of
a new stem tube because the spring groove was to be located at the position of
a vacuum sealing weld. The cavity was then operated to power levels in excess
of 165 kW without any indication of sparking at the drift tube stem-to-wall
joint.

6.3.2.5.2 High Power Drive Loops

J.C. Brown

Work continued on the two versions of copper drive loops for the resonant
load. One uses a flat disc ceraminc window and the other a cylindrical
window.
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The disc version was tested to power levels in excess of 165 kW without any
sign of the breakdown or ion bombardment problems experienced on drive loops
with teflon windows.

Assembly of the loop with the cylindrical ceramic window continued. After the
metal attachments of the window assembly were copper plated, brazing to the
loop components was attempted. During brazing, the heavy copper centre con-
ductor dropped into the attachment far enough to allow the end of the cylinder
to contact the copper conductor. It thus became brazed at several unplanned
points. On cooling, the cylinder was unevenly stressed and fractured.
Attempts to copper plate the TIN coated window assembly were unsuccessful and
it was decided to modify the design to accept an O-ring vacuum seal on the
window. These modifications have been completed and the rest of the assembly
is now awaiting the final brazing operation.

The difficulties in brazing the window assembly to the loop components has
prompted a review of the joining method to be used on the RFQl drive loop.
The ceramic supplier suggests that a welded joint would be more suitable if
we can avoid the formation of the brittle alloy reported at GSI during some
early attempts to weld copper to Kovar (Vacon). We have conducted tests on
copper to copper and copper to Kovar joints using part of their procedure but
with electron beam rather than tungsten inert gas welding. All samples have
proven leak free; tests for brittleness are still in progress.

A computer analysis of the cylindrical ceramic loop was made by John Whealton
of ORNL showing an acceptable mismatch of VSWR = 1.35 for operation at 270 MHz
(see Fig. 6.3.2).

200 300

FREQUENCY (MHz)

Fig. 6.3.2 Variation of total mismatch with frequency for the resonant
load drive loop with a cylindrical ceramic window.
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6.3.2.5.3 Four-Rod RFQ Studies

R.M. Hutcheon and R.A. Vokes

A high power four-rod sparking test unit was constructed as part of a joint
experiment with the University of Frankfurt and Los Alamos AT Division. The
unit was assembled, leak checked, tuned and the drive loop dimensions
determined for critical coupling. The system was then disassembled, crated
and shipped to the University of Frankfurt for high power rf testing.

All flange joints use the principle of a garter spring to provide rf contact
with an "O-ring" at a larger radius to provide the vacuum joint. All parts of
the system are water cooled.

Because of an unfortunate choice of tank diameter, there are two "structure-
tank" resonances close to the 108.5 MHz "structure only" RFQ mode. To reduce
their influence, a capacitive knob was brazed to the top of one inductor, the
effect being to change the two spurious modes so as to be equally below and
above the RFQ mode at 94.5 MHz and 129.6 MHz respectively. With correct
positioning of the drive loop, the excitation of these modes is completely
suppressed. The resultant mode spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.3.3, with the
108.49 MHz RFQ mode critically coupled. At critical coupling the loaded Q
was 2600.

Two ports are provided in the tank, facing the two inductors, so that with the
use of the standard Frankfurt tuning plungers, a small amount of frequency
tuning will be possible.

20u 250 300
Frequency (MHz)

350

Fig. 6.3.3 The measured mode spectrum of the 4-rod RFQ high power test
model, using the critically coupled drive-loop as rf feed.
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Just before disassembly, a dielectric bead (a piece of foam) was pulled down
the bore of the structure to measure the axial distribution of transverse
voltage (Fig. 6.3.4). The measurement demonstrates the predicted ripple and
also a small axial asymmetry which is probably due to non-equal rod spacing.
The distribution is acceptable for the high power tests, although the strap-
like water cooling loops at the rod ends may represent maximum voltage stress
points due to the small diameter of the tubing. If this is experimentally
shown to be the case, the loops can be replaced with larger diameter material.
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f = 108.49 MHz

AXIAL POSITION

Fig. 6.3.4 Measured longitudinal distribution of transverse rod-to-rod
voltage for the 4-rod RFQ high power test model. The pre-
dicted truncated sinusoidal voltage distribution is shown.

6.3.2.6 RFQ Accelerating Structure

The RFQ accelerating structure is being designed to accelerate up to 75 mA of
protons from 50 to 600 keV. Designed for 100% duty factor operation and a
resonant frequency of 270 MHz, it will provide a test bed for a wide range of
high power RFQ accelerator experiments.

6.3.2.6.1 Mechanical Design and Fabrication

G.E. McMichael and A.A. Walton (Civil and Mechanical Design Branch)

(a) Mechanical Design

Detail drawings for the main tank, end flanges, vane mounts and clamps, beam
diagnostic box and collimator ring were completed and released for con-
struction or submitted to outside vendors for quotations. Detailing of the rf
coupling loop and tank stand is underway.
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(b) Vanes

Fabrication of the prototype vane is 90% complete with only the tip profile
machining remaining before it is ready for copper plating.

(c) Main Tank

Quotations for the fabrication of the main tank have been requested.

6.3.2.6.2 Cooling Systems

J.C. Brown and G.A. Zakhem (Process Systems Design Branch)

Construction of the interim cooling system has been postponed to defer costs
to next fiscal year.

6.4 Medical and Industrial Applications

6.4.1 Electron Test Accelerator

J. Ungrin

This accelerator is used for accelerator physics research and to develop new
accelerator components for high power work. The electron beam is also used
for industrial irradiation purposes and as a source of electron and gamma
radiation for fundamental research.

6.4.1.1 Accelerator Operation

J.-P. Labrie

During the period, the accelerator was operated for the following experiments:

- Dosimeter development 1 day

- Crystal irradiations 1 day
- Tests of the beam buncher/chopper system 15 days.

The priority for development of accelerators for industrial applications has
shifted from cw to long pulse operation and as a result the accelerator was
shut down indefinitely on November 29 following the buncher/chopper tests.

6.4.1.2 Dosimetry

K.C.D. Chan and R.T. Fredericks

Initial tests of the caloriraetric dose meters and dose rate meters proposed in
the last progress report were carried out. The results of these experiments
are being analyzed. For the dose rate meter experiment, a temperature control
unit was developed to keep a small block of graphite above ambient temperature
with resistive heating. A thermistor is used to measure the temperature of
the graphite block. The thermistor voltage is compared to a reference
voltage, via an operational amplifier and the error voltage is used to drive a
voltage programmable power supply which supplies current to a resistor
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embedded in the graphite block. The resistive heating then changes the
temperature of the graphite and a closed control loop is formed. The differ-
ence in the output of the power supply with and without the electron beam
irradiating the graphite block gives the dose rate deposited by the electron
beam.

6.4.1.3 Structure Development

6.4.1.3.1 High Power Structure

J.-P. Labrie

Measurements were done at the University of Mainz to determine the power
handling capability of room temperature cw linac structures. An on-axis
coupled structure composed of three accelerating and two coupling cavities,
operating at 2450 MHz, was used for the high power tests. Stable operation
was observed at power levels up to 70 kW/m with circumferential cooling and
210 kW/m with circumferential plus web cooling corresponding to average energy
gradients of 2.2 and 3.5 MeV/m after correcting for loss in shunt impedance
from the increase in the cavity temperature. Results are in excellent
agreement with predictions from computer modeling of the thermal stresses.

6.4.1.3.2 Boiling Heat Transfer Process for High Power Structures

T. Tran Ngoc and J.-P. Labrie

A significant component in the operating cost of high average power structures
is the cooling water. Furthermore, the high flow rates required for efficient
cooling lead to erosion of the cooling channels of the structure. The heat
removal efficiency of the boiling water heat transfer process is very high and
allows for the design of high power structures cooled with low water flows.
The higher cavity temperature required for the process reduces the shunt
impedance by about 20% but for heavily beam loaded structures, the increase in
power requirements is small. A study of a compact high power structure oper-
ated in the forced convection boiling regime is underway.

6.4.1.3.3 Chopper Cavity

J.-P. Labrie

The injector line has been reconfigured to accommodate the chopper cavity.
Beam tests indicate that the buncher/chopper system performs as designed. A
beam transmission of 100% has been achieved from the input of Model 4 to the
electron beam irradiation window using the buncher/chopper system.

6.4.2 Ion Source Development

T. Taylor, R.G. Maggs, T. Tran Ngoc, J.G. Plato and M.R. Shubaly

The development of a large-area cusp ion source for non-volatile elements is
continuing. The performance of the source appears to be very sensitive to the
magnetic field at the plasma aperture plate. A cusp electrode scaled up in
length as well as diameter gave useful beams only at very high compressor coil
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currents. The multlpolarity of the cusp field was also shown to be critical.
A relatively short cusp electrode with a decapole cusp field gave a total
current of 250 mA of hydrogen in three well defined beamlets. Thus, the
desired current density has been achieved. It remains to be shown that the
beam current scales up with the aperture area. A cusp source with an oven and
a hot liner has been designed and built and is ready for preliminary tempera-
ture tests.

Two sources are being developed for RFQl. A duoPIGatron has been designed and
is presently being manufactured. A design for a duoplasmatron is nearing com-
pletion.

Experiments with an rf driven cathode produced no meaningful results and were
abandoned in favour of experiments on the large-area cusp ion source.

A new arc power supply is being assembled and will soon be tested in con-
junction with the 256 channel fibre-optic telemetry system discussed in
Section 6.3.2.2.

The grounds and the high voltage power supply leads on the ion source test
stand have been reworked producing a significant improvement in reliability.

6.5 Mechanical Laboratory

J.E. Anderchek

The Mechanical Laboratory operates the machine shop and furnaces in Bldg. 145
and carries out mechanical construction, assembly, repairs and vacuum testing
for the Accelerator Physics Branch and the Reactor Physics Branch.

Total laboratory time breakdown in the half was:

Accelerator Physics Branch - 98.3%
Reactor Physics Branch - 1.7%

6.5.1 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

The foil changer system was installed on the cyclotron and commissioned. A
modified chain guide system was developed, fabricated and installed. Com-
ponents fabricated for the electrostatic deflector included high voltage
support and feed insulators and their housings, upper sparking plate termi-
nations, and installation jigs. The deflector system was assembled on a bench
in the shop, then disassembled and installed in the cyclotron. Other fabri-
cations included 1) rf shield flanges and head insulator plates for the diag-
nostic probes, 2) various chassis components for cryogenic controls and a
mount for the cryostat liquid helium depth gauge, 3) copper test pieces for
cyclotron dee rewelding and the installation of a beam guard sleeve in the
extraction beam tube. Modifications and repairs to SCC components included
1) repairs to a liquid helium transfer tube stop valve and assistance with
bearing replacement on the helium liquefier refrigerating engine, 2) replacing
rf fingers to a power amplifier tube base, and changing two pole stud
tensioners.
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6.5.2 High Current Test Facility

The resonant load drift tube was modified to accept a high current rf contact
spring. This required the replacement of the stem as the spring was to be
located at the position of a welded joint. Repairs were made to the high
power resistor of one of the modular dc power supplies. A small component
copper plating facility was set up and the kovar cuffs of the two cylindrical
ceramic window assemblies were plated. The plating on the first assembly was
poorly bonded and blistered during furnace heat tests, however after minor
plating changes the copper deposit on the second unit proved satisfactory.
Assembly of the cylindrical window version of the resonant load drive loop is
about 90% complete. Brazing of the metal cuffs on the window assembly to the
loop body proved unsuccessful and the design was modified to accept an 0-ring
vacuum seal. Modifications were made to the drift tube stems and post
couplers of the 22 cell Alvarez model tank for preliminary measurements in a
joint Los AlamosCRNL experiment. The tank was prepared, packed and shipped to
Los Alamos for completion of the measurements.

6.5.3 RFQ1

A prototype vane support and adjusting mechanism was fabricated and tested.
Inspection, braze preparations and other tasks associated with managing the
fabrication of the prototype vane are continuing. Fabrication of components
for the main tank has started, and materials procured for flanges, end
fittings and diagnostic components. The main beam-stop fabrication and
brazing was completed and final assembly is underway. The plunging beam-stop
for the injector line was assembled and leak checked.

6.5.4 Electron Test Accelerator

Beam line components for the chopper experiment on ETA were modified and
installed and raodifications were made to the chopper amplifier cavity and
coupling loop. Repairs were made to a waveguide isolator.

6.5.5 Laser Acceleration of Particles

A double focusing bending magnet and components for a broad range electron
spectrometer for the INRS, Varennes-CRNL experiment were fabricated.

6.5.6 Ion Source Development

Two cusp electrodes, two magnet holders, a first anode and an aperture plate
were manufactured for a program aimed at the development of a large area cusp
source. An intermediate electrode and a first anode were modified for pre-
liminary tests of a design concept for a source of non-volatile elements. A
source was modified for a demonstration of an rf driven cathode and an anode
insert was constructed to test an alternative feed gas injection scheme.

6.5.7 Reactor Physics

Forty sample changer slides together with lids and components for a horizontal
detector sample holder were manufactured and a lead collimator was rebored and
set up.
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R.M. Hutcheon, R.A. Vokes, T. Tran Ngoc and J.C. Brown
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J.-P. Labrie
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